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Mobile means
business
How Windows 10, Office 365 and other innovative
technologies are empowering today’s mobile workforce

PLUS:

Profisee’s Eric Melcher on mobilising
master data management
How Accenture, Avanade, Intel and Microsoft
are creating the supermarket of the future
Microsoft’s Erwin Visser on the impact of
digital and the future of enterprise IT

Jeff Jaffe, CEO of the World Wide Web
Consortium, predicts how the web will evolve

Dell’s Jackson Shaw outlines the benefits
of context-aware security approaches
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Doing more
with mobile
L I N D S AY J A M E S : A C T I N G E D I T O R , O N W I N D O W S

T

here are more mobile devices on the planet than there are people. And in
the US, people check their phones an average of 150 times a day. Mobile
technology is increasingly the gateway to almost everything we do – across
both our business and social lives.
In this issue’s cover story we find out how this massive shift to mobile is the perfect
opportunity for enterprises to empower their workers and optimise efficiency.
Mobile productivity is a theme that resonates throughout this issue, as a number
of industry experts describe how mobile devices are facilitating advances in their
sector. For example, we hear how insurers are improving their engagement with
customers using real-time chat and social media; we discover the benefits of
mobilising law enforcement agencies, students and healthcare workers in the public
sector; and we learn how leaders in the retail industry are embracing mobile to
provide customers with the products and services they want.
In this mobile-first, cloud-first world, Microsoft and its partners are empowering
people to be more productive. “We’re not bound, in fact, to one device, one place or
one time,” says Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella. “And the real goal for us is to step up
to provide the applications and services that empower every user across all of these
devices and all of these experiences.”
I hope you enjoy this issue.
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Microsoft is the world leader in software, services and solutions
that help people and businesses realise their full potential.
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Accenture is a global management
consulting, technology services and
outsourcing company, with more
than 223,000 people serving clients
in more than 120 countries.

Avanade provides business
technology solutions and managed
services that connect insight,
innovation and expertise in
Microsoft technologies.

Dassault Systèmes, the
3DEXPERIENCE Company,
provides businesses and people
with virtual universes to imagine
sustainable innovations.

Dell empowers countries,
communities, customers and
people everywhere to use
technology to realise their dreams.

Through its Master Data Maestro
software suite, Profisee delivers
enterprise-grade MDM capabilities
to the SQL Server Master Data
Services platform.

Veeam provides solutions that deliver
Availability for the Modern Data Center,
which provides recovery time and point
objectives of less than15 minutes for all
applications and data.

SPONSORS
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Microsoft strengthens
cloud offering
From new partnerships
to expanded data centres
and hybrid cloud offerings,
Microsoft is developing
innovative ways to help
customers accelerate
business transformation
using the cloud

T

his autumn, Microsoft has
continued to develop new
solutions, and work with partners
like Capgemini, to make it easier for
customers to harness the power of
the private, public, hybrid, and hosted
cloud services via Microsoft Azure.
Not only has Microsoft expanded its
cloud data centre facilities in Ireland
and Netherlands, but it will also
provide more than 25,000 customers
with access to Azure, Office 365 and
Dynamics CRM Online from UKbased data centres from late 2016.
“This will open opportunities for
customers and partners alike to
innovate, compete and grow their
business using the power of the cloud
while adhering to strict standards
and regulations like those found in
banking, financial services and the
public sector,” said Michel Van der
Bel, area vice president and general
manager of Microsoft UK.
Helping its customers to adopt
the hybrid cloud has also been a
key priority for Microsoft in recent
months. In addition to developing
a new solution to reduce the cost of
hybrid cloud implementations with
Dell, Microsoft has joined with Hewlett
Packard Enterprise (HPE) to deliver
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hybrid cloud computing via Azure and
HPE infrastructure and services.
Together, the companies will
introduce the first hyper-converged
system with hybrid cloud capabilities,
the HPE Hyper-Converged 250 for
Microsoft Cloud Platform System
Standard. It will combine HPE ProLiant
technology and Azure to bring
Microsoft’s cloud services to customers’
data centres. Business users will be able
to use an Azure management portal
to self-deploy Windows and Linux
workloads, while Azure services will
provide backup and disaster recovery.
HPE will offer hardware and software
support, and installation services.

“Our mission to empower every
organisation on the planet is a driving
force behind our broad partnership
with HPE that spans Microsoft Azure,
Office 365 and Windows 10,” said
Satya Nadella, CEO at Microsoft. “We
are now extending our longstanding
partnership by blending the power
of Azure with HPE’s leading
infrastructure, support and services
to make the cloud more accessible to
enterprises around the globe.”
Similarly, Microsoft has made Red
Hat solutions available natively to
Azure customers to provide them
with greater choice and flexibility
when migrating to the hybrid cloud.

Microsoft has joined with
partners such as Red Hat to
help customers migrate to
the cloud using Azure

Microsoft and Dell invest
in the hybrid cloud
Possibly more future
decoded images...
(requested)
Microsoft and Dell have developed
Cloud Platform System Standard (CPS
Standard) to reduce the complexities
and costs traditionally associated with
hybrid cloud implementations for
organisations of all sizes.
CPS Standard is built on Dell
servers and networking switches and
preconfigured Microsoft CPS software,
including the Microsoft software stack
and Azure services. It enables users
to deploy and operate workloads in a
more agile manner and build multitiered, scalable applications, whether
they choose on-premise or public
cloud solutions. Large enterprises and
service providers can leverage the
higher capacity CPS Premium.
Dell has also joined the Microsoft
Cloud Solution Provider programme
and will sell Microsoft cloud
solutions across Azure, the Microsoft

Customers can now run their Red
Hat Enterprise Linux apps and
workloads on the Microsoft platform,
while Azure customers can leverage
Red Hat’s app platform.
“With this partnership, we are
expanding our commitment to
offering unmatched choice and
flexibility in the cloud today, meeting
customers where they are so they
can do more with their hybrid cloud
deployments – all while fulfilling
the rigorous security and scalability
requirements that enterprises
demand,” said Scott Guthrie, executive
vice president for Microsoft’s Cloud
and Enterprise division.

Enterprise Mobility Suite and Office
365. This will make it quicker and
easier for Dell customers to adopt
end-to-end cloud, mobility, identity
and productivity solutions. To
help enterprises protect corporate
data and applications, Dell will
also provide end-to-end enterprise
mobility and identity solutions based
on EMS and Azure Active Directory.
DID YOU KNOW?

Microsoft now has

24 Azure
regions
worldwide – more than any other
major cloud provider

Cloud investments to rise in 2016
IDG’s 2015 Enterprise Cloud Computing Study found that enterprises
will invest an average of US$2.87 million in cloud services in 2016.
The survey also showed that:

25%

of total IT budgets will

48%

of enterprises will

replace on-premise legacy technology

be allocated to cloud computing in 2016

with cloud systems in 2016

46%

50%

are adopting cloud

applications and platforms due to their
speed of deployment

of mid-market

organisations will adopt the cloud to
gain business continuity
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Veeam develops
new backup
portal for service
providers

Veeam Software is to launch
a new cloud-based Veeam
Managed Backup Portal for
Service Providers to make it
easier for partners to acquire
customers and build new
revenue streams.
Integrated with Veeam Cloud
Connect for Service Providers
and to be available in the
Microsoft Azure Marketplace
from early 2016, the solution
will streamline the delivery
of Veeam-powered backup
services. The service provider
portal enables enterprises
to remotely create and
manage customer accounts,
backups and administrative
and invoicing processes.
Meanwhile, the self-service
customer portal allows users
to monitor backup health,
review cloud repository
consumption and manage
monthly billing statements.
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Micro Focus announces COBOL
development support for
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015

Micro Focus has released a new
common business-oriented language
(COBOL) development solution, which
supports Microsoft Visual Studio 2015.
Micro Focus Visual COBOL enables
enterprises to quickly modernise
existing COBOL applications with
less cost and business risk. This
unique solution provides a unified
toolset for .NET developers, making
COBOL applications easily accessible
alongside C#, Visual Basic and other
modern languages.
Developers can also leverage
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 to
connect COBOL applications to new

technologies such as Windows 10 and
Microsoft Azure. These new capabilities
improve the development experience,
increase programmer productivity and
accelerate time to delivery.
“We’re delighted to have partners
like Micro Focus working closely with
us to build and enhance the overall
development experience of Visual
Studio 2015,” said Mitra Azizirad,
developer platform marketing at
Microsoft. “COBOL-based systems
are prevalent in many enterprises and
Micro Focus Visual COBOL helps
enterprises develop, maintain and
modernise these critical applications.”

Contactless payments to soar in Europe
Europe is expected to witness a nine fold rise in
contactless payment volume by 2020 compared to
2014, according to RBR.
The Global Payment Cards Data and Forecasts to
2020 report showed that 223 million contactless
cards were used for 1.4 billion payments worth
€15 billion in 2014 – a rise of 65%, 155% and 190%
respectively from 2013. By 2020, the number of
cards is forecast to reach 700 million, while 13% of
all card payments will be contactless.

2016 INDUSTRY TRENDS

Predicting technology trends in 2016
We spoke to experts in the public sector, retail and manufacturing industries to
find out what they think will be the key business priorities next year
GOVERNMENT

RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY

Digital transformation will be
a growing driver of change
in the public sector, leading
more government agencies to
rethink e
 nd-to-end policies,
technologies and the way they
deliver citizen services. In the
aftermath of world events in
2015, national security will also be a key focus in
2016. Mobile and wearable technology will continue
to make new inroads for front-line government
services, particularly for the law enforcement and
emergency services sectors. Mobile data will also
play an increasing role in modernisation initiatives.

Omni-channel, mobility and
digitising the customer experience
will be key priorities for retail and
hospitality companies next year.
Retailers will use mobile to drive
consumers into stores, enhance
the shopping experience and to
provide value-added services such
as loyalty schemes and order management. Hospitality
companies will focus on making mobile payments easier
and faster, and improving online ordering for pick-up in.
Both sectors will also explore how they can provide more
contextual information to customers using geofencing,
beacons and other interactive mobile technologies.

Kevin Noonan, lead analyst of Government at Ovum

Nikki Baird, managing partner at RSR Research

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturers are always trying to improve productivity, reduce costs and enhance product
and service quality to meet customer demands. Deploying cloud and advanced analytics will
remain key priorities for many companies, while there will continue to be a tremendous uptake
of internet of things technology as manufacturers look to develop more connected supply
chains. Connected products fitted with sensors will open up new opportunities to enhance
quality and deliver add-on services, particularly in the engineering-oriented sectors.
Kimberly Knickle, research vice president of IDC Manufacturing Insights

Mobile to replace online for everyday banking tasks
Mobile banking is expected to accelerate and displace online banking for everyday tasks over the next few
years, according to Forrester Research. The State Of Mobile Banking, 2015 report indicated that 36% of
US and 25% of European Union consumers are active mobile banking users, up from 13% and 9% in 2011,
respectively. The report also showed that:
US
• 80% of customers use mobiles to check account balance
• 52% use view bank transactions via mobile
• 45% use mobile apps to transfer money between bank
accounts at the same firm
• 35% of mobile banking users in the US have viewed or
received a bill via their device

Europe
• 7
 8% check their bank balance via a mobile
• 5
 3% use it to view recent bank transactions
• 4
 0% receive text messages about their bank accounts
• 24% of mobile banking users have paid a bill using
their device
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FRISS becomes
a Microsoft Gold
Partner

Santander and Meniga to
deliver new PFM functionality
Santander has joined with fintech
provider Meniga to deliver a personal
finance management (PFM) solution to
its global customers.
Meniga’s platform will be integrated
with Santander’s online environments to
help the bank aggregate and enrich new
and existing data to offer its customers
new tools and experiences to manage,
and make more informed decisions
about, their personal finances.

Siemens releases
Teamcenter 11
FRISS, a provider of fraud
detection and risk mitigation
software for non-life insurance
companies worldwide, has
become a Microsoft Gold
Certified Partner.
Like all Gold Certified Partners,
FRISS was required to attain
a large number of qualifying
Partner Points pertaining to its
success in the marketplace and
its commitment to, and expertise
in, Microsoft technologies. The
company now has access to
resources and a priority listing in
Microsoft directories.
FRISS also received three
awards this year in recognition
of its growth, including the
FD Gazelle Award, the Main
Software 50 Award and the High
Growth Award.

Siemens PLM Software has updated
its Teamcenter software to deliver
new solution capabilities and help
users boost productivity, enhance
performance and reduce costs.
Teamcenter 11 includes enhanced
functionality in its Active Workspace
interface, new administration and
integration tools, and the added
ability to use application lifecycle
management to control software
design processes in the overall product
lifecycle. Other enhancements address
supplier collaboration, compliance, and
mechanical and electronic computeraided design integration with the
Teamcenter Rapid Start configuration.

Insurers to increase
technology spend

Four out of five large insurance
agencies increased their IT
budgets in 2015 to meet consumer
demand for digital channels,
according to a Vertafore survey.
Vertafore’s How Independent
P&C Insurance Agencies Thrive in
2015’s Competitive Marketplace
survey indicated that next year,
47% of companies plan to
introduce customer self-service
capabilities, while 43% will invest in
cloud and 40% will deploy mobilefriendly websites and apps.

UniGroup deploys Accenture Duck Creek
UniGroup has deployed Accenture Duck Creek to manage its
global transportation and logistics claims operations.
Accenture’s software will support claims functions across UniGroup’s
various logistics and international relocation businesses. The software
will enable UniGroup’s customers, agents and employees to submit,
process and administer cargo loss claims via an online system. It will
also streamline and automate processes, reducing claim handling times.
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Dassault Systèmes opens innovation lab

Dassault Systèmes has launched its
3DEXPERIENCE Lab, which will be
used by selected startups to develop
innovative products capable of
improving cities and lifestyles.
During a one- or two-year
programme, selected startups will
have access to Dassault Systèmes’

3DEXPERIENCE platform, technical
knowledge and mentors to create
digital experiences to improve their
product and processes. Startups can
also leverage Dassault Systèmes’
worldwide ecosystem to accelerate
product launches and expand their
international presence.

New network to help
public sector fight
cybercrime

Nine independent consultants
have formed the Cybersecurity and
cybercrime Advisors Network (CyAN)
to help governments, public and
private organisations, and experts
fight cyber crime.
Led by Jean-Christophe Le Toquin, a
former director of Microsoft’s Digital
Crimes Unit, CyAN aims to provide
an international platform that helps
identify and connect trusted advisors
from various disciplines. Some of the
nine advisors include Monika Josi,
Microsoft’s former chief security advisor
for EMEA, and Jonathan Bourguignon,
a former European Union legal
consultant for cyber crime issues.

ebankIT launches
tool for easier
account opening

ABB and Microsoft target electric
vehicles market

ebankIT has launched a new solution
which enables customers to open a bank
account in just 15 minutes. The solution is
available as a front-desk tool or a mobile
app and enables client data retrieval,
digitisation, document and contract
issuing, product subscription and more.

ABB and Microsoft have teamed up
to launch a new electric vehicle (EV)
fast-charging services platform.
All of ABB’s EV charging stations
will be connected to Microsoft
Azure cloud-based services and
surrounded by value-added services.

This will enable ABB customers
to benefit from greater stability,
global scalability and advanced
management features. Microsoft
and ABB will also harness machine
learning and predictive analytics to
help drive future innovation.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

JustEnough continues Europe expansion

Mobile World Congress

22-25 February 2016; Barcelona, Spain
Held annually in Barcelona, Mobile World
Congress brings together more than
94,000 attendees and 2,000 exhibitors
from the mobile sector and related
industries across the world. This year,
more than 100 key industry players
will explore the trends, technological
developments and growth strategies that
are transforming the mobile industry.
NRF Big Show

JustEnough Software has continued
to expand its European customer
network by providing its omnichannel demand management
solutions to four more large Europebased retailers this year.
Two of the companies included are
Spain-based fashion retailer Grupo
Cortifiel and Dutch homeware and
clothing store HEMA.

Europe’s largest specialist health food
retailer Holland & Barrett International
also became one of the first customers
to implement JustEnough’s Promotion
Management solution to improve
marketing campaigns.
In addition, the company has
opened a larger office in London,
UK and extended its Europe-based
consulting, services and sales teams.

MICROSOFT PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

Microsoft helps Operation Smile to expand
17-20 January 2016; New York City, US
NRF’s annual convention and expo is
targeted at retailers and provides industry
players worldwide with the chance to
learn more about the latest technologies
and solutions. Key topics will include
improving marketing, personalising the
customer experience, driving consumer
loyalty, optimising in-store analytics, big
data, social media and much more.

DID YOU KNOW?

IDC

predicts worldwide
spending on mobile
technologies will reach

US$1.2
trillion
by 2019
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Microsoft in Health has selected
Operation Smile as its Giving
Campaign organisation to
highlight its commitment to
Empowering Health.
This November, Microsoft’s Erwin
Visser, general manager of Windows
Commercial Marketing, and Sarah
Muckler, worldwide director of
Marketing Health Industry, joined a
medical mission to Hanoi, Vietnam.
Founded in 1982, Operation Smile
has provided more than 220,000

free surgical procedures for children
and young adults born with cleft
lip, cleft palate and other facial
deformities worldwide. Microsoft
has been a partner of Operation
Smile for more than three years,
providing technologies to help
the charity coordinate surgical
missions, streamline processes,
increase collaboration and optimise
resources. Microsoft technology
is also being used to digitise and
analyse patient data.

™

integrated and traceable dispensing for full
control and quality in formulation and weighing
the aX for Pharma Dispensing module integrates with microsoft Dynamics aX to
streamline your formulation and dispensing, with traceability and GxP compliance.
solution Benefits
effectiveness and efficiency

The Weighing and Dispensing module
provides global and material-specific
processing rules and guidance to: enforce
standard operating procedures in the
dispensing flow, manage potency
adjustments, scale requirements and
accuracy, weighing tolerances, operator
training needs, material hazard warning
messages, personal protective equipment
requirements, container size and quantity
and weigh-scale calibration requirements.

simple and integrated Weighing
and Dispensing module

The full integration of Dispensing module
with Dynamics AX greatly reduces the chance
of errors caused by inconsistent data, manual
and paper-intensive systems. Support for
electronic weigh-scale and extensive use of
barcode labeling technology help to: ensure
that the right material, in the correct
quantity, with the right label, is delivered to
production on time for manufacturing.

traceability and control

The AX for Pharma Dispensing module
manages the movement and control of all
the dispensing batches and sub batches
(e.g. containers, drums). Material to be
dispensed is checked in real time to prevent
the inadvertent usage and consumption of
incorrect, expired, or rejected materials.

The AX for Pharma Dispensing module provides manufacturers with a high level
of control and visibility of work-in-progress materials in GxP environments.
Precisely weighing and dispensing materials is so important that it is delivered in
most cases with manual operations under very severe supervision and controls.
Consider the delicate task of manually entering paper documents in the
dispensing list. You must enter materials, batches, containers, quantities, and
then re-enter this information in the ERP solution. The risks involved in these
operations and the relevant costs are very high.
The trend today is to rely more and more on powerful IT instruments to achieve
lower costs, deeper control, and greater accuracy. One of the best options is to
integrate the weigh and dispense operations in the ERP solution, as done by AX
for Pharma. This provides important benefits: the ability to use a wealth of
information instantaneously, ensure the best production outcome, reduce risks,
and lower the total cost of validation.
The AX for Pharma Dispensing module enables you to connect scales to the ERP
production and inventory modules, and it calculates the required quantities of
active ingredients and fillers/compensating ingredients to be used. The full
integration into ERP also allows the selection of materials according to the
FEFO/FIFO method.
As soon as the dispensing operator scans the barcode label of the container being
weighed, the dispensing module verifies the batch status, availability and expiry
date, thus preventing the use of non-conformant or expired batches in production.
The weight registered by the scale is immediately recorded in the production
picking list for consumption, with inventory adjustments in case the actual
weighed quantity differs from the theoretical one.

regulatory compliance

The Dispensing module is fully compliant
to 21 CFR Part 11 and EU Annex 11.
The module allows users to secure critical
actions with electronic signatures and keeps
evidence of the actions history. It enables
quick review and approval of materials with
electronic signature verification.

What’s neW in aX for Pharma
New release for microsoft Dynamics aX 2012 r3 CU9
since august 2015.
Many new features including: Tamper evident seal
management and Cleaning operations.
Other features for room cleaning and extended
features for scale calibration and verification.

highlights:
• Full integration with Microsoft Dynamics AX
• Standard integration with electronic scales
and barcode devices
• Automated dispensing process to increase
productivity and reduce risks
• Management of batch fractions and
quantity adjustments
• Compliance with 21 CFR Part 11
and Annex 11
• Dispensing Validation Toolkit for IQ/OQ/PQ

M A R K E T W AT C H
INTERVIEW

What to expect
from SQL
Server 2016
Tiffany Wissner, senior
director of Data Platform
Marketing at Microsoft,
highlights how the new
release of SQL Server will
help customers turn data
into intelligent action
How does SQL Server 2016 fit
with Microsoft’s mobile-first, 
cloud-first strategy?
SQL Server 2016 is the foundation of
an intelligent data platform for a mobile
first, cloud first world. Our cloud-first
product development model means
that new features are initially previewed
and hardened at scale in the cloud, delivering breakthrough performance for
mission critical applications and deeper
insights on customers’ data across
on-premise and cloud. Plus, it offers
common development and management tools and common Transact-SQL
(T-SQL) on-premise and in the cloud.
What are the benefits of running
SQL Server 2016 in Azure?
Our rapid release in the cloud has
enabled us to offer a new monthly
Community Technology Preview
of new on-premise capabilities to
customers. In addition, SQL Server
2016 has new features like Stretch
Database to help users gain the benefits of hyper-scale cloud in the box. As
core transactional tables grow in size,
customers may need to archive historical data to maintain fast transactional
performance. This allows customers to
dynamically stretch cold transactional
data to Azure, so their operational
data is always at hand. Plus, Azure
dramatically reduces storage costs.
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“SQL Server 2016 is the foundation
of an intelligent data platform for
a mobile first, cloud first world”

What new security features have
been added?
Data security is top of mind so we’ve
introduced Always Encrypted to help
customers remain compliant when
using SQL Server on-premise or in
the cloud. Based on Microsoft Research technology, Always Encrypted
helps to protect data at rest and in
motion. Encryption and decryption
happens transparently inside the
application, which resides within the
customers’ trusted environments.
How will the new features help
companies to gain deeper real-time
insights across their data?
The new release expands its scope
beyond transaction processing,

data warehousing and business
intelligence to deliver advanced
analytics as an additional workload
in SQL Server using Revolution
Analytics technology. Plus, we’ve
built advanced analytic capabilities
right into SQL Server and brought
R processing closer to the data,
enabling customers to develop
intelligent applications easily.
PolyBase has also been built in to
empower customers to extract value
from unstructured and structured
data using existing T-SQL skills.
Soon we’ll add new mobile business
intelligence capabilities to Reporting
Services, allowing customers
to create interactive BI reports
optimised for mobile devices.

Top new features for enterprise users
SQL Server 2016 is packed with powerful built-in features including:
• A
 lways Encrypted protects data at rest and in motion
• S tretch Database enables customers to dynamically stretch cold
transactional data to Azure
• N
 ew in-database analytics with R integration
• S QL Server Analysis Services and SQL Server Reporting Services
improvements deliver business insights faster and boost
productivity for BI analysts.

It’s Windows. It’s mobile.
And it will save you thousands.
The key to managing your mobile workforce is right in your hands. By
deploying Windows To Go on secure and rugged IronKey™ flash drives,
you can equip more than a dozen mobile workers for the cost of a single
laptop.
They’ll get a full Windows 10 or 8.1 workspace. It’s managed and secured by
IT, and it comes complete with your applications and network clients. Answer
all your BYOD and workforce mobility problems with IronKey’s PC on a
Stick™ device.

To learn more go to:

ironkey.com/PConaStick

INTERVIEW

A web of opportunity
The world wide web has not only transformed our lives today, but offers huge possibilities
for tomorrow. Jeff Jaffe, CEO of the World Wide Web Consortium, outlines the challenges
of operating in today’s digital landscape and predicts what lies ahead in the future
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

I

n 1989, Sir Tim Berners-Lee proposed a universal linked information system which would
allow a place to be found for any information
or reference which one felt was important, and
a way of finding it afterwards. Coining the term
‘World Wide Web’ just a year later, little did he
know that the system he had just invented would
go on to fundamentally change the way people
lived and worked forever.
In October 1994, Berners-Lee founded the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), with the
mission to “lead the World Wide Web to its full
potential by developing protocols and guidelines
that ensure the long-term growth of the Web.”
“While our mission remains the same today,
much has changed,” explains Jeff Jaffe, W3C’s
CEO. “When the web began over 25 years ago,
it was for information sharing alone. Since then,
it has advanced tremendously. We see this in the
rich media that exists, the broader set of devices
that are available, the proliferation of social technologies and the dynamic applications that are
being created.”
As a result, the role of the W3C has evolved.
“We’ve had to strengthen our support systems
and create more effective ways of developing
standards,” Jaffe says. “Four years ago, we decided
to grow our community via the creation of Community groups. In the past our Working groups
worked on standards that were already advanced
in their maturity. This meant that it was harder to
get new, lesser-established standards created. So
we started a parallel track for pre-standardisation
work. In the four years since we set this up we
have created over 200 community groups, supported by more than 6,000 engineers.”
The organisation has also begun to work more
closely with vertical industries. “The web has become transformative for industries,” Jaffe says.
“The media and entertainment industry is one ex-
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ample – people don’t just advertise on the web; the
web is the delivery mechanism for media. Publishing is another example – digital publishing often now leads, with print following behind. With
these changes in mind, we are ensuring we bring
new and varied stakeholders into the multi-party
discussions at W3C to ensure we can address the
needs of web users right across the spectrum.”
One particular area of success that W3C has
experienced is regarding the adoption of the
HTML5 standard. This latest iteration of the
markup language used for structuring and presenting content on the web was finalised, and
published, in October last year.
“In most industries you define a standard and
then, when everyone is happy with it, you implement it,” Jaffe explains. “It’s quite different with
web technology. Implementation and experimentation are happening simultaneously as the standard is being developed. By the time we completed
HTML 5 it was already implemented in browsers
and most websites were using the technology. Acceptance was huge and immediate.”
But supporting the expansion of the web isn’t
without its challenges. “Marshalling the resources of the web community to develop everything
we need for the web platform is no easy feat,”
Jaffe says. “It requires the effective coordination
of a huge number of people.”
Securing the web is also a mammoth undertaking. “Security at a technical level relates to
different technologies, how users interface with
the system and how they use browser settings,
passwords, along with a variety of other factors,”
Jaffe says. “So there are both technical and social
challenges for us to meet. It’s not a linear process,
but it’s something we’re very committed to.”
Looking ahead, Jaffe is confident that W3C’s
work will continue to evolve. “There are lots of
new developments in the pipeline,” he enthuses.

“The web has become
transformative for industries”

“For example, in order to progress further with
HTML 5 we are currently looking at the possibility
of changing the current monolithic structure and
instead breaking it down into different modules.
We’re also working on the creation of ready-made
technology components which can be reused.
And we’re also investing in better offline support.”
Jaffe also sees the web growing further, becoming even more ingrained in people’s lives. “There

are huge changes taking place across every
industry – changes which all rely heavily on the
web,” he concludes. “The internet of things, as
well as the move towards standardised web payments and cryptocurrencies, are just a few examples. As these new developments proliferate,
so will the need for more exacting standards, in
order to ensure that everyone can enjoy the full
potential of the web.”
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Mobile means

business
At work or at leisure, people around the world are using mobile technologies to
communicate and collaborate. Today’s mobile devices, coupled with the crossplatform capability of management and productivity tools, are providing the perfect
opportunity for enterprises to empower their workers and optimise productivity
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

A

nywhere you look, from the coffee shop
to the park bench or railway carriage,
you’re likely to see people using mobile
devices to connect with businesses. They might
be consuming products and services, connecting with business partners or logging remotely
into their office workspace, on their own device
or one provided by their employer. But each of
them has reached for their mobile first and, enabled by the cloud, they’re getting things done.
Today, almost every consumer – and every
employee – feels at home with powerful communication tools in their hands, and businesses
that embrace these technologies stand to benefit
from exceptional levels of productivity. “We live
in a mobile-first, cloud-first world,” says David
Chalmers, global black-belt for enterprise de
vices and mobility at Microsoft. “Microsoft’s
view for mobile-first is not just about the mobility of devices; it’s centred on the mobility of experiences that are orchestrated by the cloud and we
think of these two trends together.”
With unprecedented connectivity in their
hands, it’s no surprise that many employees want
to use their own mobile devices to manage their
work, and a growing number of organisations
are embracing a bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
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policy. In 2014 Spiceworks reported that 35% of
devices in the w
 orkplace were employee-owned,
with a further 10% owned by the employee and
subsidised by the company. Research by Tech Pro
found that 75% of companies either allow BYOD
or have plans to do so.
“Employees are consumers, they expect to
experience the same native environment and

design aesthetic as the leading commercial or
social apps,” says Boaz Hecht, CEO and Founder
of Sky Giraffe. “Balancing back-end access and
security needs with this new UX requirement is
difficult for some enterprises to understand. But
if you want to increase engagement, you have to
meet the user in their native environment.”
“People around the world are generally very
comfortable with well-designed mobile apps
and the various form factors,” says Dan O’Hara,
vice-president of mobility at Avanade. “Individuals keep their mobile devices with them most
of the time, often checking their phones before
they get their coffee in the morning and before
they go to bed at night. They’re used to using
apps, so there are no big training issues with
most mobile projects.”
In addition, there is an element of BYOD even
for businesses that provide their employees’
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 evices. “We still see a lot of corporate provided
d
devices for speciality cases such as flight attendants, police departments or healthcare practitioners, but even so an element of BYOD is often inescapable,” says O’Hara. “For example, in
telehealth the patient’s side is inescapably BYOD
because you’re not going to mandate what technology the patient has. But the provider, who
needs to access all the information related to that
patient and make the right decision at the right
time, will often have a very strong corporate provided, tested and ruggedized type of device.”
S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T

Real-time dashboards
for any device
Data visualisation is key to enabling
responsive, informed decisions –
and in industries such as building or
manufacturing, it’s important to be
able to present that data on the spot.
Iconics recently launched the
KPIWorX app to enable data
visualisation anywhere, on any
device. KPIWorX is especially useful
for on-the-spot display creation so
that data can be visualised as it is
needed. Users can create, save and
load self-service dashboards through
Iconics’ MobileHMI solution, which
enables the creation of rich, real-time
universal visualisation for mobile
dashboards for energy, quality or
production metrics.
KPIWorX users can drag and drop
data, configure widgets and split
screens to add new widgets using
preconfigured gauges, process
points, trends, alarms and grids. A
library of intuitive drag-and-drop
smart symbols enables seamless and
efficient display creation, while splitscreen compatibility allows for the
use of multiple widgets and docked
settings with a navigator. The displays
automatically adjust for various
data sources, smaller fonts, smaller
margins and keyboard handling, and
they can be transferred to desktop
mode for sharing.
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Allowing workers to bring their own mobile
enables them to work on a device they enjoy using, while keeping IT costs in check. But there
are some challenges too. “There is a great desire
for mobility, but it tends to be ‘my mobility’ –
my tablet, my phone and my apps – which faces
the IT team with the challenge of dealing with
a breadth of devices, form factors, screens and
capabilities,” says O’Hara.
Cross-platform capabilities are essential, and
Microsoft is delivering these through Windows 10
and familiar productivity tools such as Office365,
Dynamics CRM and Skype for Business. In addition, universal apps is enabling enterprises to
extend the apps they need across the devices their
people want to use. “Windows 10 not only brings
more productivity experiences like new versions
of Office and Outlook plus more security and
management features; it also delivers a truly unified platform across all Windows devices,” says
Chalmers. “That means a common experience for
users, with their data and apps flowing across
screens, and a larger addressable market for
developers, who can now write one app for one
Windows Store.”
“Device manufacturers continue to
innovate and they’re getting more
competitive, so we’re only going
to see more form factors in mobile,” says O’Hara. “Microsoft
has taken a big step forward
with Windows 10 and universal
apps, and that helps immensely
with the ability to extend functionality to very large devices, very small
devices and everything in between.
With Windows 10 we’re also likely to see
a revitalisation of the kiosk in the mobile ecosystem with new, mobile-aware,
self-service kiosk-type applications in
places where consumers tend to use kiosks to interact with their government,
healthcare provider or retailer.”
A further, crucial dimension of
Microsoft’s commitment to empow
ering mobile businesses lies in its
cutting-edge devices that are designed
to deliver enterprise-level security and
productivity tools. The company recently announced a range of devices
to meet a spectrum of business needs,
including three Lumia devices with
large, document-friendly screens,
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Microsoft Office productivity tools such as PowerPoint, Word, Excel and Outlook, and built-in
security and mobile device management (MDM)
readiness. When a bigger screen is needed, users
can choose the slim, lightweight Surface 3 which
runs desktop software; the larger Surface Pro 4
which packs extra processing power in a thin,
lightweight device; or the Surface Book which
integrates Windows Hello and Cortana in a device that can be used in clipboard mode.
“To reinvent productivity and business processes, you need devices that can enable the
new mobilised productivity solutions – phones,
tablets and PCs that can build the connected
end-points to the intelligent cloud,” explains
Chalmers. “With tablets, 2-in-1 devices and
laptops running Windows 10, employees can
create multiple desktops to stay organised
and operate their favourite Office applications
so they can get stuff done wherever they are.
Windows also works with the widest range of
USB-compatible accessories, so you can keep
using what you already have.”
No matter what device they are using, most
mobile workers need access to sensitive information and resources that must be kept safe. Ask
any expert how to address mobile security, and
MDM will be high on the list. “MDM continues
to grow in importance as people expect more
out of their devices, and that goes hand-in-hand
with security for the applications directory and
of course corporate data,” says O’Hara.
Ensuring a secure mobile workplace is a key
focus for Microsoft and its partners. “Microsoft
is fully enabling enterprises to embrace a complete or hybrid BYOD device policy with its Enterprise Mobility Suite (EMS),” says Chalmers.
“EMS enables users to have single sign-on, and
self-service password management, for any corporate resource, and to easily manage identities
across on-premise and cloud. It helps manage
and protect corporate data on almost any device
– Windows, iOS and Android – from one console with Microsoft MDM and mobile
application management. These are
both great assets for BYOD environments where a multitude of devices
and form factors may exist. Enterprises can stay in control of
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their corporate data even when it is shared with
others, inside or outside of the organisation, and
desktop virtualisation enables them to stream
applications from the data centre to the cloud, to
keep users productive anywhere, on any device,
or to keep their data more secure.”
While the mobile enterprise may be a world
of new capabilities and opportunities, many
organisations still need to work with existing
investments, which may predate today’s cloud

“To reinvent productivity and
business processes, you need devices
that can build the connected endpoints to the intelligent cloud”
and mobile technologies. A number of Microsoft
partner solutions are enabling those organisations to take full advantage of what mobile has to
offer. For example, Imation’s IronKey USB sticks
leverage Windows To Go – which many organisations already have as part of their Microsoft
licence – to enable users to work in a secure,
IT-managed workspace on any computer. It’s a
cost-effective way to give contractors access to
resources without handing out laptops for them
to use, and because it doesn’t rely on internet
connectivity, the device enables productivity
wherever the worker happens to be.
Micro Focus, partners with Microsoft to enable mobile capabilities for COBOL investments. “The increasing consumer adoption
of all things mobile represents an irreversible
trend,” says Ed Airey, director of product marketing at Micro Focus. “As organisations and
technology continue to evolve, new consumer demands will drive the need for new tech
requirements and new solutions. Particularly
in support of trusted COBOL systems such as
banking, insurance and government applications, developers need the right tools to maintain and modernise these apps.”
Profisee’s Master Data Maestro solution is designed to extend the capabilities of Microsoft
SQL Server Master Data Services (MDS) to users

who need to contribute to, review, and access the
organisation’s master data, wherever and however they work. “Usability, especially for power
users like data stewards and analysts, has always
been a challenge in MDS implementations, and
we designed Maestro to address these needs,”
says Jeff Wilson, chief marketing officer at Profisee. “Meanwhile, the workforce has become increasingly dispersed, and MDM is more often
being used to front-end data-driven, data-reliant
business processes.
“These forces have created an expanding MDM
user-base, and Maestro’s mobile-enablement
and Azure cloud server options are extending
the value of the Microsoft MDS platform into
the operational enterprise. For example, many
of our business-to-consumer customers are using MDM to better understand customers’ mobile usage profiles and effectively market to end
customers through mobile platforms. While its
MDM interactions are not directly via mobile
interfaces, Domino’s has made a huge push into

the market of mobile customer interactions and
its Maestro solution is helping it to target the
market based on usage of mobile devices.”
The mobile enterprise takes many forms,
from the latest devices and software to the extension of legacy investments – but in every
case enterprise-level security and cross-platform capabilities are key to enabling differentiating levels of productivity, insight and connectivity. By providing cutting-edge devices
and tools, along with technologies that make
existing assets available to mobile workers,
Microsoft and its partners are empowering
businesses to develop forward-looking mobile
strategies, whatever their budget.
“We’re working to empower every person and
every organisation on the planet to achieve more,”
concludes Chalmers. “We have unique capability in harmonising the needs of both individuals
and organisations, and our mission is grounded
in both the world in which we live and the future
we strive to create.”

S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T

Taking COBOL mobile
Mobility may be ubiquitous now, but many organisations’ technology investments
predate the rise of mobile and they need to find a way to bridge the gap
“Typically, organisations with large customer
bases that need to deliver applications
and data via consumer-friendly services
are likely to have substantial investments
in COBOL,” says Melissa Burns, senior
marketing programmes manager at Micro
Focus. “These systems were not built with
mobile or the cloud in mind, but replacing
time-proven code for an unknown
commodity makes little business sense,
particularly as COBOL has the capabilities
to deliver what the business – and the
customer – needs.”
Micro Focus Visual COBOL enables
software developers to maintain and
modernise COBOL systems alongside
Microsoft .NET languages, and use
Visual Studio 2015 to connect COBOL
applications to new technologies including
Windows 10, .NET and Microsoft Azure.
For example, the Treasury of the Republic

of Cyprus was able to reuse its existing
COBOL applications and deploy to a
Windows environment in just two weeks
when it modernised its payroll processes.
Developer productivity increased, while
giving employees online access to their
payslips saved €175,000 in printing and
postage costs, enabling a return on
investment within 21 months.
“Application developers want to leverage
the tools they know and trust to quickly
deliver added value to the business,
not reinvent core business applications
that continue to provide foundational,
irreplaceable business services,” says Ed
Airey, director of product marketing at
Micro Focus. “Visual COBOL for Visual
Studio 2015 is the next generation of
COBOL development solutions, designed
for today’s application developer to do just
that, in a productive and cost-effective way.”
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Remaining secure
and productive
Jackson Shaw, senior director of product management at Dell Software, outlines
how context-aware security approaches can help companies remain productive
while securing their corporate networks
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T

hey’re needed to access everything from
bank accounts to online stores, social networks, smartphones, and systems in the
workplace, yet single passwords aren’t always the
safest way of protecting critical data. Some are
so complicated they are quickly forgotten, while
others are so weak that they’re easy for hackers to
guess, particularly if they are replicated in multiple places. Although personal security breaches
can be distressing for consumers, the financial
and reputational damage associated with a widespread corporate data breach can be devastating.
Yet many organisations still rely on traditional
processes to secure IT networks and provide employees with access to devices and documents.
“Enterprises only tend to improve security following a network breach, so many of the current
security processes have been implemented in
silos, forcing employees to remember separate
passwords layered with multifactor authentication for everything, especially if they work
remotely or use a personal device,” explains
Jackson Shaw, senior product director at Dell
Software. “However, this obstructs productivity
and exposes the business to risk from employee
workarounds. For example, a recent Dell survey
found that 92% of business respondents were
negatively impacted when required to use additional security for remote work, while more than
90% use multiple passwords on a daily basis.”
Noting that security always wins in the battle
with employee convenience, Shaw explains that
today’s employees require any-time, any-device
and any-location access to their corporate network. “This can’t be facilitated using static
security processes,” he says. “To remain compet-
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itive, businesses require a fluid security process
that also allows end user to remain productive.”
Shaw recommends that enterprises adopt a
context-aware identity and access management
(IAM) security strategy, which enables the IT
team to evaluate the context surrounding each
access request and adapt security requirements
accordingly in real time.
“Establishing effective IAM strategies is a great
way to take a proactive stance to security, particularly because factors such as time, location
and end-point device are analysed before access
is granted or denied,” explains Shaw. “For example, if an employee logs in to the network from
a London office at 9am and a second request is

“Establishing effective IAM
strategies is a great way to take a
proactive stance to security”

received from the same user at 2pm in Singapore, the network would flag a potential threat
because it wouldn’t be possible for them to reach
Singapore in that time. The user would then
have to pass through additional authentication
levels before being granted access.”
Focusing on the context of the access request also
prevents access issues from being mismanaged.
“If the context dictates that an informed, priority-
based decision specific to the situation needs to be
made, IT can ramp up to multifactor authentication,” says Shaw. “End users must then pass this
in one go, providing them with a seamless access
experience and ensuring that they can remain productive while keeping the business secure. In effect,
this type of approach changes security from a productivity barrier to a business enabler.”
Implementing a context-aware security and IAM
strategy is relatively easy, says Shaw, particularly if
senior executives start by thinking about their employees, customers, contractors and partners.
“If everyone is in one office or the same geographic location, then context-aware security may
not be the best solution, but if employees work
remotely on a regular basis, or are spread across
multiple offices, senior management should definitely consider context-aware authentication,”
he advises. “It’s easy to start by establishing basic
rules to pinpoint individual employee’s regular
log-in patterns and ensure that they receive an
additional authentication request if they deviate

from those average times after 30 days. Dell’s SonicWall firewall and context-aware authentication
products enable organisations to take this type of
modular approach to their IAM strategy – they
can start with the most at-risk area and build on it
as their needs change.”
Over the next 12 months, Shaw predicts the
industry will move towards an even stronger
IAM and data security approach – ‘continuous’
authentication.
“Just like a radioactive isotope that loses potency over time, continuous authentication will
‘decay’ a user’s access over a set period of time
to protect the IT network from being hacked
by another user,” he explains. “For example, if
an employee logged in to their desktop using
context-aware authentication processes in the
morning, but forgot to sign out before leaving
for lunch, they would need to reauthenticate
themselves when they returned to prove that an
imposter has not stolen their device.”
Shaw is also hopeful that progress towards
completely eliminating passwords will continue
over the next year. “Currently, this is a kind of
Holy Grail, but with the recent online identification advances made by the Fast Identity Online
Alliance and solutions like Microsoft Passport –
a new certificate-based authentication approach
– we expect that the industry will make some
significant inroads into reducing the password
hell we’re all in.”
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Erwin Visser
As Microsoft’s general manger of enterprise audience marketing, Erwin Visser
has witnessed an extraordinary number of changes across every sector. Here
he outlines the company’s key areas of focus and summarises his thoughts on
the future of enterprise IT
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

B

illed by analyst EY as a ‘step change even
greater than the internet’, the impact of digital technologies on enterprises has been
remarkable. In fact, technology is evolving so fast
that many organisations are struggling to keep
pace – only 12.2% of the Fortune 500 companies
in 1955 are still on the list today and almost 88%
from 1955 have either gone bankrupt, merged, or
still exist but have slipped out of the Fortune 500.
“All successful businesses are becoming more
digital,” says Erwin Visser, Microsoft’s general
manger of enterprise audience marketing.
“New technologies have had a significant impact on how today’s leading enterprises run
their business, how decisions are made and
how competitive advantage is achieved. What’s
more, the availability of new technologies such
as big data and machine learning is enabling the
reinvention of business processes and disrupting markets at a rapid pace.”
It’s the recognition of this shift that has led
Microsoft to evolve its business strategy, focusing
on three key areas. “The first is around reinventing productivity and business processes,” Visser
explains. “At a time when we’re generating more
information than we can possibly consume, this is
about providing the tools and ability to cut through
the noise and focus on the things that matter most.”
The second area that Microsoft is focusing on
is the cloud. “We have committed to building an
intelligent cloud platform to enable any enterprise
in the world to build better services, drive efficiency and reduce costs,” Visser says. “What’s key
here – and what makes us unique – is that we’re
allowing them to do this across any platform.”
Microsoft’s recent partnership with Red Hat
illustrates its commitment here. Microsoft is
to make Red Hat solutions available natively to
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Microsoft Azure customers to provide them with
greater choice and flexibility when migrating to
the hybrid cloud.
“I firmly believe that the cloud will be one of
the biggest disruptive forces across every industry,” Visser says. “It facilitates machine learning,
analytics, IoT – the list goes on. A recent implementation at ThyssenKrupp Elevators provides
an apt example. The company created cloud-
connected elevators built on Microsoft Azure
and it’s transformed the business considerably.”
The third area of focus is around personal computing. “We are continuing to innovate in order
to offer the best solutions that enable people to
achieve more in this cloud-first, mobile-first
world,” says Visser. “We’re making huge progress.
Office 365 has been accepted by a huge number
of people, and Windows 10 has proved to be the
fastest adopted operating system in the world.”
Indeed, since its launch on 29 July 2015,
Windows 10 has achieved remarkable uptake. In
the first 24 hours after its release it was installed
on 14 million PCs – a number that had risen to
110 million by the beginning of November 2015.
“Windows 10 was developed in a unique way,”
Visser explains. “We created the ‘Windows Insider
Program’ whereby 1.5 million people were able to
test the platform before it was launched. With their
valuable feedback we were able to iron out any issues before it was released to the general market.”
The result was an operating system with an improved user interface, a new start menu, universal
apps, task view functionality and more. “These
changes have made a huge difference to users,”
Visser says. “But, for me, the biggest feature of
Windows 10 is its built-in security. Windows
Hello, for example, offers a biometric alternative
to passwords which removes the risk of breaches.

“I firmly believe that the cloud will
be one of the biggest disruptive
forces across every industry”

Meanwhile, Microsoft Edge has been designed to
be the most secure browser that we’ve ever released.
What’s more, SmartScreen and Windows Defender
are both in place to protect users from phishing
attacks and defend them from advanced malware.”
Overall, Visser says that Microsoft’s three key areas
of focus will ensure that today’s businesses, across
every sector, can move forward into the new, digital
world. “We’re specifically working to translate our

vision to specific industries,” he explains. “In manufacturing it’s impacting everything from product
design to marketing. Meanwhile, banks are better
meeting customer expectations and governments
are offering services to citizens in ways we’ve never
seen before. Healthcare workers are transforming
the way they meet patient needs and retailers are
reaping the rewards of truly omni-channel experiences. An exciting future lies ahead.”
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Making master data
management mobile
As more businesses look to find new ways to mobilise their workforce, many are changing the
way they create master data management systems. We hear more from Profisee’s Eric Melcher
BY REBECCA GIBSON

M

aster data management (MDM) systems, which unify an enterprise’s critical business data in one central place to
provide employees with access to consistent data,
are changing as more workers become mobile.
“A lot of companies are starting to front-end
their business processes with MDM and make it
more operational, rather than simply using it for
back-office purposes like data cleansing and centralisation,” says Eric Melcher, practice director
of Master Data Management at Profisee. “Putting
MDM at the front of the data curation process requires the participation of a larger number of users
within the organisation, many of whom are remote workers relying on mobile devices for access.
Consequently, companies must provide a mobile
experience that supports quick and efficient interactions, and devise a method of bringing the right
people into the process at the right time, regardless
of their location or the device they are using.”
Melcher notes that there are different types of
mobile MDM users. “Often sales representatives
who work in the field need to be able to use mobile devices to add or search for customer data in
their company’s master customer records, without creating duplicate or conflicting records in
the central customer relationship management
or finance systems,” he comments. “Other users who may be working from mobile devices
are ‘casual’ data stewards – people who interact
infrequently with the MDM system to perform
specific functions, such as updating records, or
approving certain changes.”
Although employees access and use mobile
MDM systems in different ways, Melcher explains
that companies must consider several key factors
when designing the overall user experience.
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“Enterprises must ensure that mobile interfaces
are easy and intuitive to use, so click targets should
be correctly sized and all unnecessary content
should be stripped away if possible,” he says, adding that designing interfaces for mobile devices is
a quickly maturing area in the technology industry. “Whether a company is creating dedicated
mobile apps or a web app using a responsive web
design, they must focus on providing the user with
a streamlined experience that fits within the form
factor of their device. At Profisee, we use a responsive web design approach when developing the web
application for our Master Data Maestro solution.”
Ensuring data security and developing strong
authentication procedures when developing and
subsequently rolling out mobile MDM tools to
employees is also key, adds Melcher.
“Often, mobile devices do not operate from within an enterprise’s corporate network, so security
and authentication must be a high priority when
running any mobile-enabled enterprise system,”
he cautions. “However, there are various technologies in the market that can be used to seamlessly
authenticate users and allow them to securely
access the corporate network from any location
using any device. One of Profisee’s large global
customers, for example, has improved access and
authentication processes for its remote workers by
installing software on their mobile device to make
it appear as though they are operating from the enterprise network. Ultimately, whatever technology
and processes a company chooses to use, security
should be a key consideration when it comes to
mobile enterprise enablement.”
What’s clear, says Melcher, is that if done correctly, migrating MDM to the front office will fundamentally change the way employees do their jobs.

“A lot of companies are starting
to front-end their business
processes with MDM and make
it more operational”

“Providing fixed and mobile access to an
MDM platform across the enterprise means that
data-driven processes can be completed more

quickly, even when employees are on the move,”
he explains. “For example, a sales representative
will be able to call prospective clients before the
centralised customer onboarding process has been
completed. Meanwhile a data steward working
remotely can access the MDM workspace from
within an ‘approval needed’ notification to complete the action. Essentially, it streamlines business
processes and also makes them more agile.”

However, enterprises need to have the right
stakeholders at the table to ensure that MDM
migrations are successful, cautions Melcher.
“Not only can the right partner help senior executives to understand the current MDM system
and identify what the future process should look
like, but they can also help to drive enterprise-
wide adoption of these new processes,” he says.
“Early buy-in and full participation from the
senior executives is going to be more important
than ever. It’s not something IT can just bring as
a fait accompli to the business side.”
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EXECUTIVE INSIGHT

Building the world’s
infrastructure
From expanding its data analytics, security and data centre portfolios, to targeting
the hybrid cloud with Microsoft, we highlight how Dell’s chairman and CEO
Michael Dell plans to help customers develop future-ready businesses
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T

“

ogether with our partners, we are going to
build the world’s infrastructure for the next
20-30 years.” While these might seem like
bold words, Dell chairman and CEO Michael
Dell certainly provided strong evidence to back
up his claim when he opened Dell World in Texas, US on 20 October.
Emphasising that his company’s position in the
market ‘has never been stronger or more differentiated thanks to recent updates to its security, PCs,
mobile devices and server product portfolios, Dell
confirmed that he has the ‘pedal to the metal’ when
it comes to product and services innovation.
A key priority for 2016 will be to enhance Dell’s
position in the internet of things (IoT), big data
and data analytics market. Already in 2015,
Dell formed a group focused on building IoT
solutions, introduced the Dell Statistica 13 data
analytics solution, and released the Dell Edge
Gateway 500 Series sensor to help the building
and factory automation sectors analyse and relay
data to the cloud or their data centre.
“The explosion in devices is really just beginning;
sensors are getting smarter and much less expensive, bandwidth costs are down 40 times, processing costs are down 60 times,” explained Dell. “It’s a
digital universe and it’s the next trillion-dollar opportunity for driving productivity growth.”
Delivering enhanced server platforms and reimagining data centres is also high on Dell’s agenda.
In line with this, the company is to acquire enterprise data storage provider EMC Corporation for
US$67 billion – a record deal for the technology
industry. The partnership will see Dell combine its
enterprise server, PC and mobile businesses with
EMC’s enterprise data storage, analytics, virtual-
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isation and cloud products and services to offer
customers an end-to-end product portfolio spanning all key compute, virtualisation, networking,
storage, mobile and security segments.
Noting that the EMC acquisition would make
Dell an ‘enterprise solutions powerhouse’, Dell
said: “We’re going from having a great storage
business, to having the industry’s biggest, best and
most innovative storage business. Our agreement
with EMC alone will make customers’ inevitable
journey to the hybrid cloud better, easier and faster, and more importantly, about 24% cheaper.”
Predicting that the hybrid cloud will ‘rule
supreme’ as the ‘data centre of the future’, Dell
also revealed that his company has joined forces
with Microsoft to help organisations of all sizes
reduce the complexities and costs traditionally
associated with hybrid cloud implementations.
Built on Dell servers and networking s witches
and Microsoft Cloud Platform System (CPS)
software, the new CPS Standard platform enables users to deploy and operate workloads more
easily and build multi-tiered, scalable applications in both the on-premise and public cloud. It
also features archival backup and failover to Microsoft Azure, and customers can incrementally
scale the platform from four to 16 servers.
“What we are doing together in the cloud is very
exciting,” said Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft,
speaking at Dell World. “We designed this cloud
platform system together following the very successful launch of the Premium Cloud Platform system, and now we are going to democratise it and
make it accessible to any business by bringing out
a standard edition. This really brings the converged
and hybrid computing of the future to everyone.”

“Together with our partners,
we are going to build the
world’s infrastructure for the
next 20-30 years”
MICHAEL DELL, CHAIRMAN AND CEO OF DELL

Michael Dell and
Satya Nadella introduce
their new hybrid cloud
solution at Dell World

Dell has also joined the Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider programme to sell cloud solutions
across Azure, the Microsoft Enterprise Mobility
Suite and Office 365.
“Changing the world is hard work and you can’t
do it alone, and Microsoft in particular has been
with us every step of our journey; our joint innovation and commitment to open accessible technology has certainly changed the world,” said
Dell, adding that the companies have teamed
up for years to develop several products, including Surface and Windows 10. “We both have a
long-term perspective about our companies, our
industries and most importantly, how we work
together to benefit our customers.”

Nadella agreed, adding: “At the core Microsoft
and Dell are ‘friends’, but really our friendship is
about serving customers. We believe that by providing choice that speaks to realities of customers, we will not only drive our partnerships and
success, but we will also, and more importantly,
address their needs.”
Certainly, it seems like building the world’s infrastructure within the next 20-30 years is well
within Dell’s reach.
“We hold a core belief that the world benefits
when we make power of technology more accessible and when we get it right, the result is
vibrant communities of innovation, economic
growth and opportunity,” said Dell. “Being
future-ready isn’t just for enterprises, our world
must be future-ready and that’s something we
have been very focused on both inside Dell and
on the world stage. With so much innovation to
amplify customers’ creativity, we can and we are
changing the world.”
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Asking the right
questions
A LY S S A K A D A N S K Y : M E TA F I L E I N F O R M AT I O N S Y S T E M S

Being armed with the right information is key when it comes to
shopping for a document management solution. Here are some of the
most important questions that buyers should be asking

D

ocument management systems can be a
fantastic asset for companies that process
a high volume of invoices and are looking
to automate current tedious, paper-based and
inefficient processes.
However, choosing a solution is not as easy
as selecting the right brand of apple juice at the
grocery store. It takes deliberation, input from
various decision makers at your company, research, budgeting and time. Knowing which
questions to ask – both yourself and potential
vendors – is key to making the right choice.
Questions to ask yourself:
What goals do I want a document management system to accomplish? Some great goals
include eliminating paper, minimising mistakes,
eliminating manual data entry and reducing

“Choosing a solution is not
as easy as selecting the
right brand of apple juice”
labour costs. Your goals will be unique to your
organisation, and to each department. With that
in mind, it’s important that you collaborate with
others who will use or be affected by the new
document management system to discuss what
their goals are too.
What’s my budget? Prices vary considerably
from system to system, and many times you will
sacrifice functionality for a lower-cost solution.
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Keep that in mind when choosing how much
you would like to invest, and remember that
your investment will likely result in a considerable return. Before you even start talking to
vendors, you’ll need to do some investigation on
the price of different software solutions, as well
as costs outside of the actual software itself. Additional costs will need to be factored into your
budgetary constraints. For example, does the
vendor charge extra for support? Training? Onsite consultation? Will you need to invest in extra
time for customisations to the software?
What information can I gather about potential vendors? Buying a document management/
AP automation solution is like buying a car – it
takes considerable deliberation and research before settling on the one that will be the right fit.
And, like buying a car, you’ll want to do some
investigation into the company behind the document management systems you’re considering.
Questions to ask potential vendors:
What are my implementation options? Do you
have a preference for whether your document
management system is hosted in the cloud, installed on-premise or in your company’s data
centre? Make sure that the vendors you’re considering offer the implementation option that
you prefer and feel most comfortable with. This
is also a great chance for you to discuss price
differences between on-premise and cloud-

hosting options with potential vendors.
What’s my potential ROI? Document management is a big investment, but it also has a great

track record for yielding a high ROI for companies
that have implemented it. Discuss the potential
ROI and the ROI that current clients have experienced with potential document management
vendors. You can bring this important information back to the higher-ups at your company to
help get buy-in from senior management. Sit
down with vendors and make a list of a reas where
your organisation may be losing money that can
be reduced or eliminated (i.e. printer ink, manila
folders, toner, filing cabinets, etc.).
How can I get the most out of my system
across the enterprise? Document management
systems aren’t just made for accounts payable,
but are often able to be scaled to other departments. If it’s important to you that your system
be used by additional departments, like accounts
receivable and human resources, make sure you
discuss that with vendors.
How user-friendly is the system? It’s important to know whether or not you and your staff

will have to dedicate hours, days or months to
training on the new system. Can training be
done with online resources? Classroom sess
ions? In-person, one-on-one training? Make
sure that you plan accordingly and talk with
vendors about how the process has gone with
other similar clients.
While these questions are just a starting point
in your search for a document management
solution, it’s important to know ahead of time
what the unique needs and processes of your
business are and how you can get the most from
your new system. Being an informed buyer will
help assure that you get buy-in from staff and
senior management, stay within budget, meet
your company’s goals and avoid that dreaded
buyer’s remorse!
Alyssa Kadansky is the marketing
communications specialist at Metafile
Information Systems
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Considering the
endpoint strategy
MIKE RESSELER: VEEAM

Working from laptops, smartphones and tablets is now as common as
using desktops, but puts corporate data security at risk. IT needs a new
strategy to keep workloads safe and users happy

T

oday, end users are more demanding and
expect workloads and data to be available
24/7, from any device and at any location.
It’s normal to check corporate e-mail in the
evening on a tablet or fine-tune a corporate presentation on a Sunday evening ahead of a session
on a Monday morning.
However, this need for quick and easy-access
data is challenging IT departments from a security and organisational point of view. The data
accessed from endpoints outside of the corporate walls is potentially at risk.
An IT department’s role is to support business
as much as possible and provide a technology
basis to help enable efficient company operations. Many IT departments simply deploy a few
security, portal and access solutions, and hope
they will cover the needs of the end users. But
this can mean the bigger picture is missed.
IT teams should work on new end-to-end strategies in order to provide users with secure mobility and allow them to work the way they want
to. The best advice I can give to IT leaders facing
mobility challenges is to start with a global plan
of all the layers that you want to implement and
go through each of them in detail.
The latest IT technologies require the latest
client operating system, as well as many backend systems. Microsoft has invested a lot in the
mobile enterprise with their latest Windows 10
operating system. With Windows 10, end users
are able to work from anywhere, at anytime, and
IT is able to sleep much better at night knowing
that their data is safe. With more and better ways
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to manage endpoints, new services on Azure,
two-factor authentication and a massive amount
of added security measures, Windows 10 should
be very appealing to IT departments worldwide.
Many businesses are still having separate departments for endpoints and servers. These two
business units need to work in collaboration. Break
down the silos! Whenever the server division implements a new solution for end users, the endpoint
division needs to implement it as well. Cooperating
between departments will allow for the better overall efficiency and manageability of new workloads.
End users can be very inventive when looking
to overthrow possible shortcomings with data
access and be able to work more easily according
to their demands. If they aren’t allowed to work
on a document on a personal device, they will

“IT teams should work on a new
end-to-end strategy to deliver users
secure mobility and allow them to
work the way they want to”
load it on a cloud-based synchronisation solution like OneDrive, copy to a USB device or simply e-mail it to their personal account. But this
is where there is a big danger of corporate data
getting lost, stolen or damaged.
Instead of trying to block resourceful end users, IT departments can take control and implement collaboration platform services, which

will satisfy the needs of end users within synchronisation features.
Even with all these synchronisation possibilities, cloud storage and rights management services, there is still a need to secure the endpoint
device. With mobile devices, there’s a danger that
malware, lack of remote control, personal games
and apps may interfere with corporate workloads.
Anti-malware solutions, corporate data encryption and workload separation on endpoints are
important parts of any secure mobility strategy. In
the next few years, mobile application containerisation will become a big theme in mobile security.
Remote management is another important
item in your strategy. Whether you are using a
remote management and monitoring solution,
or a mobile device management solution inhouse, you need a solution that assists end users
remotely and solves potential problems.
With the difficulties of corporate IT in controlling mobile devices and getting the data

within the corporate walls, endpoint backup is
becoming more relevant. A solution that can offer full protection and allow for a quick restore
for an entire device will close the remaining gaps
in company’s endpoint security strategy.
Mobility concepts such as bring your own
device or choose your own device are here to
stay, and the demand from end users to access
workloads and data any time, anywhere and
from any device will continue to grow. IT is
facing more and more pressure to deliver on
those demands. While the IT industry is responding to the modern requirements with
comprehensive technical solutions to make
them work for business, IT departments need
to change their mindset, break down silos and
develop a total strategy that incorporates multiple security enabling layers.
Mike Resseler is a product strategy specialist
at Veeam Software
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PROFILED: EXTRI:CO

Expanding the business
to enable growth
The combination of Veeam and Microsoft Azure helps extri:co expand into new markets

D

anish reseller and managed service provider extri:co has successfully offered virtual machine (VM) backup and recovery
services in its hosted cloud to companies of any
size for a number of years.
The majority of extri:co’s customers run their
VMs on-premise and use Veeam Backup &
Replication for local backup and recovery. They
also use Veeam to transfer backup copies to
extri:co’s hosted cloud.
With more companies requesting 24/7 availability and wanting to keep part of their data
centre operations on-premise, extri:co saw an
opportunity to grow its customer base by offering hybrid cloud backup and recovery.
In order to do this however, extri:co needed
a secure, scalable and high-performing public
cloud that offered predictable, affordable pricing
and reasonable service level agreements (SLAs).
The company selected Microsoft Azure due to
its high performance and fast, scalable, easy-todeploy services.
“We knew Microsoft Azure would work with
our customers’ existing IT assets like no other
cloud,” said Michael Thorstensen, co-owner and
infrastructure consultant at extri:co. “Veeam had
already made it possible to achieve new levels
of availability by extending backup to Microsoft
Azure, so we knew we’d be able to simplify hybrid cloud for ourselves and our customers. We
have complete trust in both companies.”
Tonny Sewohl, an account manager at extri:co,
said there are several reasons why Veeam and
Microsoft Azure are a perfect pairing for customers.
“On the Veeam side, multi-hypervisor support is
crucial because our clients run Microsoft Hyper-V
and VMware vSphere,” Sewohl explained. “Endto-end encryption is crucial too. Our clients know
their data is encrypted on site, during transfer
and in the cloud. On the Microsoft side, Azure is
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affordable and scalable. Customers only pay for
what they use – we scale up or down to match their
demand. Another plus is SLAs. We were so pleased
with the SLAs that Microsoft Azure extended to us
that we in turn extended them to our customers.”
Thanks to the combination of Veeam and
Microsoft Azure, extri:co’s customers have the
assurance that data can be moved quickly and
restored just as quickly. Thorstensen himself uses
Veeam to copy backups securely between his
on-premise VMs and Azure-based repositories.
He said recovering from backups in Microsoft
Azure is just as easy.
“One of our customers in the construction industry accidentally deleted databases from a VM
running Microsoft SQL Server and panicked,” he
explained. “We used Veeam to restore the whole
VM from a backup copy in Azure very quickly
and without disrupting business operations.”
Thanks to the hybrid cloud offering, extri:co’s
customers benefit from 24/7 availability, complete visibility and control of backups, and reduced risk of data loss.
“Veeam and Microsoft Azure have helped open
up new opportunities and new markets that enable
us to grow revenue,” Thorstensen added.

VIEWPOINT

Securing your
mobile workforce
TAV V E N I A : I R O N K E Y

As more organisations embrace mobile working and bring-your-own-device,
IronKey is enabling them to deliver a secure, managed Windows workspace
for workers anywhere

R

emote workers are a tremendous asset to business, but they also bring inherent challenges.
Whether they’re a home-based employee, a
field operative or an independent contractor, they’re
likely to need access to your resources and systems
– often through their own device. That can mean
savings in overheads and technology investments
for the organisation, but it also brings the challenge
of making sure your data and resources are secure,
no matter what device is used to access them.
There are a couple of things you can do to add
ress that challenge. An acceptable use policy, including routine software updates and spot-checks
by the IT department, is essential, but it doesn’t
help you to make sure that things like installed

“With Windows To Go,
organisations can make sure the
mobile workspace is as secure and
compliant as the office desktop”
third-party software aren’t compromising your
data security. And while a virtual desktop infrastructure can give remote workers access to the
same operating system images and apps, these
often entail significant investment in server hardware, storage and networking infrastructure, as
well as a single point of failure that can cut all your
remote workers’ productivity to zero.
A more reliable and cost-effective approach is to
provide a ‘PC on a stick’ using Windows To Go – an

asset that many organisations already have as part of
their Microsoft volume licence – and the Microsoft-
certified IronKey Workspace. This enables a fully manageable operating system image based on
Microsoft Windows 8, Windows 8.1 or Windows
10, complete with your applications, security controls and access policies, all on a secure USB drive.
IronKey Workspace plugs into any computer’s
USB drive, blocking the internal hard drives on
the host computer to keep the organisation’s
assets separate while enabling users to access a
secure, up-to-date work environment that complies with your security and use policies. Whether the user is on their own device at home or on
a public computer in a coffee shop, they will be
working on a trusted, IT-managed workstation –
even if they have no internet connectivity.
Telefonica Germany is a great example. When
it needed to reduce staff desks and provide
portability and remote access without impacting
user experience, productivity and security, it chose
IronKey W500 with management. The result was a
reduction in seats from one per worker to one per
1.5 workers, with each IronKey device deployed
saving it more than €2,500 over three years.
With Windows To Go, organisations can make
sure the mobile workspace is as secure and compliant as the office desktop. It’s a way to empower
workers with anywhere productivity and realise
significant cost savings, while safeguarding sensitive data wherever it goes.
Tav Venia is senior sales systems engineer for the
US Federal Government at IronKey
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Preventing migration
mainframe nightmares
HERMAN EGGINK: ASYSCO

Critical mainframe migrations can be risky, but companies can take
several easy steps to guarantee project success

A

larming news about major mainframe legacy IT migration failures has featured regularly in the world’s media recently. Migrating
mission critical applications from mainframe legacy
IT infrastructures is a complex and often risky process – in fact it’s often compared to performing a
heart transplant on a runner during a marathon.
The system must be functional at all times, while the
level of functionality and service quality after the
migration must be equal to, or better than before.
Enterprises make several common critical mistakes when attempting a mainframe migration.
Often, companies simply decide to completely
replace their current system because it does not
meet critical business requirements. However, incremental modernisation is always less risky than a
complete replacement, which will lead to changes in
technology, operations, functionality and user experience. Plus, there’s no such thing as a project that is
too big to fail. In addition, companies tend to have
unrealistic expectations about migration solutions.
Any solution that changes the basic functionalities
of an IT infrastructure, or requires an enterprise to
change its business processes – such as a complete
system rewrite – will take several years to complete.
Some senior executives fail to evaluate whether they
can afford to wait that long, or guarantee that their
organisation can remain stable during that period.
There are several easy ways, however, to prevent
a mainframe migration nightmare.
First, organisations should start by thoroughly evaluating their existing legacy system to develop a comprehensive business case for migration. They must
also carefully weigh up the benefits and drawbacks
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of the available options. These may include migrating, rewriting or transforming code, rehosting the IT
infrastructure, or deploying a commercial-off-theshelf or enterprise resource planning solution. To
ensure they select the most appropriate option, enterprises should analyse the costs of each approach
and how it will drive revenue and reduce risk.
Once an enterprise has selected a migration
solution, it should ensure that a comprehensive

“Strong organisational commitment
is a key factor in completing a
mainframe migration successfully”
plan has been agreed by everyone involved. Strong
organisational commitment is a key factor in completing a mainframe migration successfully.
Asysco offers turnkey solutions and expertise
for delivering successful, high-quality mainframe
transformation and modernisation projects.
Transformation enables organisations to reduce
costs, increase flexibility, and facilitate streamlined
business process integration.
Since its foundation in 1979, Asysco has performed more than 60 migration projects with a
100% success rate. Our motto – Unlocking Your
Legacy Value – expresses our confidence that legacy transformation projects make sense, that the
risks can be well managed, and that the resulting
business value is outstanding.
Herman Eggink is chief commercial officer at Asysco

VIEWPOINT

Finance and the
espresso capsules
C H E R I F B E D R A N : I N F O R M AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T

With companies increasingly focusing on customer service, all too
often internal processes are slipping under the radar

H

e is sitting in the waiting room of the director of a factoring company, waiting to negotiate financing his accounts receivable. He is
offered an espresso by the secretary. The machine
is behind her and she mumbles: “I have run out of
coffee…” She opens the petty cash box and rushes
away. Ten minutes later, he is enjoying his espresso.
Later on, he asks the director how the company manages its small everyday expenses. Taken
aback, the director quickly brushes the subject
aside. This makes him realise that many financial

“Generating income is essential
to thriving on the market – but
what about spending controls?”
institutions still rely on pen and paper for keeping track of their small office expenses.
Why are large companies – while offering the
best there is in customer service – not having the
same level of concern when it comes to managing their own internal business? One would argue
that generating income is essential to thriving on
the market – but what about spending controls?
Finance companies are starting to realise that this
matter is fundamental to their well-being. Their
procurement department may be busy requesting
quotes for procurement applications. Think about
the integration – what a headache! Think about all
the administrative functions necessary to manage
the internal day-to-day chores of a financial institu-

tion. Picture the grin on the auditor’s face when an
entry for espresso refills gets squeezed on the ledger,
between two multi-million dollars disbursements.
This director would love to run his factoring company using software that will ease the burden of the
nitty-gritty functions that management misses once
the business is up and running. But what are these
functions? And what software can be used to help?
A comprehensive internal consumption module
can track the procurement cycle from inception
to final payment to sundry and assets suppliers,
while a maintenance module can keep an eye on
those hard-to-keep machines and other expensive
electronic equipment. A relationship management
module can be used when meeting service suppliers, equipment vendors, technicians, customers
and debtors. A document management system can
keep a digital copy of all the important documentation, and identify the person who has filed away
the original document, and where it has been filed.
Do not forget an alert system reminds users of
things such as a contract renewal, a meeting with
a client or simply buying coffee capsules.
A scheduler will run reports tailored to whomever requires them, which are then sent by e-mail
at set times. Furthermore, dashboards can be fed
by key performance indicator wizards and a dynamic business intelligence back-end.
By having the correct technology in place,
finance companies can cover all bases when it
comes to running their business.
Cherif Bedran is chief technology officer at
Information Management
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We can help your people collaborate
wherever they are.
To compete in today’s world, you need your people to be able to connect, collaborate
and work seamlessly, wherever they are. Whether they’re on a PC, laptop, tablet or
smartphone – yours or theirs.
So IT has got to perform anywhere, any time. But at the same time, it’s got to make
financial sense, be secure and work seamlessly.
Working together we can benefit you and your customer.

Follow us @BTletstalk
Find out more at:

www.bt.com/artofconnecting

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S
AND MEDIA

B O B D E H AV E N : M I C R O S O F T

Meeting the high expectations of today’s customers
is no easy feat for live broadcasters, who are turning
to increasingly sophisticated technologies in order
to ensure 100% uptime and support multiple
content formats.
In the following pages, find out how Microsoft and
its partners are supporting businesses across the
communications and media sector with solutions
that deliver unprecedented results.

SPECIAL REPORT

Transforming
the viewing
experience
We explore how TV networks and broadcasters are harnessing cloud technologies to
transform the way they deliver live and video-on-demand content to their viewers

C

onsumers expect video on demand content, such as movies or catch-up TV programmes, to work immediately. But, if the
content malfunctions, they can simply switch off
and start again. Live broadcasting, on the other
hand, is completely different. Providers can’t
afford for viewers to miss the winning goal in
a live sports match, or the moment a winner is
announced in a live cooking or dancing competition. To ensure they can provide uninterrupted
access to live video streams and scale content
quickly to meet variable viewer demand, broadcasters are turning to the cloud.
“Media companies all over the world are adopting cloud strategies, not just for on-demand
video, but also for live sports events and live
entertainment, content management, editorial

collaboration, audience analytics, and ad scheduling – from the back office, through production,
to interactions with viewers themselves,” says
Rainer Kellerhals, senior business development
manager of Worldwide Industry and Global Accounts at Microsoft, in a Microsoft blog post.
Microsoft Azure Media Services, which combines highly scalable cloud-based encoding, encryption and streaming components, is helping
broadcasters worldwide to stream coverage from
live events and share on-demand video content.
For example, HBS partnered with deltatre
to use its Diva solution and Azure Media Services to provide multiple live and on-demand
video streams to ten major broadcasters and 25
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million fans worldwide during the 30-day 2014
FIFA World Cup. Audiences were able to switch
between the live streams and multi-angle video
on-demand, and display the content in various
layouts on different devices.
“The 2014 FIFA World Cup had the most sophisticated online-streaming solution of any
sporting event ever,” says Carlo de Marchis,
chief product officer at deltatre. “The fact that
we could offload the complexity of our processes to Microsoft Azure and get a better video
solution at less cost is phenomenal. It helped us
to sell the solution to more licensees and reach
larger audiences worldwide than would otherwise have been possible.”
HBS and deltatre are not the only companies
using Azure Media Services to quickly develop and cost-effectively operate a live streaming
or video on demand platform. US TV network
NBC Sports harnessed the cloud to deliver a
multiplatform viewing experience for more than
100 million people worldwide during the 2014
Olympic Winter Games, and again in January
2015 to live stream Super Bowl Sunday to 2.5
million viewers. Belgian cable service provider
Telenet used it to build an interactive Play Sports
app. This May, Austrian broadcaster ORF and
the European Broadcasting Union relied on Azure Media Services to manage real-time online
voting apps and transmit video on demand from
the 2015 Eurovision Song Contest to 45 broadcasters and 200 million viewers worldwide.

Image: Eurovision/EBU and Thomas Hanses
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Mobile apps powered
by Azure Media
Services helped millions
of viewers worldwide
to vote for Eurovision
contestants, resulting
in a win for Sweden’s
Måns Zelmerlöw

“Moving operations to the cloud allows companies to set up a new programme or even a
new channel in a very short timeframe, without
investing tens of millions of dollars,” explains
Kellerhalls in his blog post. “That elasticity is a
key advantage, and so is the ability to support
the multitude of content formats necessary today across smartphones, tablets, PCs, set-top
boxes and gaming consoles.”
Cloud-based solutions are also helping media
companies to make their programming more
commercially successful, increase their viewership and generate more revenue.
For example, this September Information Management Group showcased a cloud-based solution that combines mined audience data with
information from other sources – such as social
networks – to analyse audience reach and engagement. Not only does this enable broadcasters to
identify which granular details of the programme
need to be adjusted to boost viewership, but it also
allows them to better plan their related marketing
campaigns or consumer advertising schedules.
Preparing, securing, distributing and monetising live and on-demand media content is set

to get even easier as Microsoft continues to add
new functionality to its Azure Media Services
platform. For example, the new Azure Media
Encoder Standard allows users to extract subclips of live streams, while the Live Encoding
feature enables adaptive bitrate streaming. In
addition, Azure Media Player can now play back
multi-language audio and encrypted video content in Google Chrome with Widevine. Plus,
Microsoft has partnered with cross-platform
players, such as Imagine Communications, to
simplify how broadcasters distribute content
and enable them to stream in to virtually any
type of device, anywhere in the world.
“In the old days when it cost US$20 million to
set up a new broadcast channel and purchase
all the hardware, the satellite dish connections
or the cable lines, the kind of agility we’re seeing
today was simply not possible,” says Kellerhals.
“But now, with the cloud, broadcasters have an
entirely new world of technologies and tools to
work with – and new ways of connecting with
their audiences and monetising their services.”
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Turning technology
into success
R AY S TA N T O N : B T A D V I S E

BT Advise, the professional services team at BT, is collaborating with Microsoft
to help people work together far more effectively – wherever they are, and
whatever device they’re using

T

o compete in today’s world, you need your
people to be able to work, connect and
collaborate effortlessly, wherever they are
and whether they’re on a desktop, laptop, tablet
or smartphone.
The adoption of cloud services enables true
collaboration. Cloud collaboration services
mean lower cost, faster delivery and they’re truly
variable. But what does this really mean for you?
Your people can work together more effectively, wherever they are and whatever device
they’re using. You can increase productivity, reduce costs and provide a seamless end
user experience. But do you have the skills
in-house to achieve this? To take advantage
of the opportunities offered by these emerging technologies, whilst also realising existing
infrastructure investments?
You need to take a holistic approach to all
the technologies at every stage of your journey. That means you need technology partners
with the right interdisciplinary skills to advise,
integrate and run them, freeing up time for
you to do what you do best.
You need to make sure these services and
others work in the right way for your business.
And that’s what our team of professional service
experts at BT Advise can help you achieve.
We help you understand how to make the most
of new technologies and trends, without wasting
any previous investment. And we don’t just give
out great advice; we’re with you from start to finish. We help you understand your present state,
consult with you to set your vision and strategy,
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create a roadmap for transformation – all before
helping implement the solutions across your organisation and managing them in-life. And we
pull in BT’s portfolio of solutions along the way.
For example, with BT One Cloud Microsoft,
you can bring together the familiar experience
of Skype with the security, compliance, and
control of Microsoft Lync in a new Skype for
Business proposition. This allows you to very
easily engage in conferencing sessions with
anyone – including customers or partners outside your organisation. And we provide this as

“We help you understand
how to make the most of new
technologies and trends, without
wasting any previous investment”
part of a complete solution – from instant messaging, presence, desktop, sharing and crystal
clear conferencing to bring landline, mobile
and VoIP together.
What’s more, BT Cloud Connect ExpressRoute
with Office 365 brings you as close as you can
get to having Office 365 in your own data centre.
This allows you to truly capitalise on the mobile
and collaboration opportunities that can help
you stay one step ahead of the competition.
Ray Stanton is vice president at BT Advise, the
professional services team at BT

PROFILED: LIFE.CHURCH

Supporting a
video-focused ministry
Life.Church boosts storage capacity, saves costs and provides live and
online video to more people by deploying Dell technologies

O

klahoma-based Life.Church, which has
24 branches in seven US states, has an
ambitious mission: to lead people around
the world to become fully devoted followers of
Jesus. To support that goal, the church live streams
its worship services to more than 60,000 attendees
at all locations each weekend. It also broadcasts
weekly interactive worship services online to an
extra 135,000 people. Plus, congregants can access
a mobile Bible app, YouVersion, which has been
downloaded on more than 180 million devices.
“Our pastor uses video to supplement his message
and it allows us to function as a multi-site church
with live video broadcasts to all our other campuses nationwide,” says Zach Gilliam, the church’s
interactive director, adding that the church also
uses a free video-based curriculum to teach young
parishioners. “This curriculum has high-quality
video and we use our own producers, camera operators and writers to bring it to life. Overall, video is
a huge part of how we get our message out.”
Faced with storage challenges, Life.Church wanted to find a stable and scalable file storage solution
to support its comprehensive video ministry.
Previously, the church had implemented Dell
PowerEdge servers with Intel Xeon processors
and Dell Networking Switches in its primary
data centre to support live streaming and online
video. The organisation had also moved data
storage to a Dell Compellent SC8000 array with
an Intel Xeon processor.
Impressed by the Dell technology, Life.Church
opted to deploy a Dell Compellent FS8600 NAS
storage appliance with Intel Xeon processors in
its main data centre and another at a secondary data centre. Meanwhile, video data is now
backed up via a Dell EqualLogic PS6500 storage
array and a DR4100 Disk Backup Appliance with
Veeam backup software.
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“We were impressed with the performance of
the Dell server technologies, and we also really
liked the automated data tiering in the Compellent array,” says Gilliam. “The Compellent might
not be something you naturally think of for video, but we had such a great experience with the
Compellent in our data centre, and our local Dell
representatives were really helpful in terms of
understanding what we wanted.”
Life.Church has saved 144TB of the total 500TB
available video storage space and US$150,000
through the built-in compression and deduplication capabilities in the Dell Compellent FS8600.
“The Dell storage solution has soared past my
expectations as far as video compression rates
are concerned,” says Gilliam. “It gives us more
room to grow and that cost saving is critical for
us as a nonprofit.”
Now, Life.Church can consistently provide a
high-quality video to congregants on a daily basis, while other churches can download the content via the Open.Church website.
“Our video team can edit video faster and
quickly get it out to the people who want to engage with it, all because of the auto-tiering capabilities in the Dell Compellent,” says Gilliam.
“The video data they use the most is available in the
higher tiers, which means it is always very fast for
them. Also, we have sermons from ten years ago
that we still want our team to be able to access, so
that data can sit in the slower Tier 3 storage and the
editors can access it if they need to.”
Dell’s Compellent solution has also made it
much easier to manage the church’s video storage
infrastructure. “We have a single pane of glass to
manage the entire storage environment and that
saves me a lot of time,” Gilliam says. “We have
more flexibility and we can also provision additional storage on demand with the Compellent.”

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Life.Church live streams
services to more than
60,000 congregants
across seven US states

Plus, Dell Compellent Live Volume ensures
that staff and volunteers will have uninterrupted
access to critical applications and data, even if
Gilliam and his team are in the process of migrating virtual machines.
Life.Church also deployed several Dell OptiPlex
3010 desktop computers to allow staff members to
check in church attendees at its newest location.
“It’s important to have the right technology to
support a smooth interaction and the Dell OptiPlex 3010 is a great fit,” says Gilliam. “It offers such

a great guest experience compared with what we
used before. It’s exactly what we needed.”
In future, Life.Church plans to further expand
its Dell infrastructure with the help of Dell ProSupport. “We use ProSupport on most of our
solutions in addition to Compellent Copilot support, and that gives us confidence that Dell is with
us every step of the way,” Gilliam says. “We’re passionate about what we do, and it’s great to know
we can count on the technology to help support
our mission now and in the years ahead.”
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KAREN CONE: MICROSOFT

Insurance carriers have faced significant challenges
over recent years as they seek to enhance customer
relationships and address the cost reduction
imperative. In our first feature we explore how
advanced claims solutions from Microsoft and its
partners are delivering the capabilities to ensure
fast, cost effective claims handling and analytics.
Also in this section, we discuss how APIs are set
to change the way banks bring to market new
applications, drive innovation and better serve their
customers, and provide commentary on the key
themes from Sibos 2015.
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Getting a

handle
on claims
Optimised processing and advanced analytics are
enabling insurers to deliver exceptional claims
processing and prevent pay-out of fraudulent claims
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

I

nsurers have faced plenty of challenges in recent years, but opportunities are emerging for
those who are ready to take them. “Against a
backdrop of soft markets, competitive issues and
low interest rates, today’s general insurers are focusing on claims to reduce their loss ratios,” says
Tony Jacob, managing director of worldwide insurance at Microsoft. “They’re finding new ways
to improve the claims experience for policyholders, and exploring how to improve their claims
analytics capabilities to optimise processing,
mitigate losses and identify fraudulent activity.”
In today’s highly competitive environment the
insurer who helps a claimant quickly get back to
normal stands to deliver customer satisfaction
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and build loyalty. “Whether it’s flexibility to
initiate and track a claim through a customer’s
preferred communication channel or improving operational efficiencies, insurers need to
be able to engage, process and resolve claims
quickly and accurately,” says Patti Griffin,
global product lead at Accenture Duck Creek.
“Key to achieving this is to automate what can
be automated, and streamline what cannot be
automated to make it more efficient.”
Rising to these challenges can make a big difference to the bottom line, even without increasing the number of customers. “A combination
of risk and fraud prevention in the underwriting process with real-time fraud detection and

INSURANCE

S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T : I N S U R I T Y

Rapid response processing

analytics in claims can improve the combined
ratio up to 5%,” says Christian van Leeuwen,
CTO at Microsoft Gold partner FRISS.
“On average, claims expenses are 60-80% of any
carrier’s overall expenses,” says Ben Moreland,
VP data and analytics at Innovation Group.
“Even a 1% decrease in claims expenses can be
greater than a 5% improvement in another area.”
Microsoft and its partners are enabling insurers to deliver differentiating service to
customers while generating the insights essential for proactive business. Examples include
Insuresoft’s Diamond Claims, which is available as a stand-alone solution or as part of its
policy processing suite and complemented by

Claims processing presents a wide range of challenges. Adjusters
have a variety of data to review and process for any given claim
and can typically also experience significant disruption during
their work day, making it difficult to process claims efficiently.
Customers today, particularly incoming millennials, expect rapid
response times and user-friendly solutions to help manage
claims. Therefore, carriers are looking for a solution to streamline
workflow and process claims on an anytime, anywhere basis.
Insurity has designed its claims solution, Claims Decisions, to
allow adjusters to work the way they live. It presents multiple claims
processing activities on widget dashboards with all transactions
taking no more than three clicks to process. Claims Decisions
works with all mobile devices as well as desktops; adjusters can
work seamlessly between all devices on single or multiple claims
files, promoting a rapid response time for processing claims and
ensuring efficiency and enhanced productivity.
Claims Decisions has recently been refreshed leveraging
Insurity’s .NET based Application Factory toolset, adding
extensive new functionality in third-party integrations,
regulatory management and client tooling, along with a
completely reimagined user experience design.
Insurity’s MobileUp Claims Smart solution delivers a user
experience for claims professionals that optimises their tool
needs. Overall, it provides a transformative experience that will
enable significant efficiency and allow insurers to resource and
provide customer experiences for changing technology and
generational realities.
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its Diamond Mobile application. The system
is fully integrated with SQL Server Reporting
Services and can be deployed through the
Microsoft Azure cloud, enabling it to scale
and adapt to the changing needs of clients.
“We provide a powerful rules engine that
enables our customers to create work plans
for their claims staff and measure key performance indicators in real time,” says Linde
Wolff, product manager at Insuresoft. “This is
a game-changer for our customers because it
enables them not only to identify areas where
they need to improve, but also to update their
rules to instantly drive that change.”
As more insurers connect siloed data to
achieve operational efficiency, powerful analytics capabilities, combined with the scalability of the cloud, are enabling them to turn that
data into insights. “By replicating the claims
data from the claims system to SQL Server,
customers can gain greater access to that
data, and analyse and visualise it more effectively using self-serve BI technologies such as
PowerView and Power BI,” explains Jacob.
S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T : D U C K C R E E K C L A I M S A P P S

Processing in the palm of your hand
Accenture Duck Creek has developed innovative applications to connect
policyholders and enable claims staff to take their desktop into the field.
Using the Duck Creek First Notice of Loss
mobile app, customers can initiate a claim
from a mobile device without having to be
tethered to a traditional PC. At the insurer’s
end, Party 360 offers a holistic view of
each customer by creating a repository for
customer information from Accenture Duck
Creek systems as well as integrated thirdparty systems.
The Duck Creek Field Adjuster app will
give claims adjusters the anytime, anywhere
productivity that is crucial to efficient claims
processing. The Windows-based app
integrates with assignment and mapping
tools such as Bing Maps to enable claims
professionals to organise inspections
according to priority and proximity. “By
automating this process appointments
are more precisely scheduled, increasing
the efficiency of claims professionals,”
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explains Griffin. “Adjusters can access
policy and customer information and enter
notes, photographs and other evidence
directly into the core claims system. This
automation improves accuracy and reduces
process cycle time, a metric often linked to
customer satisfaction and retention.”

Intelligent insurance perspective
Through innovative software solutions
Helping insurers see the full picture
Through a unique combination of innovative actuarial thinking and software expertise we offer a holistic perspective that
enhances speed, accuracy and insight allowing insurers to see the full picture and do more, faster, for less.
E-mail software.solutions@towerswatson.com for more information.

Towers Watson. A global company with a singular focus on our clients.

Benefits
Risk and Financial Services
Talent and Rewards

www.towerswatson.com
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Duck Creek Claims provides automation and
streamlining for claims processing as well as
reporting capabilities built using Microsoft’s
SQL Server Reporting Services, Integration
Services, Analysis Services and SharePoint,
which can be used in conjunction with
Microsoft Power Pivot and Power BI. The solution enables an optimised work management
experience for claims staff. Instant messaging,
a discussion-thread view of file notes and the
ability to email from within the claim file enable collaboration for claims adjusters, while
insurers can use codeless configuration to introduce their own processes and quickly adapt
to changing market demands. In addition to
on-premise deployment, the suite is also supported through the Microsoft Azure cloud,
enabling stunningly fast implementations:
Pacific Specialty Insurance Company completed the first phase of its deployment in less
than seven months, and Berkshire Hathaway
deployed in two months. “Our customers are
able to condense the implementation timeline
so they can quickly start using the software in
the market,” says Griffin.

“Claims is a treasure trove
of data which insurers are
starting to tap into”
“For a carrier, it is vital to be able not only to
settle claims quickly, but also to quickly identify claims leakages or fraud and react in the
best manner,” says Moreland. “This requires
an analytics solution that puts trusted, current
analyses at the fingertips of business users who
are empowered to explore their data for greater
insights, and share with colleagues who can
also fully trust the data and recommendations.
Through collaboration between Innovation
Group and Microsoft, Insurer Analytics is able
to scale to meet the ever-growing data volume
demands and performance expectations of
carriers, as well as help carriers position themselves for the increasingly competitive insurance landscape.”
FRISS is 100% focused on the insurance industry, with more implementations of anti-fraud
solutions than any other vendor in Europe. The

VIEWPOINT

Enabling consumer
interaction
Insuresoft’s Linde Wolff explains how the latest
apps are helping insurers to build exceptional
customer relationships
One of the biggest challenges facing
carriers today is providing customer
service that keeps up with the expectations
of the millennial generation. Consumers
today expect interactive access to their
insurance company from their devices,
which includes real-time information on
the status of their claim.
Today’s applications, such as Diamond
Mobile which extends the functionality of
the Diamond Suite to the insured through
Windows 8, enable customers to interact
with insurance companies throughout
the claims process. Consumers can
notify insurance companies of their
claims and give insurers the information
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they need to expedite the processing of
those claims. This could include photo
and video documentation, completing
required forms and updating the insured’s
payment preferences.
The latest applications also help
insurance companies to deliver better
customer service by providing consumers
with methods to find preferred service
providers such as repair shops or rental
companies. Throughout the process,
consumers can access real-time status
updates on their claims through the
devices of their choice.
Linde Wolff is product manager at Insuresoft
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company is dedicated to improving indicators
and models, predictive modelling, text mining,
image screening, social network analysis and
social media, enabling insurers to stay protected
from new fraud schemes. Jeroen Morrenhof,
CEO of FRISS, notes a clear rise in the use of
analytics by insurers wanting to prevent fraud.
“This is necessitated by combined ratios and
losses under serious pressure, and the need for
continuous improvement in claims processes,” he
says. “In order to find not only the fraudsters of
today, but also those of tomorrow, insurers need
to continuously improve their detection engine,
indicators and predictive models to make sure
they identify new patterns as they emerge.”
Worldwide studies have found that 5-10%
of claims are likely fraudulent, leading forward-looking insurers to take a proactive approach to addressing the issue. For example,
Folksam, one of the largest insurers in Sweden,
expects to deliver 15-20% more suspicious
claim cases for investigation after implementing the FRISS solution for Fraud Detection
at Claims including FRISS Analytics. “The
solution enables Folksam to improve its loss
VIEWPOINT

Connecting for
analytic insight
Tom Helm of Towers Watson explains
why insurers are investing in claims
analytics capabilities
Insurers are upgrading their core claims
handling platforms, often replacing
systems which are decades old. However,
to reap the full benefits of this investment,
they need to integrate their systems with
two-way feeds with suppliers as well as
other bolt-on claims solutions and portals
to interface with customers, brokers and
claimants’ representatives. Crucially, they
need to link the systems database into a
claims analytics tool so they can leverage
all the new data that’s being captured.
Claims is a treasure trove of data which
insurers are starting to tap into. They are
seeking to build up powerful intelligence
and develop rich insights to understand
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how they are spending their money, how
their suppliers are performing, emerging
trends, market behaviours, and to identify
new initiatives aimed at reducing costs.
This requires insurers to invest in analytic
solutions that can help them become more
agile and through which they can leverage
diagnostic and predictive services.
We expect investment in this area to
expand into areas such as understanding
customers’ behaviour and preferences
at point of claim, to help improve both
pricing and service delivery.
Tom Helm is head of claims consulting, risk
consulting and software at Towers Watson
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ratio by increasing the chances of detecting
fraud, and to minimise false positives” says
Morrenhof. “These results have been proven
through our track record with all FRISS customers in 12 countries.”
Looking ahead, increasingly advanced analytics capabilities will be required as the volume
and types of data available for analysis continue
to grow. Towers Watson is working with leading
insurers to help them improve their claims performance and gain competitive advantage. “Our
claims specialists are helping to identify areas in
which insurers can optimise their performance
on claims costs,” says Tom Helm, head of claims
consulting, risk consulting and software at
Towers Watson. “We are deploying our analytics,
software and claims capabilities together to help
our clients fully understand their current state
with regard to claims analytics and supporting
them in determining the key questions their
future analytics capability needs to answer. We
are working with them to set out the data, tools,
skills and outputs required to achieve these goals
as well as helping them with the delivery.”

“Insurers need to continuously improve
their detection engine, indicators and
predictive models to make sure they
identify new patterns as they emerge”
Microsoft and its partners are poised to deliver
the capabilities insurers need to ensure fast, cost
effective claims handling and analytics. “We’re
now entering a new area of advanced analytics
with our insurance customers as we integrate the
Revolution R analytics solution with SQL Server
2016 and Azure Machine Learning,” concludes
Jacob. “As well as enabling insurance companies
to better mine and analyse their claims data, this
delivers the capability to consume huge amounts
of data to simulate and model catastrophes such
as cyclones, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes and
terrorist activities. Giving insurance carriers a
single capability that could improve both loss
ratios today and catastrophe modelling for tomorrow is very powerful.”

S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T : F R I S S

Intelligent screening to identify fraud
Payment of fraudulent claims has a negative
effect on insurance premiums and results
in competitive disadvantage for insurers.
Moreover, investigating false positives takes a
huge amount of time and unnecessary costs.
Core solutions running on the FRISS
Platform enable accurate screening during
the underwriting process and within the
customer portfolio, as well as fraud detection
at claims. FRISS enables insurers to screen
at every stage of the claims handling
process. The software provides an accurate
estimate of fraud and risks using expert
rules, profiles, predictive models, text mining
and link analysis together with all available
information from more than 100 preconnected external data sources. The FRISS
Score is the core of the solution and indicates
the risk for each quotation, policy or claim.
The FRISS solution is supported by a learning
cycle that enables continuous improvement.
“Using automated fraud detection during
the claims process enables insurers to
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accurately estimate the risks related to a
claim,” says Jeroen Morrenhof, CEO of FRISS.
“This improves straight-through processing
and enables direct recognition of claims that
need further attention. Insurers also need to
prevent fraud at the portal, and detection
and monitoring capabilities through the
underwriting and portfolio management
processes play a key role in maximising
fraud prevention at claims.”

How Suite It Is
From policy to billing, from claims to reporting and all the workflows in between,

the Diamond Suite is everything you want it to be,
including mobile.

Find out how suite it is at www.insuresoft.com.

VIEWPOINT

Unlocking the single view
with mobility innovation
A N D Y WA R D - W E B B : P Y T H AG O R A S

Financial services institutions have always sought to gain the competitive
advantage by differentiating their offerings. The prospect of true mobility has been
seen as the next big advance for some time now – has it finally arrived in the UK?

I

nnovation in mobility has become key to enabling richer client experiences across many
sectors. This is particularly true in financial
services where processes are so often stunted
by inefficient, ageing, disconnected but business critical systems. Organisations who are
able to harness these systems to deliver a full
360- or even a 720-degree view of a client,
drive greater new business opportunities with
greater frequency.
Financial institutions are demanding b
etter
management, targeting and prioritisation
of products and services to enable quicker
on-boarding and multi-channel customer
engagement experiences. Personal profiles, contact details, relationship connections, existing

“Through deep level discovery
processes, Pythagoras excel at
integrating legacy applications”
investments and other financial information in
a single view significantly enhances the ability to
deliver a personalised service to clients, as well
as quickly identify where opportunity to achieve
additional revenue lies.
Working in partnership, Microsoft Gold
Partner Pythagoras and Microsoft’s global independent software vendor VeriPark are addressing the true challenges in this sector. With their
FSI specific solutions built on the Microsoft
Dynamics CRM platform, they are enabling
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financial institutions to achieve a 720-degree
view of their information, providing a clear
understanding of their clients and their needs.
The solution not only enables colleagues, it also
drives high levels of customer engagement and
satisfaction whilst integrating seamlessly to
known industry core banking technology systems. Available to access via Outlook, Contact
Centre Console and all standard browsers,
the solution really comes to life via the tablet
solution which delivers a rich, intuitive wealth
management service, providing a tailored customer experience by pulling all relevant key
information into one central client view.
Over the past 16 years, Pythagoras have been
working with and deploying integrated Microsoft
technology to a wide range of businesses, establishing themselves as one of the leading
Microsoft Gold partners in the UK. Through
deep level discovery processes, Pythagoras excel
at integrating legacy applications to enable the
new mobile world of productivity.
VeriPark is the leading FSI solution provider for Microsoft Dynamics CRM with eight
offices worldwide including Turkey, Dubai

and the UK. VeriPark’s mission is to transform
banking front office and delivery channels by
providing innovative software solutions. The
unique partnership blend of Pythagoras and
VeriPark offers exceptional solutions to the
financial services market.
Andy Ward-Webb is financial sector lead
at Pythagoras
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Emerging generational
technologies
LINDE WOLFF: INSURESOFT

As mobile devices continue to outnumber PCs, insurers need to change the way
they interact with their customers to ensure they don’t get left by the wayside

E

very industry faces generational challenges. Some are more affected than others. Some, like the insurance industry, are
more challenged than others. Consequently,
insurers find themselves needing to adjust
their approaches to meet the expectations of
present-generation policyholders.
By adopting the emerging technologies most
likely to be used by this new breed of customer,
insurers can increase market share (by writing
more business more efficiently) and improve policyholder retention (by providing better customer
service). Adopting new technologies also will help

“They’ll adopt the technologies of
the present while looking to the
future, or they’ll be left in the past”
insurers hire and retain new talent because millennials want the technology they use at work to mirror the technology they use in their day to day lives.
Are we talking about rocket science or nanotechnology here? No. But we are talking about
smartphones and an ever-growing proliferation
of tablets. Unless the PC makes an unprecedented
comeback, mobile devices will continue to outnumber PCs. That means the insurance industry
will have to be prepared to conduct business on
mobile devices, including core processing activities
like policy and claims administration, billing and
payment, and policyholder contact. Insurers will
also have to give their policyholders self-service
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capabilities that enable access to agents, adjusters,
policy information, claims information, and more.
In fact, to improve customer interaction, techsavvy insurers will enable mobile capabilities
that allow policyholders to obtain quotes and
buy policies through independent agents or
by going directly to carriers. They will provide
insurers and their policyholders with real-time
chat capabilities and social media updates and
offer access to policy identification cards, claim
forms, or policy documents. They will give clear
presentations of account details, including policy and claims notifications. And they will allow
policyholders to initiate claims and provide geographical data and multi-media documentation.
What the present generation wants from its
technology — what it expects from the companies with which it interacts — is engagement.
Millennials take it as a given that their mobile
devices are the windows to the world in which
they live, work, play, and conduct all manner of
activities. So, it’s no wonder they expect the capabilities of their insurers to be mobile, as well.
Insurers will either get in the game, or they’ll be
left on the side lines. They’ll adopt the technologies of the present while looking to the future, or
they’ll be left in the past. They’ll incur the costs
to adopt emerging technologies, or they’ll pay
the price of irrelevance.
The adoption of emerging technologies can’t
happen overnight. But it is inevitable. Welcome
to the future.
Linde Wolff is product manager at Insuresoft
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The shift towards
the API economy
APIs are set to change the way banks bring to market new applications, drive
innovation and better serve their digital customers, as we find out in conversation
with Microsoft’s Guillermo Kopp and Peter Hazou

B

y securely making their proprietary software available to third parties, banks can
bring to market new, innovative apps and
give rise to more choice and services for banking
customers. All of this is being made possible by
application programming interfaces (APIs) –
software gateways that let different applications
work together and communicate with each other,
such that outside developers can create new apps
that take advantage of certain banking functions
without going behind their firewalls or accessing
personally identifiable information.
Although APIs haven’t exactly taken off in the
banking world just yet, Guillermo Kopp, LATAM
financial services industry director at Microsoft,
believes they will soon. “In the next five years, APIs
will add trillions of dollars to the economy,” he
says. “In other industries, companies have moved
quickly to launch APIs and give developers access
to their source code. PayPal’s payment API, for example, lets third parties design and host their own
checkout pages. And while we expect the shift for
financial services institutions to the API economy
to be a more gradual one, it’s something we will certainly see more of in the near future.”
For many banks, APIs serve as an easy pathway to
drive innovation through partnerships rather than
having to build everything from scratch themselves. “The opening of APIs extends banks’ client
value chains by tapping external pools of expertise
which are not available and not practical to fund internally,” explains Peter Hazou, director of business
development, Financial Services at Microsoft. “The
transformation in bank operating models means
it is no longer an efficient use of resources to construct all elements of their desired end-state of digital business themselves. APIs are a natural modus
operandi for extending reach and relevance.”

“Service industries are experiencing
quantum growth by opening their
interfaces through APIs. Banks can
now do the same”
Indeed, as some leading banks are already finding out, APIs are an ideal option for keeping pace
with client digital expectations that they cannot
support alone.
“They permit banks to focus on and develop their
core strengths rather than trying to be all things to
all people across all technologies as current trends
demand,” says Hazou. “They also broaden the network effect of their services by connecting to external providers in the wider economy.”
Ultimately, Hazou expects the flexibility that
comes with use of APIs will become too good
an opportunity to turn down. “From a business
model point of view, other service industries are
experiencing quantum growth by opening their
interfaces through APIs,” he says. “Banks can
now do the same.”
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The new generation
transforming insurance
B R U C E W I N T E R B U R N : V E R TA F O R E

As a new generation of digital natives enters the workforce, the
insurance industry has a huge opportunity to evolve

I

nsurance is a highly regulated industry, which
means it is quite process driven. Historically,
this has impacted the technology needed
to conduct the business, resulting in a great
amount of complexity and an inherent difficulty
in adopting new technology.
However, with a new generation of digital natives
entering the workforce, things are changing – and
fast. The industry is on the brink of tremendous
disruption – because of technology and the millennial workforce entering the industry. My own
experience in taking over a small insurance agency in partnership with my son Cameron provides
a good example. The agency we took on had not
kept up with technology, or the changing winds of
the modern consumer. As a result, the business had
inevitably shrank to a fraction of its former size.
When we came in, there were only the two owners
and a single customer service representative left.
Since I still had my regular job, the responsibility for the rebirth of the business fell squarely on
the shoulders of my 20-something year old, newly graduated son. Though he was young and in
experienced, he was also energetic, enthusiastic
and too uninformed to be afraid. He didn’t know
what to do, or not to do, so he did everything
differently. We did get a website, but not until after
we had a Facebook and Twitter account. He readily
embraced all the capabilities of the newly available
technology – not encumbered by legacy workflows and processes. He questioned everything.
You see, what I didn’t realise, and what I would
argue most in my generation don’t realise, was the
fact my son and countless young people like him

do not simply use technology – it is an extension
of their being. It seamlessly augments their capabilities and imagination. They are wired differently. They think differently. And that’s a good thing.
For hundreds of years, our industry has been built
on learning through mentoring or something very
similar to apprenticeships. There was simply so
much to learn. It caused individuals to specialise
– limiting their capabilities. But, armed with little
more than a smartphone, today’s young peoplehave become instant subject matter experts. They
have been programmed that way from their earliest
memories. They have never known a practical question that they couldn’t almost immediately have an
answer to. This has given them a kind of fearlessness
that once would have had to be built through decades of experiences and accomplishments.
With this in mind, it’s wise for us all to lean on a
few young people for enlightenment. We need to
give them the opportunities to flourish and be sure
that we don’t shackle them with our past reality.
Bruce Winterburn is vice president of industry
relations at Vertafore
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Sibos 2015
We spoke to Rupesh Khendry and Peter Hazou to find out what
customers were talking about at Sibos 2015
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

M

ore than 8,000 delegates headed to Singapore on 12-15 October to discuss key
issues and solutions in banking and
capital markets at Sibos 2015 – making it the
second-largest Sibos event to date.
Microsoft’s commitment to banking and capital markets created a huge buzz among delegates
who were keen to engage with the company and
find out how its solutions are helping the world’s
leading financial institutions to drive digital
transformation, gain break-through risk insight,
and protect their business through cybersecurity. Rupesh Khendry, director of capital markets
industry solutions, and Peter Hazou, director of
banking industry solutions at Microsoft, gave us
their key takeaways from the event.
1. Banks are digitally transforming
“Banks are clearly looking to digitally transform,” says Khendry. “We’ve been discussing
the Digital Bank for a while, and banks across
the world are now acting on that. At Sibos we
had some great discussions about how embracing an open and connected systems approach to
drive innovation can enable banks to deliver a
great customer experience, with platforms like
machine learning and analytics helping them to
gain better insight and a deeper understanding
of their customers.”
2. Banks are heading to the cloud
“Banks have shed their initial apprehension about
the cloud, and they’re embracing it as a way to
transform their business and help them be more
agile,” says Hazou. “We saw huge interest from
customers and analysts in our briefing on ‘The
Trusted Cloud in Banking Transformation’. Microsoft has worked closely with the financial industry to deliver the trusted cloud and this has
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generated momentum, with banks across the
world now implementing cloud projects.”
“Of course no conversation about banking is
complete without some discussion of regulatory
compliance,” says Hazou. “At Sibos, we provided
details about the Financial Services Compliance
Program which allows financial industry stakeholders to deeply examine our cloud systems,
services and processes, to help banks achieve
growth while focusing on their core responsibilities to remain compliant.”
3. Risk and regulatory requirements
The cloud is enabling banks to leverage machine
learning for many of their risk and analytics
requirements. “Banks are asking how they can
better integrate data and insights from the front,
middle and back office,” says Khendry. “Risk and
regulatory are the overarching concerns, and
banks were interested in going beyond regular
transaction processing systems to understand
the risk in the business. We showcased how the
Microsoft Data Analytics platform, including
Azure IoT Suite, Cortana Analytics Suite and
Azure Data Lake, can help banks to mitigate risk
and deliver insightful customer service.”
4. Putting customers at the centre
“Customer engagement is a topic we hear a lot
about,” says Khendry. “Delegates were keen
to find out how technologies like Microsoft
Dynamics CRM, as well as cloud-enabled data
processing capabilities, can help them optimise
the customer experience. Banks have a wealth of
customer data, but it’s often trapped in data silos.
Now, they’re beginning to use the evolving data
processing and machine learning capabilities of
the cloud to anticipate customer needs and customise products and services to fit them.”

Rupesh Khendry (above)
and Peter Hazou
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of business that were present at Sibos: treasury
and security services.”
6. Mobility matters
Most people now expect mobile connectivity, and Microsoft showcased how its latest
devices and software can enable anytime, anywhere productivity. Delegates were keen to
explore how Microsoft’s new Surface Book and
Surface Pro 4, with the Windows 10 operating
system and Office 365 productivity tools, can
empower staff to deliver the service customers
want. “There was a lot of excitement about our
new devices and how they can help bankers be
more mobile,” says Khendry.

5. Productivity is top of mind
“We had a lot of discussions with banks about productivity,” says Hazou. “This area had taken a bit of
a back seat recently as banks focused on addressing key industry issues like regulatory compliance,
but now productivity has come into sharper focus.
A lot of banks that came to see us were very interested in Microsoft Office 365 and how it can
help them empower staff to be more productive.
They saw how Windows 10 takes the seamless,
digital banking experience a step further through
the power of universal apps that work on phones,
tablets and PCs, offering Windows 10 touch functionality and Office 365 integration while reducing workplace and development sprawl.
We had some very detailed discussions about
how our solutions apply to the two main lines

7. Cybersecurity is a key concern
With new cyber-threats emerging all the time,
cybersecurity is a perennial concern for financial
services firms. Delegates at Sibos were able to see
for themselves how Microsoft’s Digital Crimes
Unit is committed to identifying and disrupting
cybercrime through public/private partnerships
with a specific focus on financial services. “Security is a key concern for our customers and they
were keen to understand our commitment to
protecting them through the trusted cloud and
our cybersecurity leadership,” says Hazou.
“We focused on the issues our customers are
facing and how we can help them to transform
to digital businesses,” concludes Khendry. “We
discussed the issues that matter to banks and we
got some great feedback from customers who
felt that we were speaking their language”.
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Creating the digital
insurer of the future
D E N N I S VA N D E R L I P : M I C R O S O F T

By unlocking digital experiences for customers and staff, insurers can enable
unique insight and engagement

D

igital has transformed the way we work,
shop and socialise. Today, customers can
research their products and services before contacting sales staff; they can continue a
conversation across a growing range of devices
and platforms; and they share their opinions and
experiences with a global audience at the touch
of a fingertip. They expect the same immediacy from the businesses they deal with. In this
connected, digitally-enabled environment, businesses of all kinds are re-examining every aspect
of their customer engagement and operations –
and insurers are in a unique position to benefit.
Many insurers are working with disparate information silos and complex networks of agents,
brokers, underwriters and claims adjusters.

“True differentiation lies in
delivering a unique experience that
puts the customer at the centre”
They’re also increasingly under pressure from
new entrants who have none of those legacy issues and can afford to compete on a cost basis.
But cost isn’t everything. In this fast-moving
industry, true differentiation lies in delivering a
unique experience that connects staff and agents
with the resources they need to puts the customer at the centre. It’s not simply about transacting
with customers anymore; it’s about attracting
and engaging them, partnering them to achieve
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their goals, and making it easy for them to do
business with you. That is what we mean when
we discuss the digital insurer.
The digital insurer is built on three pillars: creating omni-channel experiences for customers
and agents; delivering insight to producers, sales
teams and agent networks; and enabling digital
work styles. Putting those pillars in place enables
insurers to unlock the potential of customers,
employees and intermediaries.
Creating an omni-channel experience means
putting the customer at the centre of a seamless, interactive environment so they can pick
up a conversation on any channel they choose.
By digitising interactions across all channels, including mobile applications, consumer portals,
call centres and social media, you can make that
experience available in the anytime, anywhere
mobile environment people expect.
This presents a unique challenge for insurers.
Unlike banking, where customers t ypically contact the corporation direct, insurance often involves a middle tier of agents, some employed by
the company and some working independently.
Insurers know that in order to build loyalty and
increase sales, they need to treat those agents
like customers too.
Insight is the key to delivering that experience. Digital interaction yields unprecedented
amounts of information about your customers, but too often it is locked in silos that prevent agents and service staff seeing the full
picture. Breaking down those silos to enable
a 360-degree view of the customer’s relation-
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ships, products and interactions will establish
the customer as the focal point of sales and
marketing efforts, turning data into insight that
can empower insurance carriers to price their
offer correctly, assess risk, and recommend the
best products for that customer.
A digital insight system will take interactions
from the agent channel, customer web and mobile channels, the service centre, existing siloed
back-end systems and from marketing and social interactions, bringing them all together to
create that 360-degree view.
Enabling digital work styles is the third key
pillar of the digital insurer concept. Many insurance companies have thousands of agents,
some of whom are employed by the company while others are independent – and all
of them need access to key information and
productivity tools, wherever they are and

whatever device they’re using. Providing familiar tools that can be used on any device is
essential to enabling your people to collabo-

rate more effectively and be more productive
whether they’re in the office or in the field
with customers. This is about setting agents,
brokers and claims adjusters free on a mobile
device and empowering them with mobile applications that replicate everything they can
do in the office so they can engage, support
and sell to customers wherever they are, on
their device of choice.
The digital insurer is a customer-centric,
proactive and competitive organisation that
delivers a unique and engaging experience to
customers and agents. It’s about achieving the
360-degree view that has become essential to
success in this intensely competitive industry.
It’s a concept that looks to the future of the
industry, and one that Microsoft, and our network of global, regional and local partners, are
making a reality for insurers today.
Dennis Vanderlip is industry solutions director
for worldwide insurance at Microsoft
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Voice simplifies
your life
J O Ã O L I M A P I N TO : E B A N K I T

Financial institutions are always looking for new ways to simplify banking apps,
and this is where the use of voice comes into its own. Voice can be used to avoid
passwords and complex authentication mechanisms, and to control banking features

A

s wearable technologies are increasingly making their mark as accessories
for an outstanding digital mobile experience, it’s essential to consider and reinvent
more functionalities to establish interactions
with, and between, devices.
The use of voice has a significant role to play,
and can transform the way we go about our
daily lives. For example, if you’re driving your
car and would like your bank balance, there’s
no need to pull over. Simply use your voice to
ask for it via your mobile or smartwatch. It’s
that simple.
This Voice Banking Solution, part of ebankIT’s
Omnichannel Innovation Portfolio, comes with
a whole range of features. The result is the simplification of the most common tasks, making
lives easier than ever.

“The use of voice has a significant
role to play, and can transform the
way we go about our daily lives”
In a simple, intuitive way, customers can give
instructions and receive feedback by voice to interact with their finances, integrated with their
car software and mobile apps. They can use it to
check their account balance and transactions,
order a money transfer or payment, or check
how stocks are performing. Customers receive
real time notifications for each processed action
throughout their banking session period.

Our experience reveals that, as time goes by,
customers are getting more used to connecting with new devices and channels. They are
increasingly exploring alternatives to going to
the branch to perform daily actions, especially
when it is so much easier to use an app – and
easier still to use an app comanded by voice.
Banks that deploy voice biometrics to automate the login process not only enhance
customer satisfaction levels, but dramatically
reduce their customer care costs through increased automation rates.
While we are searching for better and more
efficient ways to improve the user experience
between products and customers, we’ll keep
holding onto the fact that customisation is key.
It’s necessary – not only to improve the image
of the banking and financial sectors – but for
banks to differentiate themselves from the competiton and succeed tomorrow.
João Lima Pinto is CEO at ebankIT
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360-degree business
insight on the move
JEFF WILSON: PROFISEE

Mobile-enabled master data management systems enable enterprises to provide
employees with access to actionable data and business insights, regardless of
whether they are in the office or in the field

E

mployees should no longer have to be in the
office to access their organisation’s tools and
assets. Now they must be able to do so in real
time, in front of the customer, on the job site, in
the field, or wherever they have the opportunity
to advance the business. Consequently, mobile
devices and cloud computing are commonly
adopted business enablers.
Organisations need to arm their remote and
mobile workforce with real-time business insight from their data assets in an agile and accessible way that still complies with corporate
data governance policies. For many, the answer
lies in mobile-enabled master data management
(MDM). MDM enables enterprises to produce

“Employees should no longer have
to be in the office to access their
organisation’s tools and assets”
and maintain a single, reliable, 360-degree view
of data and make it readily available within customer relationship management (CRM) and other enterprise systems for use by the workforce.
According to one global financial advisory firm
who worked with Profisee to deploy a mobile-
enabled MDM solution, there are several critical
success factors. First, to ensure the solution successfully delivers actionable insight from available data assets, everyone in the enterprise, from
the top down, must agree on the objectives of the
initiative and have a shared vision of ‘success’.
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The advisory firm’s focus was on eliminating
cost, enabling global action and powering better
decision making to drive revenue growth. While
these goals may seem distant from the nutsand-bolts of MDM implementation, comparing
actions with the strategic vision throughout the
project allowed critical decisions to be made in
the context of the bigger picture.
Like many global companies, the advisory
firm had evolved as a mobile-enabled enterprise over time through organic growth, acquisitions and mergers. This had left the company
with financial systems containing large volumes of duplicated and conflicting data, quality and reliability issues, and slow responses to
business needs. To overcome these issues, the
firm converted to a fully integrated enterprise
resource planning and customer relationship
management platform and wanted to deploy a
Microsoft-based MDM solution to integrate,

cleanse, standardise and master the client, account and vendor data in its legacy systems. The
aim was to establish a single, current and accurate view of each of the firm’s business partners
and clients, and make the data accessible to its
global mobile workforce.
To enable the MDM data to be used by business
units worldwide, the firm had to develop a model so that it could be created, updated and delivered to business systems in real time from the
field. As such, MDM became an enterprise-wide
operational model and a business-critical system with high-availability requirements, a low
tolerance for data inaccuracies, and the ability
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to quickly realign master data with operational
systems in the event of inaccuracies. This required an interface that would enable business
users to access operational systems in a familiar
and portable way, while still invoking the behind-the-scenes data mastering features of the
MDM platform.
The firm’s mobile users can now manage their
business opportunities and activities through a
web-based interface created using the workflow
automation tools provided by the MDM system.
The mobile interface transparently front-ends
the firm’s CRM and other operational systems,
presenting users with a purpose-built, intuitive way to perform accustomed data-related
functions, such as creating a new prospect or
searching for an existing client record. Behind
the scenes, the interface links to a website that
is hosted by the MDM ecosystem, taking advantage of advanced MDM features to ensure the
continued integrity of operational data.
For example, the ‘look-up-before-create’ functionality prevents data from being duplicated
when new prospects are added, while advanced

matching algorithms ensure users have access
to the the latest and most complete client and
account records. In addition, third-party data,
such as account information from Dun & Bradstreet, is integrated seamlessly into the advisory firm’s records in real time. Meanwhile, data
governance and quality checks are incorporated into an automated onboarding process that
is initiated by the user request, which reduces
the risk of errors and fraud. Change requests
are automatically routed to the appropriate users for review and approval.
Today, enabling the mobile workforce with reliable data and systems access has become a key
business initiative for geographically dispersed
companies in all industries. For this advisory
firm, the solution was provided by MDM via
a web-based mobile interface that integrates
operational systems with master data, and puts
the power of the 360-degree customer view in
the hands of users, whatever their task, wherever they work.
Jeff Wilson is chief marketing officer at Profisee
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Faster insurance
modelling on Azure
Towers Watson and Microsoft demonstrate just how fast insurance
modelling can be using Azure and RiskAgility FM

T

owers Watson has partnered with Microsoft
to run a calculation to provide life insurance
for the whole world – in just 24 hours.
The calculation was executed on RiskAgility
FM, Towers Watson’s latest financial modelling
tool for life insurers, on more than 100,000
Azure cores across 13 globally distributed data
centres. Towers Watson’s new vGrid product, is
an infrastructure-as-a-service software tool that
allows life insurers to run their models via an
on-demand, cloud-based technology grid.
The entire exercise – including set-up, configuration and running the model several times
– was completed within a 24-hour window. It
would have taken 19 years to run the model on
a standalone machine, but this was completed in
just over an hour in the Azure environment.
The insurance model itself performed a
stochastic analysis of the insurance cost of

providing the 7.3 billion people on Earth with
a $100,000 whole-of-life insurance policy. The
model confirmed that the cost would be approximately 2.5 times the global gross domestic
product (GDP), with a standard deviation of
roughly 15% of global GDP.
This exercise demonstrates a number of key advancements since the 50,000 core run performed
several years ago in a single data centre. First,
it demonstrated that the underlying Azure environment is robust enough to support globally
distributed, highly intensive insurance calculations. Advances in RiskAgility FM were shown
to be capable of distributing runs across multiple
data centres, while the ease with which the tool
can be set up enables the use of a wide array of
compute power. The scalability of both Azure
and RiskAgility FM was shown to be capable of
harnessing the compute power of 100,000 cores
to perform complex analytical calculations.

“Innovative technology solutions
can greatly enhance speed,
reliability, control and accuracy”
STEPHEN HOLLANDS, SAAS AND VGRID GLOBAL PRODUCT LEADER,
TOWERS WATSON

Finally, the exercise demonstrated the ability
to distribute and collate data across distributed
data centres using the Azure backbone.
“This exercise not only demonstrates how far
we have come but what could be possible in the
future as we move towards a world where technologies can fundamentally shift many of the
previously held paradigms that have restrained
the way insurers do business,” says Stephen
Hollands SaaS and vGrid global product leader
at Towers Watson. “When used together, innovative technology solutions like vGrid can greatly
enhance speed, reliability, control and accuracy
in the risk modelling process by leveraging the
power of the cloud.”
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Staying ahead of
the hackers
US credit union, 4Front Credit Union, relies on Dell SecureWorks to create a virtual vault to
protect customer account data from cyber attacks and ensure regulatory compliance

H

ackers are successfully siphoning private
data about millions of customers from
large retailers, enterprises, banks and financial institutions worldwide. However, it’s not
only large global or international organisations
that face cyber security threats. Smaller businesses and financial firms are also at risk.
4Front Credit Union, which serves more than
64,000 members in Michigan, US, knows that
securing customer account data is as important
as safeguarding cash and valuables in the vault.
When Michigan State announced that it would
introduce a new IT examination for state-chartered financial institutions, the organisation
wanted to find a more effective and reliable way
to secure its IT networks and customer data from
attack. It also wanted to ensure it could still comply with various data privacy regulations, such as
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA). However, 4Front Credit Union only
had a small IT team and limited timeframe to
strengthen its security and pass the new IT exam.
Patrick McKay, who was appointed as the credit
union’s IT director in 2005, investigated the company’s existing credit union’s security protocols and
identified a lot of areas that needed to be strengthened quickly. For example, when McKay first joined
the company, internet access at its six branches ran
through the credit union’s sole internet connection
at its main location. Although the union had not
suffered any serious data security breaches, McKay
attributes this to the fact that the organisation would
be considered a relatively small target for hackers,
rather than due to airtight security.
“We needed a way to get our house in order fast,”
says McKay, explaining that he did not have time
to deploy the layered defences the credit union has
today. “Otherwise, we might not pass the exam.”
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After researching security solutions, McKay
quickly learned that Dell SecureWorks’ Intrusion Detection System and Intrusion Prevention
System (IDS/IPS) managed service offerings
were particularly popular. “I realised I had found
my turnkey security solution after I kept seeing
Dell SecureWorks referred to as the gold standard for IDS/ IPS data security,” he explains.
Each 4Front Credit Union was fitted with a plugand-play Dell SecureWorks Managed IPS appliance, which provides full-time network protection,
including deep-packet inspection for all incoming
and outgoing data traffic. The service also actively
monitors the credit union’s firewalls in real time.
Dell SecureWorks’ global network of five Security Operations Centers (SOCs), which are
staffed by highly trained Dell SecureWorks secu-

Dell Secureworks’
SOCs, such as the one
in Atlanta, Georgia,
manage security tasks
for 4Front Credit Union

FINANCIAL SERVICES

“We save 500 hours a year by having
Dell SecureWorks as a very real
extension of our team that handles
all our data security tasks”
rity analysts, manage all of the tasks the credit
union needs to secure its networks. This includes
the administration, tuning and maintenance of
the Dell SecureWorks iSensor IPS devices. The
SOCs can also make unlimited configuration
changes, policy modifications and create helpdesk tickets for the credit union.
“We save 500 hours a year by having Dell SecureWorks as a very real extension of our team

that handles all our data security tasks,” McKay
says. “This lets our small IT staff focus on more
strategic concerns.”
Dell SecureWorks’ Counter Threat Unit also
provides constant real-time updates and customised notifications to ensure that the credit
union’s data is always secure. Whenever the SOC
notices an attempted network attack – or even
suspicious behaviours from inside the network
– McKay gets a call on both his work and mobile
phones as well as an e-mail.
“Also, I always get continuous news on trending attacks that the SOCs are watching as they
happen across the US,” he says. “Often I know
about vulnerabilities two or three days before
I hear from my software vendors. Dell SecureWorks helps keep us ahead of the hackers.”
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PROFILED: IF P&C INSURANCE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Data-driven
insurance services
Europe-based property and casualty insurance provider harnesses Microsoft
technology to streamline how it interacts with customers

I

f P&C Insurance Company provides property
and casualty insurance services to customers in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia. The
company, which was formed after mergers
combined four national insurance companies,
aims to harness data-driven intelligence tools
to streamline how it interacts with customers
across channels.
“We’re facing a second wave of integration to
make us a single, standardised operation – from
communications with customers, customer services product development, claims management,
and more,” says Lars Karlsson, senior vice president and Head of IT Commercial and Private at
If P&C. “It’s time we consolidated and operated
as one company.”
As the insurance company rolls out Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Online across all countries, languages and business units including self service,
customer service and knowledge management,
it aims to standardise processes and operations
throughout the business. The company has chosen to base everything in the cloud to increase
business agility and support various channels
and endpoints, while reducing operations and
maintenance costs.
“We need to give our agents more time to
provide a better customer experience,” says
Karlsson. “We can do this if they spend less time
navigating through multiple complex systems
just to provide a quote or set up a customer
account. We want them to spend more time actually helping our customers to make confident,
informed decisions on insurance.”
If P&C Insurance aims to provide call centre agents with the tools they need to get a full
overview of all customers and ensure that all
interactions are approached in a systematic way,

regardless of the customers’ chosen communication channel.
“Insurance services can be so confusing, so
we’re re-orienting from a product-focused approach to a customer-centric one,” explains
Karlsson. “To do this, we need to offer clear information with no jargon or technical language so
customers understand our offering and how we
work with them. Our tools need to be designed
to provide service agents a set of best-practice
processes so agents have answers that solve the
immediate customer need. Offering customers
what they need based on what we already know
about them – that’s the road ahead.”
Reversing the product-first mentality and putting customer needs before sales, will also enable
If P&C Insurance to embrace digital self-service.
“We have a new ‘digital first’ approach –
everything we do should be primarily thought of
from the angle of serving the customer through
our digital channels,” concludes Karlsson.
“Those self-service channels will be equipped
with the same systems our insurance agents use
so that everyone is utilising the same best-ofclass interfaces and processes.”
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M A N U FA C T U R I N G
AND RESOURCES

C A G L AYA N A R K A N : M I C R O S O F T

The pace of change across the manufacturing and
resources sector is faster than anyone could ever
have imagined. The internet of things, for example,
is facilitating greater levels of insight and intelligence
which, when teamed with new analytics capabilities,
can unlock countless opportunities.
In the coming pages, find out how Microsoft
and its partners are at the crux of the industry’s
transformation and discover how organisations
across the world are using new technologies to
their advantage.

SPECIAL REPORT

Empowered
by insight
Manufacturers are embracing the internet of things to enable
exceptional levels of intelligence, performance and connectivity
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS
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A

s the internet of things (IoT) continues to
gather momentum, manufacturers are increasingly aware of its power to enable intelligent, connected, service-centric businesses.
IDC’s 2015 Global IoT Decision Maker Survey
found that 66% of manufacturers now view the
IoT as a strategic initiative, and this is borne out
by the growing number of businesses that are
implementing IoT solutions to turn data from
connected devices into actionable insights that
support fast, accurate decisions.
Microsoft’s commitment to the IoT can be seen
in the growing number of new services, from
real-time data processing to machine learning, that
it has made available through Azure over recent
months. The results can be seen in projects such as
the connected factory created by KUKA Systems
Group, where robots sense their surroundings and
work alongside human staff; or Lido Stone Works,
which has cut maintenance costs by connecting its
factory-floor machines with the experts who made
them, resulting in a 30% increase in productivity. Most recently, Microsoft’s Azure IoT Suite and
Cortana Analytics Suite have generated excitement
across the industry, with several implementations illustrating the potential they hold for manufacturers.
Azure IoT enables secure and simple IoT connectivity by providing a hub for organisations to
connect devices securely to the cloud. Its potential
to enable truly service-centric business is illustrated by Rockwell Automation, which is already
using Azure IoT to extend its monitoring systems
for valuable capital assets across the oil and gas
supply chain. “The equipment our customers
use for extracting, moving, refining and selling
fuel is the heart of the supply chain,” says Gary
Pearsons, VP and GM for the services business at
Rockwell Automation. “Built on Microsoft Azure
IoT services, our solutions enable unprecedented
efficiency by bringing the data generated by even
the most remote assets into the cloud, driving
business insights and evolving an entire industry.”

Rockwell Automation’s Azure IoT powered
solutions enable the remote monitoring of assets, with the ability to use the collected data for
predictive and preventative maintenance. “Data
visibility across the entire supply chain enables
insights that help our customers to orchestrate
everything from deliveries to equipment maintenance, ultimately creating a better fuelling experience for drivers,” says Pearsons.
Over on the desert test sites of North America,
Cortana Analytics Suite is helping to accelerate
the North American Eagle (NAE) team’s progress
towards breaking the current land-speed world
record of 763 miles per hour. The NAE team
has deployed Cortana Analytics Suite on board
its rebuilt F-104 Lockheed ‘Starfighter’, where its
advanced analytics capabilities – including machine learning, big data storage and processing,
and perceptual intelligence – are enabling them
to turn data from into intelligent action.
Safety is of paramount importance, and the
speed of the jet-powered car has to be increased
incrementally as the team works towards the
record. With every increase, the team needs to
strike a balance between keeping the car from
taking flight and preventing it from sinking into
the desert – and to do that, it needs to analyse
huge volumes of data to generate the insights that
inform crucial adjustments to the car between test
runs. In the past, that process had entailed weeks
of waiting as hard drives filled with sensor data
were sent to a regional supercomputer for analysis
and results returned. But with Cortana Analytics
Suite, the team gets the insight it needs in hours,
instead of weeks.
Enabled by the Microsoft cloud, more than 30
sensors gather almost 12 million points of data and
the team is processing over 2,000 measurements to
obtain rapid results – giving them the insights they
need in hours, instead of weeks. “With the results
comes the confidence to go faster,” says Darren
Grove, NAE computational fluid dynamics engineer. “When the data from the on-board sensors
matches what the model says should be happening,
we know we’re safe to push a little harder.”
The scope and capabilities of these implementations point to the power of the IoT to enable
proactive, service-centric business models for
manufacturers. From the factory floor, across
the supply chain to the heart of a jet-powered
car, the IoT is enabling organisations to make
optimal use of their key strategic asset – the data
that flows between people, systems and things.
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INTERVIEW

Making connections
Microsoft’s Michel Putnik explains how a connected infrastructure can
create valuable opportunities for manufacturers
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

T

he phenomenal, widespread acceptance of
the internet of things (IoT) is providing manufacturers with an opportunity to fundamentally transform their industry – and for the better.
“With IoT, manufacturers can quickly connect
and equip sales, marketing and service with the
types of insight that they’ve only ever dreamt of
in the past,” says Michel Putnik, Microsoft’s director of industry solution management for the
manufacturing and resources sector.
Putnik puts this into context: “Imagine a customer buys a washing machine which is connected to the internet,” he says. “As soon as that customer connects the product, they forge a direct
line of communication with the manufacturer.”
This gives the manufacturer an opportunity
to leverage huge amounts of information such
as average product lifecycle, fault tracking and
more. “The manufacturer can use this information to more effectively sell upgrades, servicing
plans and market new products. It’s also valuable
for research and development teams who can use
the information to make changes to the design of
products to ensure more uptime.”
While the opportunities are huge, Putnik says
there is a reluctance from a significant proportion
of the industry. “You have to remember that many
of these companies have been selling products for
hundreds of years – getting them to change the
way they operate is a big ask,” he says. “They have
to get used to the idea of a direct relationship with
the customer, something that will impact not only
their sales, marketing and service departments,
but their entire organisational structure.”
To meet these challenges, Microsoft is working
alongside industry early adopters to understand the
common challenges, technical specifications and
questions they face. “We’re using these patterns to
create services and more effectively support customers across the sector,” Putnik says. “What’s more,
with the Microsoft Azure IoT suite, along with the
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Cortana Analytics Suite, we are able to offer our
customers industry-leading, proven technologies
that will enable them to stay ahead of the curve.”
One early adopter of these technologies is global
elevator system manufacturer ThyssenKrupp. The
company has integrated Microsoft’s expertise in
cloud technology, including real-time monitoring
and data analytics, with its own high-quality elevator manufacturing and services. The result of
these efforts is MAX: a powerful solution that gives
ThyssenKrupp unprecedented capability to provide
real-time prediction of future repairs, component
replacements and proactive system maintenance
to its team of over 20,000 global service engineers.
“Microsoft showed it really understood our business and what we were trying to achieve,” says Fabio
Speggiorin, executive vice president of R&D and
product lifecycle management at ThyssenKrupp
Elevators. “With Azure IoT technology, we’re
engaged with a product that is mature enough
to meet us where we are – in 150 countries, and
growing. IoT-enabled technology also provides a
one-stop solution that gives us full control over the
data we’re collecting from millions of elevator sensors every day. We can shape it to meet our needs,
rather than the other way around.”

VIEWPOINT

RESOURCES

Project delivery with
digital technologies
E D U A R D M A R FA : S I E M E N S P L M S O F T W A R E

Capital projects rarely come bigger or more complex than those in the energy
sector. However, with just 5% of projects meeting their authorised cost and time
goals, the industry needs to rethink project delivery

C

ost overruns reflect the fact that whatever is being built, from a power plant, to
pipeline, to refinery, is usually a major engineering challenge extending over many years.
However, outdated approaches to project management may be making things worse.
We think that the energy sector needs to establish a better way to manage projects. A single system to take care of two key requirements. The first
is capturing data in documents and drawings including technical information created in different
applications. The second is sharing this important
information with suppliers across the initiative –
and across the globe. The system will also need
to hold the project plan, track and trace every
milestone, capture all documents and drawings
in workflows and provide a single repository for
every file relating to every component.
It should also provide a complete audit trail for
regulatory requirements, warn managers where
overruns are – and help them find out why – and
provide real-time data throughout the project to
help them make better decisions. To achieve this
goal, we believe a new approach – a smart innovation approach – to project management is needed.
One that uses digitisation to capture innovation.
An enterprise solution like Siemens Teamcenter
provides these capabilities through a digital master project environment. The benefits of this type
of solution are many. With a digital master document platform – as provided by Teamcenter – all
suppliers can provide their CAD files in neutral
formats like ISO 14306 to be used to securely store

and keep with the project’s other documents and
drawings. Not only are the files easy to search, but
they can be reused in future projects to accelerate
innovation and save time and money.
What’s more, having an end-to-end lifecycle approach makes the connections across the project
and different teams to pull everything together in
a single, controllable place accessible to all project
personnel. And, with a complete picture of where
projects are, teams can make better decisions.
Overall, the complete visibility provided by a
PLM solution like Teamcenter creates a smart innovation platform. It equips product teams to gain
unprecedented control over huge projects with
the ability to capture, analyse and systematically
trace and resolve project issues in a timely and
cost-effective manner. Capturing all workflows and
designs will also accelerate innovation in future
plant builds and will help ensure that more projects
are delivered on time, on budget – and profitably.

Complexity is at the
root of why just 5% of
capital projects meet
their authorised cost
and time goals

Eduard Marfa is director of EMEA Marketing
for Teamcenter at Siemens PLM Software
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Next generation
manufacturing
BILL MOFFETT: MICROSOFT

Microsoft Dynamics AX is helping to redefine the enterprise resource
planning space for manufacturers

T

oday, manufacturers have more comprehensive offerings available to them than
ever before. Connectivity options enabled
by the internet of things (IoT), 3D printing
adoption, and the emergence of powerful business applications are allowing manufacturers
to be closer to the marketplace and build better
products more effectively.
However in certain cases, being faster, better,
and cheaper is simply not enough. Manufacturers
still need to delight customers while satisfying
the needs of their internal employees and business partners. This is where Microsoft Dynamics
AX comes in.

“Manufacturers will now have a
modern application that brings the
speed, scale, and flexibility of the
Microsoft cloud to life”
In November 2015, Microsoft announced the
next release of Microsoft Dynamics AX, which
will be available in the first quarter of 2016.
This is far more than just another new product
announcement, it’s the result of years of effort
from the Microsoft resource and development
(R&D) team to build a transformative enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solution that addresses
the needs of customers and Microsoft partners.
The next release of Dynamics AX is a significant first step in Microsoft’s redefinition of the
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ERP space for manufacturers. No longer will
their ability to respond to customer requirements and market changes be limited by their
software solution. Manufacturers will now have
a modern application – built and architected on
Azure – that brings the speed, scale, and flexibility of the Microsoft cloud to life.
For businesses in every sector, the importance
of speed, connectivity, business insight, and operating intelligently cannot be overemphasised.
But in the manufacturing space, there is an additional need for more connected operations.
Whether they need to accelerate new product
introductions, agilely execute on the shop floor,
or effectively and intelligently fulfil orders, manufacturers using Microsoft Dynamic AX will
have more options and power than ever before.
It all starts with having a system that empowers users to work the way they want to work. As
Microsoft technical fellow Mike Ehrenberg explains in his blog, there’s an expectation that for a
tool to be effective it must be able to address ‘the
right scenarios with the right experiences on the
device of the user’s choice.’
When user expectations are fulfilled by a solution
like this, improvements happen across the board.
There is visibility throughout the organisation.
Business productivity and process optimisation
become the norm. Key insights are gained through
enhanced analytics. And that’s just the tip of the
iceberg. The simple fact is this: with Microsoft
Dynamics AX, manufacturers will prosper.
Microsoft Dynamics is an enabler of the
next generation of businesses. We’ve validated

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

our research with customers and partners to
get direct feedback into our R&D process.
Manufacturing customers told us they wanted
more powerful analytical capabilities and recommendations, and they now have the ability
to analyse their supply chain and make predictive determinations to ensure they have the
right product, in the right quantity, arriving in
the right place at the right time. This is not just
the power to view or have access to data, but
now having the ability to take this information
and turn it into action.
It’s an exciting time, and manufacturers are
smack in the middle of the convergence of many
technologies like IoT, business and operational
intelligence, predictive analytics and advanced
production capabilities. With an ERP solution
such as Microsoft Dynamics AX, manufacturers

can take advantage of these technologies to
make them industry leaders.
It’s real, it’s happening now and it’s enabled by
a Microsoft solution built on Dynamics AX and
the cloud.

Microsoft has
responded to the
customer demand
for more powerful
analytical capabilities

Bill Moffett is the global industry senior product
marketing manager for manufacturing at Microsoft
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Industry 4.0 and the
smart services welt
M I K E J A M E S : AT S

Visionaries predict that the factories of the future will be 30% more productive as
a result of smart services. To achieve this, today’s manufacturers need to invest in
building algorithms for small data

T

he Smart Services Welt 2025 report was
published in March 2015 and builds on
the original Industry 4.0 report from
April 2013. A ‘welt’, according to the Oxford
Dictionary, is a leather rim sewn around the
edge of a shoe, but in this context it is German
for ‘world’. Let me quote the report:
“In the smart factory, individual customer orders
determine manufacturing processes and the associated supply chains. The smart factory produces
smart products; intelligent, networked objects,
devices and machines that underpin the services
provided in the smart service welt. These smart
services are put together based on users’ needs. In
the smart service welt, all of these machines, systems and factories can be easily connected to the

Interested manufacturers can find out more by attending
one of the Manufacturing Operation Management Institute’s
Smart Manufacturing and Industry 4 workshops:
• M
 anufacturing Technology Centre, Coventry, UK
4 February 2016
• ATS Applied Tech Systems, Melbourne, Australia		
1 March 2016
• Virginia Tech, Richmond, USA
			
28 April 2016
• Nijenrode University, Amsterdam, Netherlands 		
8 June 2016
• Singapore Institute of Technology, Singapore		
29 September 2016
www.mom-institute.org
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internet via digital platforms, using the ‘plug & use’
approach. They are then represented virtually on
these platforms. Their integration via the platforms
enables the field data level i.e. the products operating data – to be accessed from any location.”
The vision imagines a world (welt) whereby
factories can post requests for these services on
fully automated marketplaces. Service providers
respond to these requests. Whilst it’s initially difficult to imagine this model, examples are beginning to appear. Imagine supplying a predictive
maintenance service on demand. The data will
be there, it’s the cleverest algorithm which will be
bought/hired as a service.
Of course there are many barriers to be overcome, but the report predicts the following: “As
a result, by 2025, the productivity of the German
manufacturing industry will rise by more than
30%. Despite being a high-wage economy,
Germany has been able to maintain value creation and employment levels whilst securing its
long-term competitiveness.”
For people like myself involved in real manufacturing in the real welt today, visionary statements
are all very well, but how do they translate today?
Today’s action, today’s decisions, today’s commitment of resources (money and people) can
drive us in the right direction. Thinking carefully
through those services I think an initial step is the
use of small data. Start building algorithms and
use them for immediate and future benefit.
Mike James is the chairman
and CTO at ATS International

VIEWPOINT
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The industrial internet
of things data economy
PETER BENTLEY: OSISOFT

Faced with increasing cost pressures, today’s leading manufacturers are turning to
the industrial internet of things in order to create new efficiencies and boost revenue

I

n today’s economy, many businesses within the
manufacturing and process industries are seeing
profit margins shrink. As seen in recent oil and
gas markets, increasing costs and pricing volatility
are harsh realities of the times.
Especially in asset-centric industries like utilities, oil and gas or mining, operational managers are seeking new ways to capitalise on data to
increase margins. Enter the industrial internet
of things (IIoT) – a strategy to deploy sensors to
close information gaps, increase the resolution
of existing sensor-based information and create
data-driven communication across traditional
organisational boundaries.
IIoT can help operational managers to drive revenue in three principal ways. First, it can increase
operational expenditure efficiency. As IIoT broadens the scope and breadth of available data sources,
it can enhance real-time situational awareness and
help managers operationalise remote, mobile or
geo-dispersed assets, ultimately increasing revenue through increased situational awareness, asset
availability as well as enhancing safety of employees
and surrounding environments.
Second, it can facilitate smarter asset lifecycle
management. Clarity is provided by the interaction
of operational history and asset performance, and
new smart machines may include embedded sensors that transmit operational data. Creating collaborative data ecosystems with OEMs, consultants
and partners can help industries troubleshoot or
streamline maintenance costs, and capital expenditure strategies can be based on actual equipment
condition rather than vendor-based schedules.

IIoT opportunity
Today
Off-site assets

On-site assets

PI SYSTEM
Enterprise infrastructure

Mobile assets

And third, it can help to align operational data with
business conditions and strategies. Integrating IIoT
data with pre-existing data systems avoids creating
information silos and increases the prominence of
operational data enabling a broader audience to use
data outside of operational environments, for example, to track financial impacts of decisions made in
the production environment or adjust product output according to changes in market demand.
Mark Peterson, director of marketing at OSIsoft
EMEA, believes that with a well-conceived IIoT
strategy, industries will be able to capture more revenue, reduce costs and build new business models.
“The next five-year window will see a revolution in
both the quantity and variety of available sensors
and data that can be harnessed. Having a solid IIoT
strategy that focuses on new and incremental business value in parallel with a supporting enterprise
data infrastructure architecture will be key for successful companies going forward.”

An IIoT data
infrastructure
eliminates
information silos and
facilitates data-driven
decisions across
industrial operations

Peter Bentley is global account manager for
channel development at OSIsoft.
www.osisoft.com/enterprise-intelligence/iiot.html
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move forward now with a full solution
for the Pharmaceutical industry
aX for Pharma: a complete package that combines proven software
with proven expertise from a trusted advisor

meet business and industry needs
with a single solution

AX for Pharma combines Microsoft Dynamics
AX with industry-specific solutions such as:
Manufacturing Execution System, Advanced
Quality Management, Enterprise Asset
Management and rich pharmaceutical
expertise for fast implementations and FDA
validations.

advanced Quality management module
Advanced Quality Management includes: nonconformances management, quarantine
management, quality orders, sampling plans,
reduced/skip testing, acceptance criteria,
certificates of analysis, and batch records.

GmP Plant maintenance module

GMP Plant Maintenance integrates fully with
Microsoft Dynamics AX and allows users to:
manage and track plant and equipment
maintenance for machinery, scales, instruments
and other critical assets, and generate
preventive and ad-hoc work orders for servicing
plants and equipment.

Pharmaceutical companies face challenges that go well beyond standard
enterprise resource planning (ERP)—complex operations, advanced project and
quality management, compliance with stringent regulatory requirements—and
much more. Too often, companies spend too much time and money struggling to
build and customize a system that meets their needs and achieves FDA validation.
There is a solution. AX for Pharma is designed to meet the full range of needs for
pharmaceutical companies, minimize customizations and implementation
challenges, and give you expert, proven consulting and support from a trusted
advisor. This complete package includes:
• AX for Pharma, built on Microsoft Dynamics AX. This industry-tailored, integrated
ERP solution enables businesses to carefully monitor processes from research
and development to sales, planning, purchasing, production, and quality
management.
• The AX for Pharma validation package, including functional documentation and
test protocols that support the validation process.
• Industry-specific expertise and best practices for delivering
implementation that fits your business and achieves FDA validation.

the

ERP

A more complete view of AX for Pharma functionalities is summarized in the
“circle of excellence” below.
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Enabling an
always-on business
Global medical equipment company resuscitates 24/7
availability with Veeam Backup & Replication

A

mbu develops, produces and markets diagnostic and life-support devices for hospitals
and rescue services. Millions of patients
and healthcare professionals worldwide depend on
Ambu’s products, often in life-threatening situations.
Ambu’s products are in such high demand that
the company’s manufacturing and warehouse facilities in China, Malaysia, the UK and the US operate
around the clock. Their operations depend on the
availability of Ambu’s enterprise-resource management (ERP) system, which is part of a massive IT
infrastructure spread across 10 global data centres.
The virtual machines running the ERP system are
in Ambu’s primary data centre located in Denmark.
If a disaster strikes the primary data centre, critical systems including the ERP system need to
be restored quickly in the secondary data centre
to 
resume business operations. Ambu’s disaster
recovery (DR) strategy relies on reliable backup and
replication combined with high-speed recovery.
Ambu’s previous backup tool didn’t work as
promised and backups often failed. Ambu turned
to Veeam, who deployed the Veeam Backup
& Replication solution to support Ambu’s DR
strategy with fast and reliable backup, replication and recovery.
Because Veeam automatically verifies the recoverability of every backup and replica, Ambu
knows all virtualised data and applications, including the ERP system that runs production
and warehouse facilities, are available 24/7.
Bo Norman Wilhelmsen, a network administrator at Ambu, said that he and his colleagues
were grateful when Veeam recovery prevented a
virus from spreading.
“We had replicated 400GB between data centres
in Denmark and China, and half that data became infected by a virus in China,” Wilhelmsen
explains. “We used Veeam to quickly restore

files based on file type from a recent backup and
avoided spreading a virus that could have impacted business operations.”
Another time, Veeam Management Pack
helped Ambu detect a virtual machine (VM)
that overused storage input/output (I/O).
“High I/O affected additional VMs, including
the ones that run our ERP system, which utilises SQL Server,” Wilhelmsen says. “Microsoft
System Center Management Pack for SQL
Server helped us see a bad memory configuration in SQL Server, so we resolved both issues
fast. That single pane of glass is good for us.”
If Ambu’s primary data centre now suffers a disaster, the IT team will use Veeam Backup & Replication
to recover a corrupted VM by failing over to its replica at a secondary data centre. If multiple VMs fail,
Ambu will be able to use batch processing to restore
operations with minimum downtime.
Ambu also automatically verifies the recoverability of backups and replicas with Veeam’s
SureBackup and SureReplica technologies. Veeam
Management Pack also extends System Center for
application-to-metal visibility, giving Ambu the
complete picture of its entire IT infrastructure.

Thanks to Veeam’s
solution, Ambu now
benefits from reliable
backup, replication and
high-speed recovery
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Making the most of
Microsoft technology
We discuss how the Microsoft technology stack has helped AX for Pharma to develop
an integrated enterprise resource planning solution for pharmaceutical manufacturers
with the company’s CEO Andrea Ruosi
BY REBECCA GIBSON

What is AX for Pharma?
AX for Pharma is a commercial off-the-shelf
solution that provides pharmaceutical and life
sciences companies with a complete integrated
enterprise resource planning, laboratory information management system and manufacturing execution system. The only pharmaceutical
solution certified for Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012, AX for Pharma also leverages Microsoft
SQL Server, SharePoint and Office to offer
modules for quality management, plant maintenance, dispensing, regulatory compliance and
activity-based costing.
How does AX for Pharma benefit
pharmaceuticals and life sciences companies?
AX for Pharma helps pharmaceuticals to reduce costs, manage the growing complexity
in regulatory compliance, simplify computer
system validation and accelerate time to market. It also supports all of the functionalities
a company needs to comply with Good
Automated Manufacturing Practice, Good
Manufacturing Practice (GMP) and electronic

documentation. For example, it can be used to
create electronic signatures and approved vendor or manufacturer lists. This allows customers to implement best practices and accelerate
the decision making processes.
Why is the Microsoft technology stack,
particularly Dynamics AX, a good platform
for AX for Pharma?
Dynamics AX 2012 offers core ERP functionalities that help pharmaceuticals manage finances,
supply chains, sales and marketing, human resources and other critical operational processes
more effectively. We’ve also extended these to
help our customers meet GMP guidelines and
country-specific industry regulations.
Using Dynamics AX also enables us to easily
integrate AX for Pharma with Microsoft Office,
allowing companies to access Word to create
manufacturing batch records and test sheets, or
leverage Outlook to send configurable e-mail
notifications. Meanwhile, Excel can be used to
import and export data to and from Dynamics
AX, or to calculate results and analyse trends
related to research and development projects.
Microsoft Project can also be used to manage
projects. SharePoint can also be integrated in
many parts of the process, for example to document production operations or the consumption
of certain formula items.

“AX for Pharma helps pharmaceuticals to
reduce costs and manage the growing
complexity in regulatory compliance”
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How does being a Microsoft Gold Partner
benefit both your company and your customers?
We’re able to access training material and use
Microsoft’s standard methodologies – such as
SureStep – to help with project planning and accelerating implementations. Marketing and selling
our AX for Pharma solution is also much easier. Not
only do we have a priority ranking for Dynamics
AX in the online Microsoft Pinpoint directory, but
we can also participate in marketing campaigns,
free product demonstrations and conferences.
Meanwhile, our customers are reassured that
AX for Pharma meets industry-specific and
governmental regulations and that it’s been
developed by a certified independent software
vendor. Customers also know it has been chosen
and recommended by pharmaceutical companies worldwide as a low-risk, easily maintained
solution that can be implemented quickly to
transform pharmaceutical operations.
Tell us about the new AX for Pharma-based
lifecycle services tool and why it has been
built on Microsoft Azure.
Our AX for Pharma Solution Package offers
customers an overview of the business process
flows for procurement, manufacturing, sales,
inventory and quality management. Designed
to accelerate the implementation and validation
processes for AX for Pharma, it demonstrates
how to use specific AX for Pharma features.
This ensures that companies know how to purchase and ship materials to and from approved

vendors, manufacturers and customers; that they
execute advanced quality control processes; and
that they are able to improve inventory tracking.
Using Azure enables us to manage cloud backups
and disaster recovery, deploy a Dynamics AX 2012
R3 environment on Azure within hours, and reduce
IT costs because we no longer need to manage an
extensive IT infrastructure. Plus, our customers can
easily scale it to meet their changing business needs.
Do you have plans to use Microsoft technology
to expand AX for Pharma in the near future?
We will upgrade the AX for Pharma solution to
the latest version of Dynamics AX, which will be
released in early 2016 and will be built on the
Azure cloud. This will be a game changer, not
only because Microsoft plans to continually update the platform, but also because it will offer a
simplified and intelligent user experience.
Soon, we’ll introduce a new AX for Pharma
Clinical Supplies module to enable users to manage
how pharmaceutical products are manufactured
for clinical trials. It will cover protocol management, randomised and blind testing, dosing scheduling, packaging and labelling, and distribution.
We’ll also extend AX for Pharma’s existing
modules by adding new functionalities to improve how our customers manage storage condition and storage restriction, anti-tampering
measures, safety information, weighing and
dispensing processes for samples and subcontractor ingredients, cleaning operations, and
compliance with GMP manufacturing codes.
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SIMATIC IT Preactor APS
Advanced Planning & Scheduling
siemens.com/preactor

SIMATIC IT Preactor is a world leading advanced
planning and scheduling software used by a wide
range of businesses across multiple industries.
SIMATIC IT Preactor APS products are designed to
work alongside and facilitate, rather than replace,
existing systems. Products from the range can be
used for long term strategic planning covering
months and years ahead, medium term tactical
planning with a few weeks planning horizon and for
detailed sequencing and scheduling.

you can select the system that satisfies both your
needs and your budget.
SIMATIC IT Preactor APS is a highly customizable
planning and scheduling package. Event driven
communication scripts can be installed for tight
integration with other systems across multiple sites
and unique sequencing rules can be created. Its
flexibility is unparalleled.
siemens.com/preactor

SIMATIC IT Preactor APS is not a single point
solution. It represents a family of products that have
different levels of functionality and pricing so that

Realize innovation.

PROFILED: BEDFORD INDUSTRIES

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Balancing innovation
and production needs
Bedford Industries implemented Preactor with Dynamics GP to enable accurate
operations scheduling and a better understanding of machine shop load

B

edford Industries, a family-owned company
founded in 1966, started as a manufacturer of wire twist ties. With an innovative
mind-set, Bedford has expanded into all types of
identification products, elastomer integrations,
adhesive technology, specialised bundling ties,
Bendable Components®, packaging reclosures,
promotional marketing, tying equipment, strapping and fasteners. Bedford Industries is more
than a manufacturer, providing both marketing
concepts and product development.
Bedford Industries had neither a structured
means of predicting shop loads or completion
dates for projects, nor a way of judging the overall capacity of the machine shop. The machine
shop is not only the maintenance hub, but is one
of the key areas for innovation so it warranted a
solution to better schedule work.
The company is a Microsoft Dynamics GP user,
and SIMATIC IT Preactor Advanced Planning and
Scheduling (APS) was recommended by its enterprise resource planning (ERP) vendor as a good,
visual means of scheduling work within Dynamics
GP. Part of the Siemens Manufacturing Operations
Management software portfolio, Preactor is a
world-leading advanced planning and scheduling
software used by a wide range of businesses across
multiple industries. Its products are designed to
work alongside and facilitate, rather than replace,
existing systems. It can be tightly integrated with
ERP, accounting and forecasting software, manufacturing execution systems and spreadsheets.
The project utilised Willoware middleware to
link Preactor to Dynamics GP. Once Bedford’s
Dynamics GP installation was integrated with
Willoware Advanced Preactor Integration (API),
data flowed flawlessly between Preactor and
Dynamics GP, eliminating the need to build the integration between the systems. It was then a simple

matter of filtering the data being sent to Preactor
(a built-in function of Willoware API) and training
users. Preactor is now used on a day-to-day basis
at the Bedford Industries location in Worthington,
Minnesota, for scheduling all of the manufacturing
orders issued to the machine shop. Information
from Preactor is used to inform machinists of new
projects that have been added to their project list.
Before implementing Preactor, Bedford had
the usual issues with ERP-based scheduling:
infinite capacity, lack of vision as to where jobs
should be scheduled, inaccurate completion
dates and duplicative work in Excel. The goal
was to create machine shop schedules the company could trust and to provide the production
floor with accurate dispatch lists. Preactor, along
with Willoware API, succeeded in meeting these
objectives. Bedford Industries now has a better
understanding of the shop load and of predicted
completion dates. The company can use this data
for make/buy decisions to keep Bedford’s innovation and production needs balanced.

Bedford Industries
creates packaging tags
for brands including
Orla Kiely and Defiant
American Whisky
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PROFILED: EMERY OLEOCHEMICALS

Boosting
collaboration
With help from Avanade, Emery Oleochemicals has implemented a
SharePoint-based intranet called FRIDAY to enable its geographically
dispersed teams to better collaborate with each other

W

ith a heritage stretching back 175
years, Emery Oleochemicals is renowned for the production of high
quality, 
natural-based chemicals commonly
made from natural oils and fats.
Backed by an extensive distribution network
covering over 50 countries globally, the company’s wide-ranging product portfolio spans
home and personal care, construction, automotive, lubricants, packaging, food and beverage,
pharmaceuticals, textiles, electrical and electronics, furniture and bedding, and agriculture
industries. Increasingly, Emery Olechemicals
is working closely with its customers to deliver
natural-based products tailored specifically for
their end-consumers.
To support employee engagement and foster a
more collaborative culture, Emery Oleochemicals has implemented a SharePoint-based intranet called FRIDAY to enable teams around
the world to easily access company information
and communicate with each other. When enhancements were required, an experienced partner was sought to assist.
“Most suppliers are either experts on programming, or on user experience – but not both,”
said Ruj Purnariksha, director of global corporate communications at Emery Oleochemicals,
whose team owns the corporate intranet. “We
went to Microsoft and asked for some recommendations, and then through a selection process we chose Avanade. What particularly struck
me was the way that Avanade manages its own
intranet, which I saw as an opportunity for us to
benefit from the FRIDAY platform.”
For Emery Oleochemicals, it was essential that
the enhancements were centred on the user experience. “Our users had to understand how to
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use the intranet, without training or needing to
look at a manual,” said Purnariksha.
To ensure that Emery Oleochemicals’ user experience and functionality objectives were met,
Avanade formed a multi-disciplinary team to
develop a solution, including a blend of experience design and SharePoint technology experts.
Following an initial assessment, Avanade implemented a number of user experience and
policy enhancements to the FRIDAY platform.
Significantly, Avanade converted a number of
niche third-party customisations to best-practice
coding configurations that will make it easier to
manage and enhance the platform going forward.

Emery Oleochemicals has been operating for 175 years

CHEMICALS

“The end game is all about
collaboration, but that is not a
one day exercise – it’s a journey”
Avanade also worked closely with the Emery
Oleochemicals team to develop a content strategy
that would create renewed engagement among the
company’s employees globally. “We were able to
put our heads together as a combined group and
develop a number of brilliant ideas that gained
real traction with employees,” Purnariksha said.
One notable success was the launch of a campaign
to coincide with the 2014 FIFA World Cup. Using
gamification techniques to reward employees for
participation, the campaign helped to drive awareness and usage of the updated intranet, with almost
65,000 page views recorded across the globe.

According to Purnariksha, “the end game is
all about collaboration, but that is not a one day
exercise – it’s a journey.” He notes that user experience is an important lever for changing behaviours and driving collaboration.
Avanade’s expertise will continue to be valued as
Emery Oleochemicals progresses on its collaboration journey in the coming years. “Avanade is more
than a vendor or supplier – it can be a true technology partner because it does so much,” Purnariksha
said. “The work process is incredible and Avanade
people are very passionate about what they do,
which I don’t often find in other organisations.
“One of the benefits of Avanade is the complete
integration of user experience with technology
in the solutions it delivers. Other suppliers can
do one or the other, but not both. That’s where
Avanade really shines – the complete integration
makes my job easy.”
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P R O F I L E D : S E R V I C E K I N G C O L L I S I O N R E PA I R C E N T E R S

Supporting
long-term growth
Service King Collision Repair Centers reduces customer wait times and expands
from 49 to 267 locations by implementing networking, server and storage
technologies from Dell

S

ervice King Collision Repair Centers, the
largest independently owned and operated
provider of collision repair services in the US,
aims to serve customers quickly. However, its aging
networking, server and storage technologies often
caused problems with the business management
solution used by 2,000 employees in the chain’s 267
facilities, leading to long wait times. Service King’s
wireless infrastructure also increased wait times.
“The management solution is our mission-
critical application and it processes everything
from repair notes to final delivery of the car,
as well as all back-office functions,” says Brian
Robertson, director of IT for Service King.
“But in the switching and routing that went on
between our data centre and the shops, there
were so many performance issues that the
application kept timing out. It got to a point
where we couldn’t even access our business
application in the shops some days.”
Solving these challenges was especially urgent because Service King is in the midst of a
multi-year expansion plan. “In less than three
years, our company has grown from 49 locations in a few states to more than 267 shops in
22 states,” Robertson explains. “From an IT perspective, we didn’t have the right infrastructure
in place to support that kind of growth.”
Service King turned to long-term hardware partner Dell to implement a new IT infrastructure built
on Dell networking, server and storage solutions.
First, the car repair chain deployed a Dell
PowerEdge M1000e chassis – populated with
PowerEdge M620 blade servers with the Intel
Xeon processor E5 family – in its core data centre. Several Dell PowerEdge R720 rack servers
with the Intel Xeon processor E5 family were
then added to the data centre. In addition, 450
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PowerEdge T320 tower servers – remotely monitored by Dell OpenManage Essentials – were
installed in more than 200 shops.
The organisation also installed a Dell Storage
SC8000 SAN to support the increase in Microsoft
SQL Server transactions from the management
solution. Plus, Dell Networking S4810 switches
were installed at the corporate office and in the
data centre, and Dell Networking S5000 switches
were used to connect the Compellent SAN with
the PowerEdge M1000e chassis. “The S5000 provides RAM on each port, as opposed to all the
ports sharing the RAM like we had before,” says
Robertson. “This makes it much easier for us to
solve network traffic issues.”
Additionally, Service King installed 48-port
Dell Networking N2048 switches and 230 Dell
Networking W-Series access points in many
of its repair centres. “We had 24-port switches
at many of our older locations and they were
maxed out, but the N2048s give us more room to
grow,” says Jody Cantello, network infrastructure
manager for Service King.
Working in collaboration with Dell Con
figuration Services and Dell partner nDivision,
Service King also implemented the Dell KACE
K1000 systems management appliance to manage devices and serve as a support ticketing system for its more than 2,500 PCs.
Since the network upgrade, Service King has
achieved a five fold improvement in data transfer
speeds, which has boosted application performance by 300%. “All the routing and switching
issues in our data centre and in the shops immediately went away after we implemented the Dell
Networking solution,” says Robertson.
Most importantly, the increase in data transfer
speed and application performance means that

A U TO M OT I V E

Service King’s new
IT infrastructure has
allowed employees to
be mobile and speed
up the service process
with its customers

all 267 Service King locations are able to easily
access the main database.
“We have 267 locations accessing our database
constantly,” says Robertson. “And with the improved throughput we’ve seen, those locations are
all getting much faster response from the database.
We’ve been able to greatly reduce the amount of
time customers are waiting in the shop because of
the new Dell infrastructure we put in place.”
Meanwhile, the new wireless infrastructure
gives service advisors more reliable, longer-range
wi-fi access so they can more easily estimate vehicle damage. “On average, our service advisors
save up to 20 minutes per customer each day
because of the Dell wireless infrastructure,” says
Cantello. “That means they can not only get customers out the door faster, but also handle more
customers in a day.”
Service King plans to use Dell technology to
support its expansion from 267 collision repair centres to more than 500. “Before we implemented the Dell Networking solution, the

capacity in our environment always jumped
up every time we acquired new shops,” says
Cantello. “If we added ten shops, we went from
32% to 37% capacity. Now, we’re running at 7%
capacity and that hasn’t changed even as we’ve
grown from 49 to 267 locations. If we added another 20 shops, we will stay at 7%. That proves we
made the right decision to go with Dell.”
Robertson added: “Dell is able to move at our
pace, which is critical as we acquire new businesses and open new shops. If we need to integrate
ten new locations in one weekend, we can do it
easily with Dell and nDivision. We know they will
get us the high-performing, c ost-effective equipment we need, and help us set up and configure
the network in just a few days.”
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Driving growth by
improving agility
and service
Star Kay White meets global demand for its food flavourings by building a
centralised infrastructure with Dell technology

F

ounded 125 years ago in the US, Star Kay
White provides flavourings and other ingredients to global food manufacturers. The
company continually fine-tunes operations to
ensure that its 70 employees have fast, reliable
and secure access to core applications, such as
Microsoft Office, e-mail and an enterprise resource planning system.
However, after ten years of steady growth, the
company’s traditional IT infrastructure was
no longer sufficient to support its operations.
Application response times were slow, there were
application outages and occasional malware infections, and mobile employees couldn’t access
information easily. To ensure it could increase productivity, protect data and avoid downtime, Star
Kay White decided to update its infrastructure.
Star Kay White migrated its applications from
individual Dell workstations to Hyper-V v irtual
environments running on Dell PowerEdge
R630 servers with Intel Xeon processors. It
also moved 4TB of data to one Dell EqualLogic
PS4000 array and one Dell EqualLogic PS4100
array, both of which are backed by Dell
ProSupport Plus for Enterprise.
“We wanted a centralised storage solution that
was cost-effective, redundant and reliable, so
we would not suffer downtime from hardware
failure,” says Mikko Peltoniemi, director of IT at
Star Kay White. “Since we’ve adopted a virtualised infrastructure using Dell EqualLogic arrays,
we haven’t had any unscheduled downtime. If
a disk fails in an array, all of our virtual servers
continue to run. And we get a replacement part
within four hours or less.”
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Star Kay White also replaced the HP switches
that connected the storage arrays to the network
with three Dell Networking N3024 switches.
“We’ve been able to reach 99.99% availability
without having to make large investments by using Dell networking and storage technologies as
well as Dell ProSupport,” says Marty Hettinger,
vice president of finance at Star Kay White.
IT personnel later upgraded the core switches
and replaced the switch in the production building that provided power-over-Ethernet ports for
cameras and wi-fi access points.
“We replaced our existing core switches with
Dell Networking S4048-ON switches to gain
a 10GB backbone between our buildings,”
Peltoniemi says. “We also deployed a Dell
Networking N3048P switch in our production
building. It’s competitively priced and has 48
ports, which is more than enough for our 30 devices. It also has dual power supply capabilities
to help ensure high reliability.”
As an added precaution against downtime, Star
Kay White fitted a second fibre optic cable to
its site and implemented two Dell SonicWALL
NSA 3600 firewalls. Engineers also set up a virtual private network (VPN) to simplify and accelerate mobile access. “Setting up a VPN with
our Dell SonicWALL firewalls has been a big
help because our remote employees can now
always access applications and data whether
they’re on the road or in a hotel – and their
desktops always look the same,” says Hettinger.
“After installing our SonicWALL firewalls, we
also haven’t had any malware infections, and
thus no loss of productivity either.”

Implementation of
Dell technology has
boosted Star Kay
White’s efficiency
and service levels

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Dell also helped Star Kay White to replace its
e-mail application with Microsoft Outlook and
upgrade to Microsoft Office 365.
“By migrating e-mail to Outlook in Office
365, which we got through Dell, our e-mail inboxes now stay in sync whether we access them
from a mobile device, desktop, laptop or even a
kiosk,” says Peltoniemi. “Sales employees, who
spend about half of their time out of the office,
can now respond to customer requests and stay
in touch with office staff wherever they are.
Also, our personnel now receive alerts generated by our temperature monitoring system via

e-mail wherever they are, so they can address
any issues immediately.”
Using Dell technology has helped Star Kay
White to reduce expenses and increase its ability
to achieve other goals. “We’ve lowered our operational costs with our Dell technologies and
the savings we realise allow us to invest in more
tools, which have all increased productivity,”
says Peltoniemi, adding that the company has
also deployed 20 new Dell desktops.
Star Kay White has also improved service levels
and achieved a 10% increase in yearly sales. “Even
after doubling sales in the past eight years, we are
still just as nimble as we were when we were a
smaller organisation, and we can respond to customers’ just-in-time requests,” says Peltoniemi.
In addition, the company is testing Dell Venue
10 tablets, Dell Venue 8 tablets and POS scanning sleeves to expedite inventory management.
Meanwhile, engineers are looking at using Dell
Cloud Services instead of replacing servers that
are nearing end of life.
“Little by little, we continue to take steps to increase
our efficiency, reliability and security,” Peltoniemi
concludes. “We now have a flexible platform that
can support how we want to evolve our business.
It’s nice being able to depend on Dell as a strategic
partner to provide the information and technologies we need to future-proof our business so we
can continue to provide ingredients for many of the
world’s most recognised food manufacturers.”
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PROFILED: ANGER MACHINING

Reducing engineering
cycle time
Siemens PLM Software solutions are enabling Anger Machining to achieve
enhanced transfer line productivity and shorter lead times

B

ased in Austria, Anger Machining specialises in the development and production of
transfer centres for the machining of serial components with especially high precision
requirements for the automotive industry and
related metalworking companies.
Recognising the market demand for increased
productivity per shop floor area, teamed with
elevated precision requirements, increased customer demand for flexibility and dwindling
batch sizes, the company designed a new series of flexible transfer centres for medium- to
large-volume manufacturing.
Two of these transfer centres were ordered by
a Japanese customer for the machining of valve
bodies. The multi-spindle heads and turret revolver heads of these machines are not mounted
directly onto the machine frame, but on replaceable carrier modules. Without compromising
precision or machining speed, this and an automatic tool changer as well as a zero point clamping system, make it easier to reconfigure the
machine for new parts, combining the benefits
of the successful transfer centre technology with
maximum investment protection.
“We took a leading role in the transfer segment
in terms of control technology as well when we introduced the current HCX transfer centre series to
the market in 2007,” explains Roland Haas, head
of technology and research and development at
Anger Machining. “When you have parts moving
as fast as lightning only a fraction of a millimetre
away from up to 100 tool tips, and massive parallel machining operations, it is a necessity to perform a full virtual 3D process simulation, and not
just for collision prevention.”
The software for virtual production control
was meant to simplify mechanical and process-
related operations and provide a comfortable
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and safe programming environment. The selected technology needed to be able to adapt to the
unconventional architecture of Anger machines,
and import computer-aided design (CAD) data
directly to the simulation without custom programming. For many years, Anger machines
have been comprehensively designed using Solid
Edge software from Siemens PLM Software.
“Because complete data consistency is important to us, and because, in a business based
on long-lived investment goods such as ours, a
future-proof system with reliable support from

Anger Machining
specialises in creating
more productive
transfer centre
technology

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

its manufacturer is decisive, NX computer-aided manufacturing software from Siemens PLM
Software won that race against five other systems,”
Haas recalls. “Support by the software supplier
extended all the way to designing the machine
kinematics according to our specifications. For a
comprehensive production simulation, we only
need to add the contract-specific parts from Solid
Edge to the basic virtual machine.”
With comprehensive simulation of the production process, users can develop efficient manufacturing processes and generate optimised numerical control (NC) programmes with automated
collision detection. NX is used both for process
engineering and for programming the machine
tools on the shop floor. It is also used by sales during conceptual phases to provide evidence that requested functionality will indeed be fulfilled.
Integration of the 3D design model and consistent workflow management provide an optimal basis for decision making as well as fast
planning and calculation results for both products and processes. In the HCX series, Anger
used comprehensive machine tool simulation
to cut design costs by 20% and improve average
lead times for a contract by 30%.

Using the 3D design model as an input, NX
CAM enables Anger’s engineers to quickly generate NC programs to effectively machine these
parts. Error-free machining on the shop floor is
enabled by the integrated machine tool simulation using NX CAM.
“With comprehensive simulation of the machining processes using NX CAM from Siemens
PLM Software, we offer our customers improved
efficiency and process reliability,” says Haas.
“With NX CAM, we were able to significantly
improve our competitiveness,” says Haas.
Mastering complexity is also the goal that drove
the company to install Teamcenter software, also
from Siemens PLM Software, throughout the company. “For us, adopting Teamcenter represented an
important step toward the digital factory,” says Haas.
“The software helps us visualise the links in and
between our machines and production processes,
depicting a complete digital value chain. To reduce
tangible complexity and be able to make the right
decisions faster and on a sound foundation, we link
Teamcenter with our most important software tools,
from the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
to Solid Edge CAD software. Teamcenter helps us
depict a comprehensive digital value chain.”
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Providing around
the clock availability
Veeam helps Finnish brewery and soft drinks company reduce data loss
risk and meet service level agreements

F

ounded in 1878, Olvi is a Finnish brewery
and soft drinks company and the largest
Finnish-owned business in its sector.
The company faced a challenge when looking
to meet internal service level agreements (SLAs)
with individual business units.
To help overcome this, Olvi virtualised its IT infrastructure on Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V.
It was hoped that thanks to the high availability
achieved through fast backup and recovery of virtual machines (VMs), the IT team would be able to
reduce the risk of data loss and meet SLAs.
Olvi had three requirements for an availability
solution: it had to offer fast backup and recovery,
conserve backup storage space and provide complete visibility of the virtual and backup environments for easy management and capacity planning.
“Our goal is to ensure IT systems are available
24/7 to our 250 users so the business can function efficiently,” said Jussi Ahomaa, ICT manager
at Olvi. “As our company grows, IT must be flexible and scalable to meet business demands.”
Olvi chose Veeam Backup Essentials for its
Hyper-V environment, and meeting SLAs was
no longer a challenge. Veeam’s enterprise-class
backup solution has been designed to provide
high availability for small and medium businesses. Veeam meets all of Olvi’s requirements
and provides fast backup and recovery, conserves
backup storage space and delivers complete visibility of the virtual and backup environments.
Veeam Backup Essentials provides more than
25 Hyper-V recovery options, from whole VM
recovery to granular restore. Olvi now uses
Instant VM Recovery to restart a failed VM
from a regular backup in minutes. Instant VM
Recovery helps improve recovery time objectives, minimises disruption to users and decreases downtime in production VMs. Olvi can
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also use a Veeam Explorer for granular recovery
in backups of Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint,
Active Directory and SQL Server.
Olvi is also benefiting from Veeam’s SureBackup
technology, which lets the company’s IT team automatically test the recoverability of critical VM
backups to improve recovery point objectives and
reduce the risk of data loss.
Veeam creates an isolated environment called
a Virtual Lab, where Olvi’s IT team schedules recoverability testing of backups. Software updates
and patches can also be tested in the Virtual Lab
before they go into production.
Olvi also required complete visibility of its
virtual environment. With Veeam, the IT team
identifies and resolves issues before they impact
operations. Complete visibility also helps with resource optimisation and capacity planning.
Since adopting Veeam Backup Essentials, Olvi
has seen backup speeds increase by 50% and recovery speed increase by 75%, while backup files
now require 50% less storage. Thanks to the full
visibility the solution provides, the company is
now also able to proactively resolve issues and
optimise its processes.

Olvi’s IT team now has
complete visibility of
its virtual environment
and can identify and
resolve issues before
they impact operations

PROFILED: SWISS-BASED CHEMICALS BUSINESS

CHEMICALS

Letting go of the
voice from the past
BT Advise is helping a swiss-based chemicals business to drive
global cloud collaboration and go the extra mile

A

Swiss-based chemicals business split from
its parent company and was faced with the
difficult task of creating a new voice system from scratch in just three months. Whatever
was installed had to work with the BT One Cloud
Lync collaboration platform chosen by the company as its global standard. It was also under pressure to quickly implement an alternative system
for two production sites in Spain where digital
phone lines would take too long to install.
The team from BT Advise, the professional services arm of BT, was called in. The BT Advise
team proposed a Microsoft Lync Enterprise
Voice solution which came with standalone
servers and end-point devices.
With the clock ticking, the BT Advise team
began working on the changeover. During the
discovery phase, in which the team assess the
complete infrastructure, BT Advise encountered
further challenges around fax machines and analogue lines used for critical emergency services.
BT had to guarantee such vital services despite
the tight timeline. BT Advise due diligence and
redesign services ensured compliance with local
safety and security law provisions.
The extra work saw the original two-week engagement stretching to six weeks. Nevertheless,
everything was up and running in time. The BT
Advise team defined and co-ordinated project
work packages to achieve best possible efficiency.
In some cases, the local team in Switzerland used
global BT Advise expertise gained during many
other Lync deployments.
And the assignment didn’t stop there. The parent company imposed a three-month systems
separation deadline so BT Advise delivered a
fully-redundant version of One Box 365, something that was beyond the product’s original scope.
In all, the deployments covered around 800 users.

The project scope also included: BT IP Connect
Global networking; BT Connect Acceleration
using Riverbed technology; BT LAN Connect
Global; BT Assure Managed Cloud security; BT
MobileXpress remote access; and BT MeetMe
Global audio conferencing.
In the final phase of the project, BT Advise integrated the systems and platform. Hosted in BT
data centres in Singapore, New York and Cardiff,
BT Advise repurposed the installed One Box
365 units into survivable branch appliance voice
gateways to protect the client’s investment.
“It was a bold move to try a new product in
this situation, particularly since these were operational sites with a critical need for reliable
communications,” said the company’s head
of infrastructure. “But BT knew we needed a
fast solution that would integrate with BT One
Cloud Lync when the time was right.”
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don’t want to throw it
away, can we eat it instead?
Nutritious packaging –
a dream our software could bring to life.
Innovative thinkers everywhere
use the 3DEXPERIENCE software
platform from Dassault Systèmes
to explore the true impact of their
ideas. Insights from the 3D virtual
world enable manufacturers to
investigate new ways to package
their products that improve both
their commercial and environmental
performance. How long before
they’re improving their taste too?

It takes a special kind of compass to understand
the present and navigate the future.
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Perfect Package
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PER BENDIX OLSEN: MICROSOFT

Across the public sector, new technologies are
delivering a whole raft of efficiencies. Mobile
technologies in particular are facilitating new levels
of productivity and allowing employees to work
anytime, anyplace. Find out more about this, and
how law enforcement agencies are also embracing
mobile solutions, in a special interview with
Microsoft’s Eric Basha on page 116.
Also in this section, discover the latest from the
Smart City Expo, find out how healthcare workers
are embracing Office 2016 and get to grips with the
new tools that are transforming education.
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INTERVIEW

Mobilising the
public sector
We talk to Microsoft’s Eric Basha to find out how public sector
organisations are embracing mobile technology
BY REBECCA GIBSON

L

ike their commercial sector corporate counterparts, public sector organisations are embracing mobile technologies as part of an
overall modernisation effort to improve productivity and give employees access to information
anytime, anywhere. In fact, CEB’s Infrastructure
Executive Council Employee Technology Value
Survey 2011 indicated that more than 60% of
employees use their own mobile devices at work,
while Microsoft research suggests that 80% of
employees frequently work away from their desks.
“The bring your own device (BYOD) trend
is ‘forcing’ public sector organisations to adopt
mobility strategies more quickly than they had
planned as their employees use personal devices

to access e-mail, documents and other corporate
data in the workplace,” says Eric Basha, government industry managing director of Microsoft’s
Worldwide Public Sector Group. “Along with mobile line of business applications, mobile devices
can also replace p
 aper-based processes in the field
and can also be used to capture photographs, digital signatures and voice recordings to create comprehensive case files and records.”
Indeed, notes Basha, smartphones, tablets, twoin-one devices and other mobile technologies can
transform operational procedures for any employee who needs access to records, or to capture
and create data outside the office. “These technologies enable elected and appointed officials to

VIEWPOINT

Mobilising law enforcement agencies
Microsoft’s Kirk Arthur shares how mobile technologies are
improving first response procedures
Immediate access to information is crucial to ensuring
an intelligence-led first response during an incident.
Previously, information was sent from central
operations centres to officers via written notes or radio
frequency, but now vehicles are equipped with mobile
devices and have become dispatch centres where
officers have all the information they need at their
fingertips. Officers, who often have bodyworn cameras
and smartphones, are able to use this technology
to provide their location and status, run and share
suspect information, show images of potential
suspects to victims, and more. Meanwhile, incident
commanders can use mapping programmes and
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Microsoft’s Connect-based Domain Awareness System
to combine information captured in investigation,
intelligence, threat and management systems and
allocate resources appropriately.
Cloud analytics is the lynchpin that supports this
mobile technology and allows first response teams
to quickly gain a full, real-time overview of incidents
and optimise resources to ensure they preserve safety,
property and even lives.
Kirk Arthur is managing director of Business
Development and Worldwide Public Safety
and Justice at Microsoft

P U B L I C S E C TO R

access critical information immediately, whether
they need it during a public meeting, or during
an emergency,” he adds. “They can also use voice
communication or instant message tools to ask
office-based colleagues to follow up on queries or
help them make informed decisions quickly.”
However, regulating the use of personal devices
in the workplace can be complicated, requiring
both policy and technology decisions that impact
which corporate systems and data users can access,
and on what device. Also, it’s costly to develop and
maintain line of business applications for the multiple mobile platforms and devices employees may
bring into the workplace. In addition, if using their
own device for work, employees may be required to
submit all personal and corporate data in the case
of public information requests. And things get even
more complicated if devices are lost or stolen and
the organisation is forced to remotely wipe all of
the information, which may include irreplaceable
personal data.
“Organisations need to verify all users’ identities
and permissions to access all devices (phones,
tablets, desktops and more), as well as apps and
programmes within the workplace,” cautions
Basha. “Data security is of paramount importance in the public sector, so organisations must
guarantee that sensitive data is not inadvertently,
or intentionally, shared inappropriately.”
To simplify security challenges and manage both
the devices and the apps they run, many organisations are deploying mobile device management
(MDM) and mobile application management tools.
But managing the device and app isn’t enough –

being able to control who accesses the device and
managing the rights of data on the device is required
for a holistic security solution. Microsoft’s Enterprise
Mobility Suite, which can be enrolled on up to five
devices per person, is also becoming popular as it
includes MDM for InTune, identity management for
Azure Active Directory Services, and information
protection for Azure Rights Management Services.
“Some organisations are implementing BYOD
policies that require any personal device used in
the workplace to be managed by the organisation
to ensure security and when a device is essential,
many prefer a choose-your-own-device (CYOD)
approach,” says Basha. “With CYOD, employees
are able to select from a list of approved devices
that meet both their professional needs and their
personal preferences. For example, office workers
may want to select a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 or a
Dell XPS 13 laptop as a more powerful replacement

“Data security is of paramount
importance in the public sector”
to a PC, while field workers may choose a small
Panasonic 7-inch FZ-M1 Toughpad rugged tablet.”
Microsoft and its partners are working to create
the next generation of ‘available-anywhere’ enterprise apps, internet of things sensors, and wearable technologies such as body-worn cameras,
biometric sensors and augmented reality, to drive
on-the-go productivity.
“Public sector organisations are also adopting
productivity apps, including Microsoft Office 365
and other line-of-business apps optimised for a
mobile, touch-first user experience to meet the expectations of their constituents and their employees,” says Basha. “Windows 10 and Windows 10
Mobile enable organisations to create a single app
that can run on any device, which simplifies both
app development and management.”
He adds: “Ultimately, any apps, devices or technologies that are adopted to increase the productivity
of public sector workers will result in better service
delivery to the citizens and businesses they serve.”
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SPECIAL REPORT

Smart City Expo
World Congress 2015

Digitisation, tourism, transportation and public safety are trending for
forward-looking cities, says Microsoft’s Paul Hart
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

T

housands of delegates headed to Barcelona
in November to discover the latest ideas and
innovations at the Smart City Expo World
Congress 2015. Microsoft’s CityNext initiative was
a major draw, showcasing solutions from 42 partners that are empowering governments, businesses
and citizens to create more sustainable, prosperous
and economically competitive cities. A number of
key themes emerged during the three-day event,
reflecting hot topics for cities around the world and
the wealth of solutions available to address them.
Digitising the city was a common theme in many
conversations. “There is a growing movement to
use phone data, CCTV and sensors to help create a
real-time digital experience of a city,” says Paul Hart,
director of government marketing at Microsoft. “If
you can digitise the analogue, you can digitise the
city, and now we’re seeing the application of the internet of things (IoT), smart apps and the amazing
ability of the cloud to store, manipulate and analyse
the massive volumes of data. For example, there are
mobile apps that enable citizens and their phones to
act as the sensor and digitiser, taking a photo of an

issue such as pot-holes or graffiti and sending data
to the relevant authority to fix the problem. Now, we
are seeing innovations that can detect issues without having to rely on humans. Cameras and sensors
constantly detect and monitor things such as vehicle
and crowd movements, air quality, building energy
usage and the availability of parking places. And
with machine learning analysing the data stream to
spot patterns, anomalies and predict outcomes, the
city gets smarter.”
Smart use of automatically captured data, and
the appropriate privacy treatment of this data, can
enable more inclusive interaction between the
city and its citizens, says Hart. “Smart technology
helps attract a vibrant population to the city either
to live and work or just to visit, but cities also need
to make sure everybody – not just social media
savvy users, or those who can afford technology –
is included. Innovations need to benefit all sectors
of a city society, enabled by the software, analytics and cloud technologies that make it all viable.
That can help those with different needs, such as
older generations, to interact and benefit.”
Tourism was also a hot topic at the event, as cities look for ways not only to attract visitors, but
also to inspire them to spend money. “Many cities have a dependency on tourism to drive their
economy,” explains Hart. “If your city’s residents
visit other places during vacations and spend

“There is a growing movement to
use phone data, CCTV and sensors
to help create a real-time digital
experience of a city”
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their money elsewhere, it’s imperative to balance
that by attracting high spending visitors to your
city. We had a lot of demonstrations of proximity-
based apps that respond when you arrive in the
city and tell you where to get a coffee, taxi, bus or
where to stay, as well as apps that help to guide
crowds around the city and its attractions.
“For example, delegates were able to see how
CityNext Partner Bismart has worked with
Microsoft, Barcelona City Council and the
Sagrada Família to transform the visitor experience by enabling the analysis of massive
amounts of real-time data from the city’s IoT
sensors. Insights from that data enable the Smart
Destination app to help tourists and city residents
plan their Barcelona itinerary based on their interests, budget and available time.”
With so much emphasis on the movement of
large numbers of people, transportation was another major highlight. “There was a lot of focus
on enabling green transportation, from bicycles
to trains and, of course, cars,” says Hart. “The
challenge of cars sparked discussions around
traffic management and parking. We saw a lot
of activity around using sensors to address these
issues and visitors were able to explore Altran’s
IoT-enabled car at the Microsoft booth.”
Security is a top concern for cities, and public safety
was high on the agenda. “Security of the population
and visitors is a vital ingredient for a good economy,” says Hart. “We saw a lot of solutions for public
safety, including the ‘first responder’ exhibit at the
Microsoft booth, where our partners demonstrated

how technology trends such as cloud computing,
body-worn cameras, CCTV, digital evidence management, analytics and public safety broadband are
revolutionising solutions in this space.”
The strength of Microsoft CityNext was amply
illustrated at the 2015 World Smart City Awards,
which numbered several Microsoft partners
among the finalists. The Innovative Idea Award

Altran’s IoT-enabled
car attracted plenty of
interest at Microsoft’s
CityNext booth

“Innovations need to benefit all
sectors of a city society, enabled by
the software, analytics and cloud
technologies that make it all viable”
was presented to Findeter for its Digital Diamond
project in partnership with Microsoft Citynext
partner Fundación Metrópoli and Microsoft.
The project combines urban intelligence with
digital technology to enable competitiveness and
eco-development in Colombia.
Across the event, there was clear evidence of
the innovation and expertise that is making the
smart city vision a reality. “The smart city is a
subject that generates a lot of imaginative future
thinking, technology innovation and aspirations
for positive societal impact, equality and sustainability,” concludes Hart. “But it’s clear from this
year’s Smart City Expo World Congress that we
are now moving beyond the hope and aspiration
and into execution and delivery mode.”
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PROFILED: MINISTRY OF FINANCE, CYPRUS

Reduced business risk
Via an application modernisation programme, Visual COBOL for Visual Studio delivers a
new innovative platform for growth while drastically reducing business risk

O

ver 25 years ago, the Ministry of Finance’s
Inland Revenue Department (IRD), developed a system for managing its tax-related functions including a method of capturing
the profile of each tax payer in Cyprus and a comprehensive process for tax collection. For years
this application functioned well for its 600 civil
servant users, but its hardware and software infrastructure had become unsupported, posing a
huge business continuity risk to its operations. It
was also difficult to enhance functionality due to
technical limits, yet new business objectives and
government regulations had to be met.
The decision was made to update the system
and various options were explored. With over
a century of business intelligence captured in
the system, re-writing this application would be
expensive, time consuming and risky – mission
critical functionalities could be lost. Research,
conducted by the Ministry of Finance, showed
that no other packaged application in the market
could cover the needs of its tax collection operations. The original system had been developed
using Micro Focus Object COBOL Developer
Suite (OCDS). The IRD had selected Microsoft
.NET as its new platform. As its developers were
comfortable using COBOL, it was important to
retain their talent by building a bridge between
COBOL and this new technology.
SYNTAX IT, Micro Focus’ local partner, implemented a modernisation approach using
Visual COBOL for Visual Studio, which would
enable the IRD to reuse all intellectual property with minimal changes, thus reducing its
business risk.
Moving to the new .NET platform has substantially improved reliability and scalability.
With the old system based on an obsolete, unsupported platform, this posed a massive business risk. It was operating at the limits of its
scalability, unable to accommodate additional
users or flexibly respond to new government
tax regulation. The agile, new environment can
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scale well beyond the capacity required and a
performance improvement of 50% has been recorded for its nightly batch runs.
As part of the modernisation project, reporting
functionality was enhanced. Now extracting
information from these business systems is

much easier than before. Application security
is better, through integration with Microsoft’s

The Ministry of
Finance in Cyprus has
modernised its tax
system

“On average, applications are delivered
up to 30% faster than before”
 ctive Directory, making it easier to comply
A
with continual regulation changes, and delivering new application auditing capability.
“We are able to deliver higher quality applications, faster, thanks to the superior testing
and debugging tools available in Visual COBOL,” says Costas Agrotis, director of information and technology services at the Inland
Revenue. “On average, applications are delivered up to 30% faster than before.”

PROFILED: BROOKL ANDS COLLEGE
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Easing the
administrative burden
Brooklands College has improved meeting management by
implementing BoardPacks from eShare

B

ased in the UK, Brooklands College provides vocational training, and further and
higher education courses to students at two
campuses in Surrey and via distance learning
schemes. The college’s education strategy is set
out by the governing body, which comprises several staff members and volunteers with significant
professional, business or community experience.
The governing body also oversees the college’s financial performance and safeguards its assets.
To make it easier and cheaper to carry out
administrative tasks before governing body
and committee evenings, which are typically attended by 19 governors and up to six staff members, Brooklands College decided to implement
a meeting management solution. After evaluating software from three different providers, the
college chose BoardPacks from eShare.
Using BoardPacks has enabled Brooklands
College to reduce the amount of time required
to prepare for board meetings and improved the
flow of information to governors. “While the
competition had a similar product with regards to
meeting management, we were looking for something that we could expand to include other areas
of business in the future,” said Maggie Wood,
clerk to the governors. “BoardPacks offered this
with the audit, risk, and knowledge functionality.”
Another key factor for choosing eShare was
that it provided data migration services and
training for both administrators and board
members during the initial implementation, and
continues to provide 24-hour assistance.
“What sets eShare apart from its competitors
is its wonderful customer service,” said Maggie
Wood, clerk to the governors. “BoardPacks was
one of the easiest pieces of software I have ever implemented because training was always on hand
and no question was considered too silly. I’ve used

the 24/7 support and found it to be excellent. The
online support section is also fantastic.”
Plus, board members can easily use the governance and meeting management modules in
BoardPacks to handle the more complex aspects
of governance, such as risk, decision making and
compliance. They can also use tablets and laptops
to access meeting details and documents. Users
find the two-click PDF function useful as it allows
them to easily view up-to-date board papers.
All of this enables the governing body to focus
on more meaningful activities that will further
improve students’ education.
“We introduced BoardPacks back in October
and it has worked very well for us,” said Wood.
“It’s easy to use, is eco-friendly and will save us
money. Our board members found it very easy
to get to grips with it, which had been a concern beforehand.”
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INTERVIEW

Exploring new
education trends
Steve Beswick, director of Education at Microsoft UK, tells us what
attendees can expect from Microsoft and its partners at Bett
BY REBECCA GIBSON

S

et to attract more than 600 education technology providers and 36,000 international
visitors, the annual Bett Show is a must-attend event for the UK education sector. Next year
it will take place from 20-23 January in London
and explore topics including business efficiency,
data management, e-safety and using technology
to enhance teaching and learning.
Once again, Microsoft will have a large presence. “Bett has grown significantly over the
past few years and provides Microsoft with the
ideal opportunity to promote our technology
to international customers and personally meet
our partners in a cost-effective way,” said Steve
Beswick, director of Education at Microsoft UK.

In addition to a presentation about its Schools
of the Future project by Anthony Salcito, vice
president of Worldwide Education, Microsoft
will also showcase its solutions alongside 13
partners in its new Partner Village.
“Together with our partners, we’ll highlight how
educators can benefit from adopting Microsoft
technologies, such as OneNote, Sway and Office
Mix,” says Beswick. “We’ll also have interactive
lectures and Showcase Classroom sessions, allowing attendees to try various devices, including the
new Surface Book and Surface Hub.”
One partner exhibiting alongside Microsoft
will be RM Education, a provider of software
and services built on Microsoft Office 365,

INTERVIEW

Benefits of exhibiting at Bett
Lars Gunnar Fledsberg, CEO of Avantador, explains why the company
chose to exhibit its Microsoft Office 365-based education portal at Bett
Why did you choose to exhibit at Bett?
Bett provides a fantastic opportunity to display our
product to the right people in the education sector
and will help us to achieve our aim of reaching a global
customer base.

mobile productivity and collaboration applications
available in Office 365 via the same user interface. In
other words, they have access to everything they need
during the school day in one place in the world’s largest
collaboration platform for education.

What product will you showcase and how does it
help education providers?
We’ll demonstrate our K12 educational portal Skooler,
a learning management system built on Microsoft
Office 365 and Azure. Teachers and students using
Skooler’s modular educational tools can access the

What will be the benefits of exhibiting in
Microsoft’s partner village?
Our target audience is guaranteed to visit our stand, which
will enable us to demonstrate Skooler and ensure that our
potential customers fully understand the benefits it offers
on a daily basis, especially how much time it can save users.
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Bett attracts a wide
variety of education
solution providers
each year

Azure and Intune, as well as Windows-based
networks and devices.
“The Microsoft Partner Village is a fantastic opportunity for RM Education as it will demonstrate
our strong partnership with Microsoft,” says Ben
Mallard, product manager of Network Solutions
at RM Education. “From on-premise, to hybrid
and cloud solutions, we can help schools to harness the power of Microsoft in the classroom.”
Meanwhile, Ruler will exhibit solutions that
connect local school Management Information
Systems with Office 365. “We’ll be demonstrating
solutions that can make existing school systems
more efficient and help teachers maximise the
benefits of Office 365 in the classroom,” says Phil
Smith, managing director at Ruler. “Exhibiting
alongside Microsoft provides a great opportunity
to obtain instant feedback about our products
directly from potential customers at the world’s
largest education technology event.”
Alex Pearce, founder and managing director
of another Microsoft partner, BFC Networks,
agrees: “Bett is where people explore the latest in educational technology and being part
of the Microsoft Partner Village allows us to

“Microsoft’s main
mission is to
empower every
student, teacher and
school on the planet
to achieve more”
STEVE BESWICK, MICROSOFT

demonstrate what we’ve done with the Microsoft
stack to bring free solutions to life.”
Microsoft’s popular Learn Live theatre will
also return. Attendees will be able to hear from
educators, headteachers and some of Microsoft’s
Innovative Expert Educators, including Kevin
Sait and Natalie Lochhead, about how technology
transforms classrooms and student achievement.
Sessions will cover Minecraft in education; using Microsoft Power BI in decision making processes; and adopting Office 365, Windows 10,
OneNote and devices such as the Surface range,
to improve learning both inside and outside the
classroom. Microsoft will also share how it is
working with the BBC to deliver the UK’s computing national curriculum via BBC micro:bit.
“Our technology comes alive when teachers
and students use it in schools, so we want our
customers to be inspired by the case studies they
hear in the Learn Live theatre and understand
how they can implement the same best practices
in their own schools,” explains Beswick.
Certainly, emphasises Beswick, Bett 2016 will
provide an ideal platform for Microsoft and its
partners to share their vision of how technology
can transform education.
“Microsoft’s main mission is to empower every
student, teacher and school on the planet to achieve
more and as we’re currently living in a mobile world
powered by the cloud, we want to take advantage of
this in the education sector,” he says. “Our key education theme is ‘Redefining Learning – changing
the way we teach and learn’, so I’m looking forward
to meeting customers to learn how they use our
technology to improve education. I’m also excited to
meet partners to explore how we can work together
to drive Microsoft’s education vision worldwide.”
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Meeting residents’ needs
S T E V E LY O N : O P T E V I A

Microsoft Dynamics CRM can help housing associations to provide a wider range
of services and cater to the needs of their growing resident demographic

I

n the past, UK-based housing associations
primarily focused on using partial subsidies
from the government and local authorities
to build low-rent properties for unemployed
or low-income residents, and families without
financial support. However, significant changes
to funding streams, compounded by the government’s recent cuts to social housing grants
and social rent limits, have led to many trying to
fund themselves using surplus they have generated from activities in the open market.

“Housing associations
must replace traditional
property-centric systems with
customer-centric solutions”
Consequently, while they continue to develop
partly subsidised social housing, many housing
associations are now building properties that
can be let at an affordable or market rent rate, or
sold on a shared ownership basis or full market
value to all resident demographics. This includes
young professionals, couples and families with
an average income, and even retirees.
Housing associations are also becoming more
involved in community initiatives, providing or
supporting employment training and apprenticeships, regeneration programmes, projects
with young people and social care. Some are
even moving into energy provision.
To provide a wider range of services and
cater to the needs of their growing resident
demographic, housing associations must find
new ways to engage with people. It’s no longer
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enough to know that Mr and Mrs Smith and
their two children live at 5 Park Road. Now
housing associations need to identify their age
and employment status, find out whether the
children are in education or need training, and
more. To do this, housing associations must
replace traditional property-centric systems
with customer-centric solutions. This can be
achieved easily with the help of a customer
relationship management (CRM) system like
Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
Dynamics CRM plays a key role in helping
housing associations to manage all interactions
with residents, stakeholders and other partners.
For instance, Optevia is helping Salix Homes in
Salford to connect Dynamics CRM to its new
self-service portal for residents so it can use the
data they enter to proactively provide advice or
immediately resolve queries. Employees also receive personalised notifications about management tasks and concerns related to individual
resident or stakeholder accounts.
In addition, Dynamics CRM provides a tool
for managing rental or sales processes, enabling
housing associations to track prospective buyers or capitalise on funding opportunities from
private investors. Plus, it can be used to a nalyse
social media and online sources to identify
whether residents are satisfied with its services,
gauge the reputation of its brand and develop
more effective marketing campaigns.
Clearly, Dynamics CRM will prove a vital tool
for many more housing associations as they
continue to take more of an interest in their residents than before.
Steve Lyon is business development director of
Health and Housing at Optevia

VIEWPOINT

Three secrets
to IoT success
M E L I S S A TO P P : I C O N I C S

Unlike many overhyped technology visions over the years, IoT has the
underpinnings to start happening throughout the developed world.
But success requires careful thought

F

or cities, thinking about how to realise the
promise of IoT can be daunting. After all,
with just one of Google’s self-driving cars
gathering 750 MB of sensor data every second
of driving time, the amount of data that a fully
wired city would generate in a second would
have to be in the petabytes. What’s more, cities
would have to figure out where to put all that
data. It’d be a bigger problem than Boston had
finding places to put all its snow during last winter’s relentless blizzards.
Nonetheless, cities around the world are ‘wiring up’, as the many Microsoft CityNext customer stories can attest. Among those cities are

“Cities around the world are ‘wiring
up’, as customer stories can attest”
also many ICONICS customers. They’re successfully transforming themselves through greater
operational visibility and efficiencies using our
HMI/SCADA, mobility, and analytics tools for
cutting-edge energy and sustainability solutions.
In working with hundreds of cities worldwide,
we’ve found that their successful deployments
typically have three common hallmarks that we
might call secrets of their success.
First, they chose one place to start, many with
a specific need in their municipal utilities, water
treatment facilities, transportation systems, or
schools. For example, Arlington, Massachusetts,
a town of 43,000 people six miles northwest
of Boston, started with the need of its public
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schools to consolidate summer operations into
one building, Peirce Elementary School.
After evaluating competitors’ offerings, it
chose ICONICS Facility AnalytiX hosted on the
Microsoft Azure cloud platform. Using Azure
eliminated the need for any upfront capital expenditures in IT infrastructure.
Second, they focused their energies on that starting point to ensure it worked, taking as many lessons as they could from it. When equipment fails,
the software analyses current and historical information (as well as symptom/cause relationships),
executes predictive algorithms and provides a list
of possible causes sorted by probability. This information is securely available to all stakeholders from
desktops, browsers and devices such as Microsoft
Surface tablets. Fault detection and diagnostics
helped the district cut the time its HVAC contractors spend searching for malfunctions by up to 20%.
Third, they didn’t try to solve everything at once,
but rolled out their deployments in phases.
With the success of Arlington’s deployment of
smart energy-management software in that single
elementary school, the town is already working to
adopt it to another school.
Arlington is just one of many examples from the
ICONICS customer base of a city that is implementing IoT – sometimes without actually realising it –
to improve operational visibility and lower costs. As
the town adds more buildings to its smart-energy
network, those benefits will continue to grow.
Melissa Topp is director of global marketing
at ICONICS

P R O F I L E D : TO W N & C O U N T R Y H O U S I N G
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Accelerating citizen
services development
A UK social housing organisation has developed its service charges enquiries system and money
support service using Optevia solution and Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015

U

K-based Town & Country Housing Group
(TCHG) provides more than 9,000 homes
in 22 local authorities in Kent, Sussex,
Surrey and South London. Like all UK housing
associations, TCHG must send out service charge
notices twice a year, but its disparate systems
made difficult to manage related resident queries.
“We would send out a letter explaining the service rate charge with a breakdown of all costs, then
our call centre team would be inundated with queries,” says Jamie Barker, project manager at TCHG.
“Calls would be logged on disparate and siloed
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, which were difficult
to query and also often tricky to locate. We did not
have a true reflection of service demand.”
To remedy this, TCHG worked with public sector customer relationship management (CRM)
solutions provider Optevia to develop an in-house
service charges enquiries system, which launched
in July 2015. Built on Optevia’s Social Housing Essentials Software (OSHE) and M
 icrosoft
Dynamics CRM 2015, the system allows TCHG’s
internal teams to quickly create bespoke service
lines. TCHG designed, configured and deployed
the system after just two days of training and online learning sessions with Optevia.
“We worked with various teams and designed
a full end-to-end process with associated service
level agreements and intelligent workflow, which
ensures that any queries are routed to the right individual or department,” explains Barker. “By developing an integrated view, we were able to rationalise the existing 42 service charge items to only the
ones that were relevant to improve user experience
and answer customer queries more quickly.”
It’s also easier for TCHG to set internal expectations about system delivery times and new
service lines. “We now have a six- to eight-week
release cycle for introducing new processes and

functionality within Dynamics CRM,” enthuses
Barker. “We’re also better positioned to take the
design requirements from our business and provide feedback on feasibility and timescales.”
TCHG also used OSHE and Dynamics CRM
2015 to develop and successfully launch a money
support service to help residents consolidate their
debts and establish a debt repayment programme.
“Last year we managed more than 500 money
support cases and, two weeks after the new service
went live, we logged 40 cases,” says Barker, adding
that this figure is likely to increase due to the UK’s
recent welfare reforms. “Our new money support
service enables us to look at outstanding debts at
the end of a repayment programme and determine
whether customers need additional support from
our team. Essentially, we can be much more proactive and supportive of those customers that may
find themselves in financial hardship.”
In future, TCHG’s onsite project team will use
OSHE to manage and extend the systems, while
more complex change requests or new development
lines will be carried out with the help of Optevia.

Optevia’s OSHE
solution and Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2015
allow TCHG to quickly
develop services lines
as and when required
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Using
virtualisation
to modernise
education
Dell Wyse vWorkspace technology has helped
Parkdale Secondary School to deploy a bring your
own device strategy and meet increasing demand
for IT in classrooms despite funding cuts

A

lthough IT-enabled classrooms have
been shown to create more engaging
learning environments for students,
maintaining the infrastructure to support
them isn’t easy. Faced by cuts to a government-funded Digital Education Revolution
platform, which provided school pupils aged
over 14 with access to laptops, Parkdale
Secondary College needed to find a new way
to increase access to computers during lessons. Although the school, which is based in
Victoria, Australia, already had ten computer

“We’ve established a common
user experience for all students”
labs, these were in constant use and were o
 ften
oversubscribed. To reduce students’ and teachers’ reliance on these computer labs and continue providing reliable IT access, the school’s
governing body decided to implement a bring
your own device (BYOD) strategy.
Working in collaboration with Dell partner
and education specialist globalone, Parkdale
Secondary College evaluated several software
solutions and after running a proof of concept
(POC) and evaluating costs, Parkdale opted to
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implement Dell Wyse vWorkspace to facilitate
its new BYOD initiative. The college opted for
Wyse vWorkspace from Dell due to its ability to
offer fast logons, location-aware printing functionality and the platform’s easy-to-use interface.
“As part of the POC, the principal and some
students were given access to vWorkspace-driven
desktops,” says Owen Johnson, senior IT engineer at Parkdale Secondary College. “Comments
were that it looked and worked exactly like their
existing desktop environment.”
To simplify deployment, globalone prebuilt
components of the Dell Wyse
vWorkspace environment on four Dell
PowerEdge R720 servers, which were then
deployed onsite. The school saved significant
resources by using its existing PowerEdge
R710 servers to support the environment’s
core management features and its existing Dell
EqualLogic storage.
The Dell Wyse vWorkspace platform also
proved to be highly cost-effective from a
Microsoft licensing perspective, particularly

E D U C AT I O N

because students are now able to access data via
Microsoft Remote Desktop Session Hosts or a
virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI).
“The vWorkspace environment enabled us
to capitalise on our existing Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development
Microsoft licence agreement,” explains Johnson.
“The solution also allowed for 500 concurrent
licences, instead of purchasing 1,500 seats under
the solutions we evaluated, making a substantial
saving of AU$31,000 each year.”
Now that Parkdale Secondary College has
rolled out its BYOD policy, it has a much more
sustainable way to deliver deeply engaging
learning environments to its growing student
population. For example, the students all receive the same high-standard, VDI-driven
desktop experience or streamed applications,
regardless of the power of their device.
“We’ve established a common user experience for all students,” says Johnson. “There is
an increasing number of students bringing
devices to school daily. Students have become

increasingly engaged and are already starting to
change learning habits within class.”
Meanwhile, teachers no longer need to book
the school’s computer labs, they can simply ask
students to bring in their laptops for a lesson.
“The teachers are able to arrange computer-based
classroom activities on the fly, and they no longer
have to plan well in advance to ensure a computer
lab is available,” says Johnson.
IT personnel are also highly satisfied with the
manageability and stability of the vWorkspace
solution. Not only do they no longer have to spend
a significant amount of time managing school laptops and re-imaging them at the start and end of
each year, but they also receive fewer support calls.
“Our two IT administrators were hard pushed
to maintain the school’s fleet of laptops –
re-imaging, rolling out new software, or updating software and general repairs,” explains
Johnson. “That’s changed now because the laptops belong to the students, so workloads have
decreased substantially and they can focus on
other higher value tasks.”

Dell technology has
helped Parkdale
Secondary College
to implement a
BYOD policy for both
students and staff
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TRACY ISSEL: MICROSOFT

As customers become more demanding, retailers
are having to adapt – and fast. Understanding this,
Italy’s largest supermarket chain, Coop Group, has
teamed with Accenture, Avanade, Microsoft and
Intel to create a remarkable new concept store which
leverages some of the most innovative technologies
available today. You can find out more about this in
the following pages.
Also in this issue, find out how retailers across the
globe are making the digital leap. Get to grips with
the potential of 3D technologies. And find out what
to expect from the upcoming RBTE and NRF events.
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Supermarket
of the Future
The future of shopping has been made a reality
thanks to an innovative partnership between
Accenture, Avanade, Microsoft, Intel and Italy’s
largest supermarket chain, Coop Group
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

I

magine walking into a grocery store that combines the friendly, open atmosphere of a traditional market with digital technologies that
enable the products to tell you their story. As you
walk around the product displays you can interact
with other shoppers, without racks of shelving getting in the way. Yet sophisticated screens are ready
to give you all the information you want about the
products that interest you, as well as suggestions
based on your food preferences and dietary needs.
This is the Supermarket of the Future. It’s a reality
that thousands of visitors have already experienced
during its six-month tenure within the Future Food
District at Expo Milano 2015 – and which is set to
inspire many more at the National Retail Federation
show in January 2016. The concept was designed
by Carlo Ratti Associati in partnership with Coop
Italia, is being brought to life through a collaboration
between Accenture, Avanade, Intel and Microsoft.
While the Supermarket of the Future is clearly
a forward-looking concept, it was inspired by
the traditional, social shopping experiences
that have existed for generations. It has adapted
these traditional experiences using the Internet
of Things (IoT) and cutting-edge technologies
to create an open arena for interaction between
consumers, shelves and products.
“The Coop Supermarket of the Future is a pioneering example of the shopping experience we’ll
probably experience in three-to-five years’ time
when entering the grocery store,” says Alberto
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Pozzi, managing director at Accenture. “Taking
the innovative concept of the supermarket theorised by Carlo Ratti, Accenture has designed a
user experience and leveraged the most appropriate digital solutions to satisfy – in a simple, natural
and immediate way – the customer demand for
information, socialisation and functionality.
“The Supermarket of the Future is a real-world example of how Accenture and our partners help our
clients change the way we work and live through
IoT and digital technologies. Accenture offers
complete, integrated digital business, industry and
technology services to deliver tangible results for
both the digital consumer and digital enterprise.”
In order to achieve a natural experience, it was
crucial to make sure shelving and digital screens
didn’t get in the way of interaction between people.
“The Supermarket of the Future merges the experience of a small local market where people used
to have friendly, social exchanges, with that of the
modern store, making for a much more personal
experience,” says Fabio Chiodini, senior director of
consumer products and retail at Avanade.
The project integrated Coop’s legacy infrastructure
with a Microsoft Azure cloud content management
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system and a range of customer touchpoints using
Windows 8 and Microsoft Kinect. Interactive tables
enabled a rethinking of the traditional supermarket
shelf, with new product displays to enable touch-free
interaction – customers could simply hover their hand
over a product to get real-time information about it.
“Every product has a story to tell, such as where
and how it was produced, its carbon footprint, the
chemical treatment it has received, information
about allergens, and the journey that brought it
to the shelf,” says Chiodini. “Shoppers can bring
all that information to life simply by moving their
hands and pointing at products. It enables a new,
totally natural kind of buying experience in which
data helps customers to be aware of what they are
buying as soon as they consider the product.”
Some of the supermarket’s products were displayed on vertical shelves with touch technology,
so customers could interact to receive more detailed information about the products displayed
on a specific monitor. Second-screen technology
enabled shoppers to interact with touch-based
tablets on the meat and fish tables to access
product information displayed on monitors. In
addition, a mobile app created a personalised

experience for customers, with content presented
based on their lifestyle choices and real-time interaction with dedicated ranges of products, information and in-store locations.
Striking the balance between a high-tech vision and a more natural experience was one of
the team’s greatest challenges – and the source
of some of the project’s greatest innovations.
“The main challenge was to create the most natural buying experience we could,” says Chiodini.
“This was where Avanade was able to express its
innovative soul, envisioning the use of a gaming
device like Microsoft Kinect as a sensor for interactive shelves. Where additional capabilities were
required, the Avanade team worked on designing
and implementing a specific algorithm that captures where people are looking and projects their
hand-movement towards the product indicated.”
Real-time data visualisation was also used to
display information like customer interactions
and purchases, and environmental key performance indicator analytics on a wall monitor
about the store. The result was a supermarket that
connected retailers, shoppers and products to
ensure an exceptionally responsive environment.

Interactive shelves
and displays in the
Supermarket of the
Future
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“Using these technologies, the supermarket becomes connected,” says Chiodini. “The way that
consumers interact with products provides data
that can be transformed into tangible insights that
help the grocer to optimise their offering and pricing, based on the items people interact with, what
they put back on the shelf and what they buy. At the
same time, it enables the business to capture product stock levels and ensure extremely timely replenishment. This helps the store to use smaller shelves,
giving shoppers a sense of fresher, smaller batches
of products and optimising supply management.”
Expo Milano 2015 has now ended, but the
Coop Supermarket of the Future remains a very
real example of what can be achieved. “New
technologies are rapidly changing retail store
operations, customer experiences, and defining
new business models,” says Rachel Mushahwar,
Global IOT Director – Retail Enabling, Intel
Internet of Things. “This proliferation of devices
and technology increases how customers engage
with both brands and retailers, making shopping
more informative and more enjoyable.
“Intel technology available today is already
helping to transform stores into the digital retail
environments of the future. Retailers can unlock
the power of insights from in-store sensors that
monitor temperature, light and inventory quantities; smart signs that anonymously track shopper
activity; remote management tools that allow
seamless control over displays in thousands of
stores; and gateways that aggregate in-store data
for long-term analysis and push real-time alerts
back to the store to improve decision-making.
Customers benefit from visual displays that inform shopping decisions and engage using touch
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and voice as well as tailored real-time coupons
and promotions. With consumer expectations
rapidly increasing, retailers have to leverage digital technology to create new shopping experiences
for customers. But no matter what the connected
store brings, one thing will never change – consumers and retailers need technology that is fast,
simple, and just works.”
A modular, cloud-enabled architecture enables
the concept to be applied across different sized
stores to fit a range of retail formats from DIY
to fashion. “Thanks to Accenture and Microsoft
Azure, Avanade was able to implement the whole
store infrastructure in the cloud in an incredibly
short time, ensuring that it was easily manageable
with a low total cost of ownership,” says Chiodini.

Today’s technology
is helping transform
stores into digital retail
environments

“Every product has a story to tell, and
shoppers can bring that information
to life simply by moving their hands
and pointing at products”
“Over 1.7 million visitors to the Coop
Supermarket of the Future exhibit experienced
how digital and IoT are game changers in enhancing the store shopping experience,” says Tracy
Issel, general manager, worldwide retail industry
at Microsoft. “The solution is the latest example of
what Microsoft technology – in combination with
the industry and IoT expertise, digital and cloud
services, and specialised hardware of our partners
Accenture, Avanade and Intel – can accomplish
for our retail clients and their customers.”
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Making the

digital
leap
The retail industry is in the midst of a significant transformation, with digital
technologies at the heart of the change. We find out how Microsoft and its
partners are supporting retailers as they look to reinvent themselves and
meet the needs of the modern consumer
BY SEAN DUDLEY

W

ith digital technologies having a major
impact on the daily lives of consumers across the world, there is a growing
pressure on companies to reinvent themselves
and make a digital transformation of their own.
“It’s a true revolution, not unlike the industrial revolution in its own way,” explains Tracy
Issel, general manager of the worldwide retail
industry at Microsoft. “The digital business is
the reaction to the incredible amount of change
that is happening around everything technical.
But it’s not just technical – it’s actually about the
way people work, the way people engage in their
personal lives, and the way we use information
to better understand the needs of people.”
Indeed, with their mobile devices never far
away, the modern consumer is always connected – and the impact on retail is huge, as JustEnough’s Caroline Proctor explains: “To keep up
with digital consumers, retailers have become
digital by adding online and mobile channels
and engaging through social media,” she says.
“Digital businesses embrace everything today’s digital age offers to get closer to their
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customers and deliver what those customers
want, when and where they want it.”
This requires retailers to expand their thinking across every channel. “The digital change
has resulted in the merging of traditional commerce and e-commerce,” says K3 Retail’s Tony
Bryant. “As consumers are now interacting
across various channels, there is an expecta-

“Data is the new currency
for business. It’s all about
data and what we do
with that data”
tion for a seamless and integrated experience
throughout the entire purchase journey.”
To achieve this, retailers need to better understand their customers – how they behave, what
they buy and what makes them come back for
more. This requires greater levels of insight.
“Data is the new currency for business. It’s all
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PROFILED

Increasing scalability
and productivity
Wirebird helps The Office Group improve
communication between its remote workforce
with Office 365
The Office Group (TOG) is a leading provider of designled flexible workspaces, with more than 150 meeting
rooms across the UK that have been designed to
support the way people work today.
TOG has doubled in size over the last three years and is
likely to double again in the next few years. Core systems
struggled to accommodate the rate of change, and the
IT team knew it was time to move to another system.
Microsoft Office 365 was the perfect solution because
it is hosted in the Microsoft cloud, is scalable and
augments a business continuity strategy. The company’s
IT team went out to tender for a Microsoft Office 365
partner and selected Wirebird.
“Wirebird are experts in their field and have been able
to provide creative, timely and effective solutions for
our problems – often in challenging conditions and on
tight deadlines,” said Paul Wixon, IT manager, TOG.
TOG were advised that with Microsoft Office 365,
everything is hosted in the cloud. Employees are

about data and what we do with that data, in
the planning on the frontline, at every step of a
transaction or an engagement,” Issel says.
“Businesses today are able to create a more
valuable in-store experience by starting with
the customer’s viewpoint,” adds Scala’s Tom
Nix. “By looking at data - website clicks, actions on a mobile app, purchase history – and
bringing in digital, messaging is personalised,
refined and rapidly adjustable.”
Wincor Nixdorf ’s Sabine Grün agrees, adding
that digital data processing is ‘the most important economic growth driver of our time’. “As
consumers are now interacting across various
channels, there is an expectation for a seamless
and integrated experience throughout the entire purchase journey,” she says.
“If you can make sense of your data, the sky’s
the limit,” adds LiveTiles’ Nick Rameka. “Chief
marketing officers are fast becoming the key decision maker in the purchase of business technology. Technology that details buyer behaviour
will always demand the attention of marketers
and the boardroom.”

able to access the network, e-mails and documents
anywhere and from any device. This is a great benefit
to TOG, as its entire workforce is comprised of remote
workers. The solution will improve communications
and collaboration between employees and also enable
business continuity.
TOG felt comfortable with the familiarity of the
applications on Microsoft Office 365, and the simple
subscription model also appealed. The scalability available
will also allow the solution to grow with the business.
With Microsoft Office 365, TOG now has a future
proof and scalable solution that will grow with the
business requirements.

PROFILED

Accessing data in real time
With an unassuming name
like Bob’s Discount Furniture,
you have to be a bit quirky
and deliver high value to
differentiate yourself. Bob’s
was founded on the principle
of providing unsurpassed
value in the middle price
range. Customer loyalty is driven by service, dedicated employees
and being able to deliver fashionable yet affordable furniture.
Simplement’s Data Liberator software, visualised on Microsoft’s
business intelligence stack, SQL Server and Azure, helps Bob’s
get to transaction level data in real time. Bob’s is able to keep
an eye on inventory, pricing, delivery, customer care and cost
information while analysing the data to determine profitability
and customer satisfaction. Simplement delivers the granular data
in real time that enables Bob’s to monitor their inventory digitally,
continue to expand across the US, and give back through their
charitable foundation.
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Vmob
New Zealand-based Vmob is using the internet of things
to help transform McDonald’s customer engagement in
the Netherlands, Sweden and Japan.
McDonald’s has expanded its mobile app with the
support of Vmob, and builds on standard features such as
product information, restaurant locator and mass offers for
promotions and specials.
Vmob’s platform pulls data from a vast number of digital
touch points in addition to users’ devices, and analyses
customer behaviour patterns and responses to offers.
This helps ensure that targeted promotions are the most
relevant and desirable for each customer.
“Their engagement platform uses Azure and Microsoft’s
database tools,” Issel says. “It takes all that contextual
information about what that customer already buys, what

they’re likely to buy and where they are physically. It puts
all that together to deliver a personal offer to the personal
device that that customer happens to be holding. Vmob
is a great example of mobile engagement with customers,
and then the Microsoft intelligent cloud being leveraged to
make a real business difference.”

PROFILED

JJ Food Service

JJ Food Service is one of the UK’s largest independent delivery
services to the food industry, within approximately 60,000
customers nationwide.
“What they did is say we know what our customers want,
we know what’s happening in terms of local events and things
that might drive traffic into a restaurant and may create more
transactions and consumption of our goods,” explains Tracy Issel.
Harnessing the power of Microsoft Azure Machine Learning
and Microsoft Dynamics AX, the company looked to prepopulate a shopping bag based on that customers’ shopping
history. JJ Foods also analysed what local events were coming
up and then projected what customers were likely to need.
Thanks to this insight, the company was able to make insightful
recommendations to customers on the floor.
“Everything’s automated, time to market is saved, and fewer
items are out of stock,” Issel says. “They’ve had great success,
and are proof that by having front of mind what it is you want to
accomplish – which is essentially offering great products in the
right place at the right time and then making it simple for that
customer to access – you can adapt and make a real difference
to your business.”
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With the amount of data now available, the
cloud also has a vital role to play. “The intelligent cloud helps users understand what to do
with that insight. Without an intelligent cloud,
the amount of data that exists would overwhelm
a company,” Issel explains.
The cloud is enabling a more dynamic approach to data, as Simplement’s Robert Maclean
testifies. “With the cloud, I’m able to build a
value network that gets customer-facing information,” he says. “Furthermore, manufacturing
processes and demand generators are becoming
more closely coupled. The time is decreasing for
that information to flow through, and thanks to
the cloud, I can now plug in different applications against that stream of information and do
different things with it. I am no longer tied to a
monolithic system – I’m able to have an adaptable system. That was previously not possible.”
NEAL Analytics’ Greg Gomez agrees that both
cloud computing and analytics in the cloud are
having a transformative effect. “Platforms like
Microsoft Azure and analytics suites like Cortana Analytics eliminate the barriers of entry
and enable companies to scale these capabilities
across a broader swath of business functions,”
says Gomez. “As these technologies are being
democratised, they fuel the transformation to
a digital business.”
Issel believes that the ability to improve productivity is another very exciting space, and points to
tools such as Yammer and Skype for Business as
being able to enable greater collaboration, train-
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ing and sharing. And while this internal element
is vital, Issel explains that it is in the personal computing space that the information that is gathered
and analysed is then bred for action.
“Every professional that takes advantage of
data and the intelligent cloud is also a personal computing consumer,” she says. “Therefore,
making personal computing more personal, leveraging a more natural user interface, leveraging
something like Cortana for an executive assistant for example, is massively important.”
Overall, Issel says that with the right combination of digital technologies retailers will create

more productive business processes and enable
the derivation of more outcome. “Then the intelligent cloud helps users understand what to
do with that insight, and personal computing is
where that information breeds action.”
Though times and technologies will continue
to change and advance, one thing will remain
continuous: the need to appeal to customers. Be
it by reinventing internal processes to improve
employee productivity, or rethinking the way
they connect with customers, in a digital age
such as this, retailers cannot afford to leave any
stone unturned.

With the intelligent
cloud, companies are
able to take a new
approach to data
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Why bricks and
mortar must evolve
THOMAS FELL: WINCOR NIXDORF

Retailers need to deliver a rich, personalised service in their physical stores in
order to match the exceptional experience that customers receive online

T

he technologies that support online stores
have improved rapidly in recent years to
provide personalised, rich, and curated retail
experiences for consumers. Through their online
store, retailers can inspire consumers with personalised search results, information, offers and related
products through a low-friction experience.
However, the same cannot be said for bricks
and mortar stores. IDC Retail Insights research
indicates that retailers have yet to meet this challenge in a cohesive manner that provides both
value to the customer and the retailer equally.
Indeed, unsuitable products and slow checkout
experiences were identified as two main reasons

“An in-store mobility strategy is rapidly
evolving from a ‘nice to have experiment’
to a core retailing platform”
for not visiting stores more often, with each cited
by almost 40% of consumers.
To this end, retailers need to find a way to enable the physical store to provide consumers with
the same personalised customer experience, at
scale, as online stores.
One way of doing this is by using mobile technologies. However, it’s important to remember that
just providing mobile devices for sales assistants to
search a retailer’s online store falls a long way short
of the business opportunity presented. A consumer in a physical store engages with a sales assistant for information that is not readily available to
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them and will often lose interest in a purchase if a
sales assistant cannot help. According to IDC Retail Insights research, 47% of customers expect a
digitally-enabled sales assistant to provide them

with product availability for the current store. And
32% expect a digitally-enabled sales assistant to provide additional information and demonstrations.
By empowering sales assistants with all of this
information, retailers have the opportunity to
increase consumer purchase conversion and
gain an invaluable new source of data to provide
a perspective on store and customer dynamics in
support of merchandisers. Also, retailers must
engage and incentivise sales assistants to encourage the use of such technologies to be seen
as supporting them and not reducing their value.
What’s clear is that an in-store mobility strategy
is rapidly evolving from a ‘nice to have experiment’ to a core retailing platform to drive improved customer satisfaction, store operational
efficiencies, and store revenue performance because customer experience is becoming a major
purchasing differentiator.
In-store mobility technologies will provide physical stores with the level of consumer insights that has been core to the growth
of online stores outpacing physical stores.
Wincor-Nixdorf, together with its partner Z
 ebra
Technologies, provides the platform needed to
meet this consumer driven evolution of in-store
retailing now and going forwards.
Thomas Fell is senior vice president retail at Wincor
Nixdorf and Member of the Executive Board
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It’s less about channels,
more about journeys
N ATA L I E B R U I N S : K 3 R E TA I L

As the online world becomes as real as the high streets we walk down, retailers
need to focus more on the customer journey than on individual channels

W

ith the digital revolution, the concept of
‘online’ began. In the early days, e-commerce had a very separate identity from
traditional bricks-and-mortar shopping – with
online shopping considered fundamentally different from shopping in-store. But in a world where
nearly everyone is online, there is no offline. The
result? Retailers need to think less about individual channels and how they fit together, and more
about the overall customer journey – a journey
influenced by the digital world.
‘Navigating the new digital divide’, a report by
Deloitte Consulting, explained how the new ‘divide’ is not the gulf between online and offline, but
the gap between consumers’ digital behaviours and
expectations and what retailers can offer.
Rather than focusing on driving customers to
buy on each channel, retailers need to find the
value in each channel as part of the customer
journey. And the concept of the customer journey
itself needs a rethink. Too often retailers drive consumers towards making a purchase, which is then
considered the end of the journey. When in fact,
the post-purchase stage is an essential part of the
journey, and should be where you can convince a
shopper to return to your store or website.
There are plenty of myths around how the
digital world affects how shoppers behave –
most of them negative. Research published on
ThinkWithGoogle puts some of these fears to rest.
Myth 1: Online search only drives consumers to
e-commerce websites. In reality, online search is driving consumers to find both local information and
global websites – and searches will lead to shoppers

heading out to the high street. Google reports that
three out of four shoppers who find local information in search results are more likely to visit stores.
Myth 2: Showrooming is a threat to retail.
According to Google, 42% of in-store shoppers
search for information online while in-store.
Some 64% of these shoppers use search engines,
but almost half head straight to the retailer’s
website or app, and only 30% look up a different
retailer’s website.
Plus, according to the Deloitte digital divide
report, almost one third of customers said that

“The new divide is not between online
and offline, but between consumers’
digital behaviours and expectations
and what retailers can offer”
using digital devices during the shopping journey caused them to spend more – with 20% of
these shoppers converting in-store at a 20%
higher rate than shoppers who didn’t turn to
their mobile device in-store.
As the digital world becomes commonplace,
retailers need to reconsider how they think
about channels. The overall customer journey
is more important and the digital experience is
something which has a constant – and positive –
impact on this journey.
Natalie Bruins is head of marketing at K3 Retail
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Reimagining retail with
3D technologies
Planning where to place products in store can be difficult, but this process plays
an essential role in driving retail sales and, ultimately, profitability. Dassault
Systèmes believes 3D virtual technology is the key to success

C

onsumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers and retailers invest time and
money to develop planogram layouts
that indicate where they should place specific
products in order to maximise in-store sales.
However, once these planograms have been executed at store level, they often end up buried in
a file that is only dusted off and used again as a
starting point when they are ready to review and
decide the placement of the next line of products.
In the meantime, if retailers want to know how a
specific product is performing in relation to the
planogram, they need to pull data from a few
different systems and, in many cases, manually
input the data into the file and check it against
several key performance indicators. Meanwhile,
they usually have to wait to make any changes
until a new planogram is developed during the

“Virtual technology enables retailers
to move from a static environment
to a more dynamic one”
next planning cycle. In a way, it’s a rather two-
dimensional static planning process that repeats
itself season after season, year after year.
Dassault Systèmes has identified a significant opportunity for CPG brand manufacturers and retailers to use virtual technology to
drive better, faster and smarter decisions for
the real world. Virtual technology enables retailers to move from a static environment to
a more dynamic one, where they can model
virtual shelves and stock them with realistic
3D product representations built from 2D pic-
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tures. This allows them to design shelf layouts
more efficiently, view and experience them
through the eyes of consumers, and augment
shelves with real-time business indicators
to enable them to make informed decisions.
Consequently, the shopping experience design
process is much quicker, while the layouts are
more flexible and costs are lower.
Recently, Dassault Systèmes combined our online 3D virtual merchandising tool with Store
Electronic Systems’ (SES) electronic in-store
shelf labels to create an end-to-end digital tool
that helps retailers to plan stores and ultimately,
become more profitable.
Named the Store Digital Twin, the solution
is designed to make the virtual shelves in the
planogram more connected to the real shelves in
a retail store to ensure that the store layout planning process is more productive and effective.
The idea of a ‘digital twin’ solution can link the
virtual and physical world has been commonplace in the manufacturing and heavy industries
sector for some time, but has only recently been
reimagined for use in the retail sector.
The Digital Twin looks like an immersive 3D
virtual environment, which not only incorporates
the actual dimensions of the product and store
fixtures from the physical world, but also uses
real-time store level data to help retailers to track
out-of-stock levels and sales. This data allows them
to develop more effective merchandising strategies.
In a recent live pilot with a French retailer,
SES built geo-referencing indicators into its
shelf labels to record the precise position of
each product. The layout of the physical store
shelf was integrated into Dassault Systémes’ 3D
Perfect Shelf merchandising solution by Atos,
an international IT services company. This
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product location information is then combined
with sales data and entered into a ‘digital twin’
of the store to create a precise merchandising
solution that relates to actual store sales. This
provides retailers with real-time insights into
store performance, enabling them to optimise a
department’s item layout to ensure it appeals to
customers and leads to sales.
For example, the management team can immediately analyse whether the store layout
complies with the planogram and instantly
inform the store if they need to make changes. Similarly, they can analyse a particularly
effective planogram in a cluster of stores with
high sales numbers and send associates in less

successful stores real-time notifications about
shelf layout updates via their mobile devices.
They can then quickly make changes to shelf
layouts and optimise sales.
Consumers will also benefit. For example,
they can use geo-location functions that have
been integrated into the retailer’s customer-
facing mobile app to easily locate items on
their shopping list.
At Dassault Systèmes and SES, we believe that
renowned brands and retailers will increasingly
use 3D virtual store planning technology and
intelligent label, both to enrich the shopping
experience for consumers and drive better
business results.

Electronic in-store
shelf labels help
retailers to better
plan stores
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Improving
omni-channel planning
PETER LEITH: JUSTENOUGH

Adopting the right strategies can help omni-channel retailers to optimise their
planning today while preparing for whatever the future of retail brings

C

onsumers today are comfortable with an ‘always-on’ shopping experience that delivers
optimal assortments and flexible fulfilment
options, regardless of the channels they use. By
aligning processes, people, data and systems around
omni-channel planning, retailers can prepare themselves to optimise customers’ shopping experiences.
Today’s retail sales may originate online, but
they’re often fulfilled inside a store. Visibility into
enterprise-wide inventory levels, and having the
right merchandise available at the consumer’s fulfilment channel of choice, is essential. By capturing
and analysing both sales demand (where the order
is placed) and fulfilment demand (where it’s fulfilled), retailers gain visibility into true demand.
Inaccuracies in inventory counts can lead to outof-stocks, lost sales and disappointed customers, so
retailers need to ensure accuracy and visibility across
all channels and distribution options. Inventory optimisation enables retailers to position inventory
where it is most likely to be needed and to ensure
that products are available wherever demand arises.
Execution of localised assortments is becoming
a key differentiator in an increasingly saturated
omni-channel marketplace, but this remains a
highly complex undertaking. By developing a
universal assortment that serves as a menu from
which planners can create channel-specific assortment offerings, retailers are better positioned
to cater to local trends and plan for variances.
Besides featuring more digital touchpoints, savvy
brands are also restructuring stores to help consumers complete their shopping journey in an efficient
and satisfying way. Next-generation space planning
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models now must address new formats, expanded
categories and dedicated real estate for in-store
pick-up, while new store models must be based on
shoppers’ navigation and purchase patterns across
categories, store locations, channels and departments. This insight enables retailers to more effectively plan their store layouts to address customer
behaviour and increase revenue.
Customer demand data opens up a wealth of
opportunity. With insights centred on what, how,
when and why shoppers buy and what they pay,
retailers are primed to target products at customers
across all their selling channels. Affinity analysis on
the customer and purchased product provides the
opportunity to upsell complementary products.
Finally, it’s important to execute meaningful pricing strategies. Customers expect to pay the same
price for a product regardless of where the transaction occurs, and inconsistent pricing strategies can
cause frustration and distrust. Building a clearly
defined base omni-channel pricing strategy, and
managing exceptions when dealing with timely or
seasonal products, can ensure that customers are
confident in the organisation’s practices.
Peter Leith is vice president of product strategy
at JustEnough
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The importance of
understanding ‘why’
G R E G G O M E Z : N E A L A N A LY T I C S

In today’s digital operating environment, traditional reporting is dead. With
machine learning and statistical analysis, today’s businesses can understand why
things happen, resulting in the ability to compete far more effectively

B

usiness decision makers are drowning in
data. Most of this data comes to them in a
variety of reports. Reports that are loaded
with metrics, key performance indicators, trend
lines and a host of other charts. This is all about
to change. As traditional businesses are now being pushed to evolve and transform into digital
businesses, there is a massive shift away from
reports that only describe what happened in
the past. Executives are no longer satisfied with
knowing that sales fell short of expectations and
by how much, they now want to know why and
they want to understand what can be done to
prevent it in the future.

“Using reports to run a complex business
is like trying to do brain surgery with only
a picture of the patient’s face”
This is where machine learning and statistical analytics come into the picture. Reports show what
happened, but models measure why it happened.
“Using reports to run a complex business is like
trying to do brain surgery to remove a lesion with
only a picture of the patient’s face,” said Bill Meade,
chief data scientist at Neal Analytics. “Models get
at the deeper structure in the data, they map the
lesions, tumors, and opportunities facing businesses. And when clear box models are used, the results
provide managers with a tactile understanding of
their activity drivers. Sales, cost and profit activities
can be matched up with the controllable and un-

controllable (often weather, socioeconomic, demographic, etc.) factors that drive results.”
Neal Analytics recently worked with Arca Continental, one of the largest soft drink bottlers/distributors in the world, to help them understand the
key drivers of sales and to measure the influence
of dozens of internal and external variables. We
leveraged the Microsoft Azure cloud and Cortana
Analytics to quickly model these variables from
a number of different data sources (ERP, Nielsen,
weather, promotions, etc.) and visually explain how
each variable influences sales. Once these models
were in place, we were able to provide them with
an Excel-based tool that explained how each of
these variables contributed to sales variance and by
how much. With these answers in hand, business
decision makers can now take action (tactical and
strategic) to optimise the specific business function(s) that will improve the performance of those
variables that had a negative impact, resulting in
increased revenues and profits.
Greg Gomez is vice president of sales
at NEAL Analytics
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Making the store
more compelling
We hear from AVA Retail’s Atul Hirpara about how sensors, depth-sensing cameras and
more can provide the in-store analytics retailers need to transform the shopping experience
BY REBECCA GIBSON

U

nderstanding customers and how to cater
to their needs is key to retail success, particularly in an age where fewer people are
visiting high-street stores.
“Online shopping sources have put a lot of competitive pressure on traditional retailers recently,
so many are looking for ways to make the in-store
experience more compelling,” says Atul Hirpara,
executive at AVA Retail. “Today’s shoppers are incredibly web-savvy. Roughly half of Western consumers use smartphones to check prices while in
store, so it’s more important than ever to engage with
customers both online and in the physical world.”
To make the in-store experience more engaging for customers and more productive for store
associates, many retailers are implementing analytics and other data-driven technologies.
“Most people wouldn’t dream of launching an
e-commerce site without deploying web analytics to
track sales, page views and popular items, and AVA
provides the interactive technology that retailers
need to access the same data in their physical stores,”
comments Hirpara. “Our solutions enable retailers
to encourage in-store sales by sending real-time
coupons to customers’ smartphones via beacons
or near field communications technology. We even
offer interactive kiosks that allow shoppers to learn
about products or video chat with a specialist.”
AVA’s various infrared and proprietary sensors
provide retailers with powerful analytical data
about the number of people visiting a store, the
aisles they visited, the routes they took and even
the indiviual products they looked at.
“For example, our technology can show a retailer
that the highest footfall is recorded on Tuesday
afternoons when it’s raining, or that people frequently avoid a particular department,” Hirpara
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explains. “This type of actionable intelligence,
which can be viewed online via Microsoft Power
BI, helps retailers become more efficient.”
AVA also offers interactive experiences for consumers that are built on internet of things technology, such as Smart Shelf. Built using sensors and
AVA’s digital content management system, Smart
Shelf provides consumers with a better contextual
and just-in-time content delivery platform.
“A retailer could use Smart Shelf to create a
video advertisement for a new perfume that
starts playing whenever a customer enters the
fragrance section of a store, then as they pick
up a sample, instantly triggers a display showing
relevant content,” says Hirpara.
AVA’s technology collects data about how often
each product is picked up, how long consumers
spend looking at it and its purchase history.
“This makes the shopping experience fun and
engaging for customers, and provides retailers with
valuable analytics data about consumer behaviour,”
enthuses Hirpara. “It sounds very complex, but with
our software stack and Microsoft Azure, we’re able
to quickly build and deploy immersive experiences
for retailers worldwide.”

Powerful analytical
data is becoming vital
to retailers worldwide

P R O F I L E D : V I R G I N AT L A N T I C

H O S P I TA L I T Y

Providing an
immersive experience
International airline capitalises on the power of
Windows 10 to empower its sales team

I

n order to enhance its reputation as a leading
international airline, Virgin Atlantic needed
a new way to help its sales team engage with
business customers and business travellers.
The company wanted to offer something outside traditional marketing and sales tactics, as
they found these were not providing the transformational impact they needed. Virgin Atlantic
envisaged a tool that would enable its sales team
to allow travellers to see and feel what a travel
adventure on their airlines was like, in a way that
differed substantially from the norm.
The airline turned to Microsoft, who jumped
at the chance to get involved and showcase the
power of the Windows 10 platform.
The two companies worked together to create
‘Ida’, an interactive digital platform that provides
a virtual guided tour for customers of upper
class on an actual flight. Customers can see and
feel what it is like at the airport, before moving
through the Clubhouse at London Heathrow
and finding out what happens on the aircraft, be
it at the bar or in their seat.
“What makes Windows 10 incredibly unique
in solving Virgin Atlantic’s objective is the power
and flexibility of our universal Windows app
platform,” said Jeremy Korst, general manager of
Windows Product Marketing at Microsoft. “This
allowed us to build one app that can run across
any Windows 10 device, from the smallest screen
to the largest. All of our devices work together in
concert, something our competitors can’t do.”
This means Virgin Atlantic can use a wide range
of devices to meet specific needs in various settings, such as through a tablet and phone-powered
third party virtual reality headset.
With Ida, the Virgin Atlantic story is easier to
deliver, more compelling for travellers, and deliverable across a range of devices.

“The Virgin Atlantic sales team will use this experience with business customers and will take
this experience on the road at tradeshows and
potentially use it in high-traffic areas during the
workday, like corporate lobby locations,” Korst
added Korst. “We’re honoured that companies
like Virgin Atlantic are able to leverage the
unique and innovative experiences Windows 10
delivers across devices.”

Virgin Atlantic’s ‘Ida’
enables its customers
to enjoy an upper class
flight without leaving
the ground
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Adapting to
continuous change
K E V I N E N G L I S H : S H I I N T E R N AT I O N A L

With such rapid progression and innovation in the retail space, how can
companies ensure they remain competitive?

W

hen customers visit the Polo Ralph
Lauren flagship store in New York
City, they are greeted with an immersive shopping experience. Giant interactive
mirrors line fitting rooms, allowing customers to
virtually try on an unlimited variety of clothing.
Shoppers can select colours and sizes and adjust
the lighting to simulate the traditional fitting
room experience. This solution from Oak Labs
also tracks the items customers bring into the
fitting room with a legacy radio-frequency identification infrastructure.
“Omnichannel is already antiquated,” says
Healey Cypher, co-founder and chief executive
officer of Oak Labs. “Integrated commerce is

“How can IT innovate with the rate
of current change? By partnering
with vendors that extend the
internal capabilities of their firm”
truly a singular experience between the customer and the brand. Instead of looking at it as
a ‘mobile sale,’ ‘e-commerce sale’ or ‘brick-andmortar’ sale – it’s just a sale.”
While this is a great example of what can be
achieved, many retailers are caught at the other
end of the innovation spectrum. They bear the
burden of merging disparate data pools before
the true benefits of omnichannel can be felt.
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Stores also continue to upgrade point of sale
equipment as part of an ongoing effort to defend
against data breaches, while warehouse workers,
long relegated to paper processes and legacy
hardware, need attention as well. How do retailers balance the rate of innovation with the more
immediate tasks of IT?
A recent article by Anthony Robins discussed how some companies are handling the
rapid rate of change.
“Retailers such as H&M, Zara and Ikea are expanding their e-commerce platforms supporting the view that omnichannel retailing is the
strategy most likely to succeed,” Robins says. “It
is the physical store, however, that will not only
survive, but will increasingly become the centre
of the omnichannel universe. Why? Because
the store can be a magical emporium that offers space and place to help us choose among
infinite possibilities.”
Beacon technology promises to transmit more
data than ever before. Visualisations like the ones
created in Microsoft’s Power BI help us understand
how data can impact the decision-making process.
As consumers, we have a role in creating the size of
that data. But as IT professionals, we must use this
data to create efficiency within stores.
How can IT innovate with the rate of current
change? By partnering with vendors that extend
the internal capabilities of their firm. No man is an
island. Retailers must partner or be washed away.
Kevin English is director of mobility
at SHI International
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Bringing the online
experience in-store
PETER CHERNA: SCALA

Data measurement, agile messaging strategy and highly personalised interaction
are helping retailers to deliver a customer-branded in-store experience

W

hat’s the number one advantage online
shopping had – and no longer has –
over brick-and-mortar retail stores?
Answer: truly optimised messaging – measurable
data applied to personalised one-to-one engagements. Online stores have always had the ability
to map the shopper’s journey, measure the success
of promotions, ads and suggested add-on items,
analyse and then optimise the website’s content.
With shoppers still overwhelmingly preferring to
make purchases in the physical store, retailers are
dreaming up new ways to interact with in-store
customers by blending digital and physical into a
seamless experience, meaningful to the customer
while supporting the brand’s values.

“Retailers are dreaming up new
ways to interact with the in-store
customer by blending digital and
physical into a seamless experience”
Looking at the online experience, how to measure data is obvious: what was clicked? What was
placed in the cart but not purchased? What age/
gender were entered when they filled out a profile?
These are aspects retailers are looking to translate
to an in-store experience. Advanced technology
now allows us to measure and, most importantly,
act on information at a rapid pace. Emulating online aspects, through heat mapping we can measure dwell time, analyse sale conversions and use

image processing to see how currently running
promotions, ads and sales are resonating with
the clientele. Customers get the in-store buying
experience they prefer, but now it’s personalised
behind the scenes, ensuring it’s relevant.
Of course, collecting data is meaningless unless it’s
acted on to optimise the in-store experience. Being
prepared with content strategies such as small-scale
promotion rollouts allows you to rapidly adjust according to the real-time success rates. If a promotion
isn’t resonating or if an item sells out, retailers with
an agile strategy in place adjust quickly, and can
make a fact-based decision on content updates. The
in-store audience demographic is a moving target,
and in-store promotions need to move with them.
New technology is putting the fun back into
retail too, with creative interactive experiences.
As an example, a comparative display shelf and
screens combine with RFID technology to trigger
strategically placed signage to dynamically update
with product details. When a second item is lifted,
the sign updates again to help compare. Digital
solutions are also working hard behind the scenes.
For instance, using beacon technology and mobile apps, retailers can target customers based on
their online purchase history and profile. Screen
content dynamically updates to be as relevant to
the customer as possible, even highlighting items
from their recent search history and offering
promotions on those items right at the point of
decision, combining the online and in-store experience for a customer-branded experience.
Peter Cherna is chief product officer at Scala
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NRF’s

big show 2016
NRF’s Big Show 2016 will take place from 17-20 January in New York. Kathy Grannis, the senior
director of media relations for the event, and Tom Litchford, NRF’s vice president of retail
technologies, tell us what to expect

What new features can attendees expect from
NRF’s Big Show 2016?
Kathy Grannis: There’s a brand new clubhouse,
where all attendees are welcome to come and
relax, charge their devices, play some games
and have some treats provided by Kraft/Hines.
There’s also a new “Retail Across America”
Lounge in the Crystal Palace for even more
seating and networking opportunities. In addition to this we’re offering new ‘Retailer Meet-up’
sessions on Monday and Tuesday where retailers can come together and discuss their biggest
challenges. And we have a whole lot more, including yoga sessions, an improved mobile app,
new food trucks, treats and giveaways.
What will be the key themes and talking points?
Kathy Grannis: There’s a number of Big Show
‘super themes’ this year, the main one being
‘global markets’ which covers not only expansion strategies beyond domestic boarders,
but also unique socio-economic factors in the
world’s super regions. Other main themes include: organisational dynamics; experience
retailing; inspirational technology; and ‘retail
cool’ – next-generation ideas and insights from
start-ups, futurists, academics, analysts and researchers that are poised to have major impact
on the retail industry.
What are the biggest challenges facing
retailers at the moment?
Tom Litchford: I think the biggest challenge
continues to be the pursuit of omni-channel retailing. The ability for the retailer to provide true
commerce anywhere capability – stores, online,
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mobile, etc. – is a highly complex technology
challenge involving inventory management, fulfillment, and customer relationship integration.
What do you believe will be the most
successful retail technologies of 2016?
Tom Litchford: We’ll see continued investments
in mobile technologies, both for the consumer
and employees. In-store digitisation will also be
a big focus for retailers, who will be implanting
technologies that engage and inform the shopper.
I also forecast greater developments in achieving
true personalisation, more investment targeted at
state-of-the-art merchandising and supply chain
systems and new developments in data security.

SPECIAL REPORT

Promoting retail

technology
With a new e-commerce quarter and a dedicated education programme, RBTE 2016 is expected
to be bigger and better than ever before. Matt Bradley, the event director, tells us more

N

ow in its fifth year, the 2016 Retail Business Technology Expo (RBTE) will take
place from 9-10 March at Olympia in
London. Building on the success of the 2015
event, it is expected to attract a record number
of visitors. “Last year we had such a wide range
of exhibitors offering masses of solutions and
services,” says Bradley. “From large international providers to smaller boutique companies, the
show floor looked great and was jam-packed with
innovation. It was our most successful show so
far in terms of visitors, with over 12,000 attendees, many from overseas. We have high hopes
that the numbers will be even bigger for 2016.”
Bradley believes that the new features of the
2016 event – including a new e-commerce quarter and dedicated education programme – will
pull in the crowds. “In addition to the 100+ exhibitors throughout RBTE that offer some kind
of e-commerce solution, the e-commerce quarter
will feature over 50 solution specialists, together
with a dedicated e-commerce theatre covering
every key aspect of the e-commerce customer
journey presented by retailers themselves. Our
popular innovation programme has also been rebooted for 2016, with the RBTE Innovation Trail
and Awards, where the very best 12 innovations
from the 350+ exhibitors will be selected by a panel of experts. We will also have a new co-located
show, Retail Digital Signage Expo that will perfectly complement RBTE and Retail Design Expo.
The event also features an exciting line up of
speakers, including Aaron Chatterley, Terry Duddy, Luke Jensen, Tim Mason, Angus Thirlwell &
David Wild. “With five theatres, including a dedicated payments theatre, and one for e-commerce, a
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vast range of topics will be covered in the intensive
two day programme,” Bradley says. “Retail’s key
issues and challenges will be discussed by inspirational retail speakers including: Tim Mason, former
chief executive at Bonmarche and Tesco US; Terry
Duddy, non-executive director at Debenhams; David Wild, chief executive at Domino’s Pizza; Simon
Roberts, executive vice president of Walgreens
Boots Alliance; Angus Thirlwell, co-founder and
CEO at Hotel Chocolat; Luke Jensen, former group
development director at Sainsbury’s; Andrew
Livingston, chief executive at Screwfix; and many
more. Plus our retailer bootcamps will be making a
welcome return to the show.”

Free
Registration
now open
www.rbtexpo.com

BE THE
FUTURE OF
RETAILING
At RBTE, Europe’s largest retail event, you will find
out how to boost sales, reduce costs, improve
margins and enhance customer engagement.

RBTE IS YOUR EVENT!
Bootcamps | Dedicated Retailer Payments Theatre
Innovation Trail | eCommerce Quarter & eCommerce Theatre
Extensive Networking | Over 325 Exhibitors | FREE conference
programme featuring leading international retailers
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

Speakers already confirmed at RBTE 2016 include:
Tim Mason, Former Chief Executive, Bonmarche and Tesco US
Terry Duddy, Non-Executive Director, Debenhams
David Wild, Chief Executive, Domino’s Pizza
Simon Roberts, Executive Vice President, Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc.,
President, Boots
Angus Thirlwell, Co-founder & CEO, Hotel Chocolat
Luke Jensen, Former Group Development Director, Sainsbury’s
Andrew Livingston, Chief Executive, Screwfix
Andy Harding, Chief Customer Officer, House of Fraser
Oliver Meakin, Managing Director, Maplin

programme subject to change

Hayley Tatum, Executive Director / Senior Vice President –
People and Stores, ASDA
Robin Phillips, Omnichannel and Development Director, Boots
Aaron Chatterley, Founder and Deputy Chairman, Feelunique.com
Jamie Peach, Head of SEO, House of Fraser
Robbie Feather, Director of Online, Sainsbury’s Supermarkets
James Leech, Service Lead, Customer Services, Argos
Sach Kukadia, Founding Partner and Buying Director, Secretsales.com
Deirdre Devaney, Director of Fashion, Beauty and Accessories, Arnotts
Arnaud Crouzet, Head of Group Global Payments Development, Auchan

9 – 10th March 2016
Olympia Grand, London
www.rbtexpo.com | +44 (0) 208 874 2728

In a world of constant change you need
a dependable partner who can support
your goals in the here and now as well as
guiding you to what’s next.
We create connected technologies
that power what’s important to you
in a size that best ﬁts your future plans.
The new possible to meet
the new demand.

0845 055 6231
k3retail.com/fashion

F E AT U R E D PA R T N E R S

Welcome to the featured partners section of
OnWindows. Our intention is to highlight a selection
of Microsoft partners and provide information on the
innovative solutions and services they are delivering
to help meet your enterprise technology needs. For
each partner we indicate their industry specialism
using the below key, representing: communications
and media; financial services; manufacturing and
resources; public sector; and retail and hospitality.
CM

FS

MR

PS

RH

We hope that you find this a valuable insight into the
Microsoft partner community and look forward to
spotlighting more partners in future editions. Please
visit www.onwindows.com for a comprehensive partner
directory and the latest news and views from hundreds
of Microsoft partners across all business sectors.
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BT Global Services

BFC Networks
Alex Pearce
Tel: +44 121 2885099
info@bfcnetworks.com
With BFC Networks’ Cloud Classroom, users
can create, assign, mark and OneNote a
students work, as well as watch and comment
as students work on their assignment. The
solution provides insight into how students
form words and sentences, and enables
educators to share more comments. The
solution is fully integrated with Office Online,
SharePoint Online and Delve.
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BT Global Services is a leading expert in
managed network IT services, serving the
needs of more than 6,500 large corporate
and public sector customers in 170
countries worldwide. The company aims
to bring together the best networks, IT and
communications with world-leading security
and the required professional expertise to help
its customers achieve undreamt-of results.

Tel: +44 1908 677752
vijay.magon@ccubesolutions.com
Designed and built with practitioners from
the UK’s National Health Service using
Microsoft’s latest .NET technologies, CCube’s
award-winning solutions deliver electronic
health records to clinicians, secretaries and
administrators in the format they require,
when and where they are needed. Several
health trusts have achieved measurable
benefits and delivered paperless healthcare
within 20 months thanks to CCube.
The company’s software suite includes modules
that can be tailored to suit the needs of trusts and
can be expanded from departmental to hospital
and trust-wide solutions. The suite captures,
manages and delivers patient notes to staff, with
automatic classification and integration with
multiple back-end clinical systems.
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Tel: +44 800 0285314

CCube Solutions
Vijay Magon, Managing Director
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CR2
Tel: +971 4 3315414
info@cr2.com
CR2 provides innovative omnichannel
banking software across ATM, internet,
mobile, kiosk and point of service channels.
CR2’s BankWorld suite of integrated selfservice solutions has revolutionised the
interaction between the customer and the
bank at every touch point. Banking becomes
personalised, intuitive and instant, allowing
banks to deliver the right product, at the right
time, in the right place. CR2 supports banks
in over 60 countries across four continents.
CR2’s global headquarters is located in
Dublin, Ireland, with further offices across
Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East.
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ebankIT
Luís Côrte-Real, International Sales Executive

Iconics
Melissa Topp, Director of Global Marketing

Tel: +44 7474 264782
luis.cortereal@ebankit.com

Tel: +1 508 216 1215
melissa@iconics.com

ebankIT is a software company that provides
innovative solutions to the banking industry.
With multi-core integration and an agile
implementation with short time to market,
ebankIT has developed one of the most
complete, award-winning omni-channel
banking solutions, delivering technologies
that help its client to drive their digital
business, increase revenues and lower costs.
ebankIT has over ten years of experience
in the banking arena with clients including
Standard Bank, Atlântico, BPC and
Millennium Bank.
Its core business is omni-channel innovation,
where it has solutions covering mobile banking,
social banking, internet banking, contact
centres, smartwatch banking applications, voice
banking and digital products subscription.

Iconics is the Microsoft CityNext Partner
of the Year and software provider offering
real-time visualisation, HMI/SCADA, energy
management, fault detection, manufacturing
intelligence and a suite of analytics solutions
for building automation and operational
excellence. Iconics solutions are installed in
70% of the Fortune 500 companies around
the world, helping customers to be more
profitable, agile, efficient and sustainable.
Iconics promotes an international culture
of innovation, creativity and excellence in
product design, development, technical
support, training, sales and consulting services
for end users, systems integrators, original
equipment manufacturers and channel
partners. Iconics has over 300,000 applications
installed in multiple industries worldwide.
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Information Management
Cherif Bedran, Managing Director

Infosystem
Karina Ganobis, Sales and Marketing

Insuresoft
Josh Hall, National Sales Manager

Tel: +961 1 481075
info@iml.as

Tel: +41 71 9136746
karina.ganobis@infosystem.ch

Tel: +1 704 4567945
jhall@insuresoft.com

Since 1981, Information Management Limited
(IML) has been committed to delivering
innovations that help customers harness
their knowledge to dramatically improve the
management of their business.
IML provides information technology
solutions for the banking, healthcare and
wholesale industries, specialising in factoring,
call accounting, enterprise resource planning
and hospital management systems.
The products and services offered by IML
are cost effective and use state-of-the-art
development tools, making them easy to use,
striking to look at and, last but not least,
reliable and enduring.

Infosystem is a business software specialist that
works on the principle of not only supplying
software but also delivering complete solutions.
The company’s ‘performis’ applications – which
cover enterprise resource planning, customer
relationship management, business intelligence
and production planning and scheduling – are
in use around the world and are continually
evolving. In the business intelligence field,
Infosystem uses tools from Microsoft, while all
other performis modules are developed in-house.
Infosystem supports customers that have
company processes that do not fit easily into a
standard package. The company’s staff works
together with customer teams, considering
and analysing processes, and in an agile
environment delivers cost-effective and
customised solutions for business needs.

Insuresoft is a Microsoft Gold Certified
software developer serving the property and
casualty insurance industry. Insuresoft’s
flagship offering, The Diamond Suite, is a
fully integrated policy, billing, and claims
processing platform available in Azure. One of
the few systems to be in production for more
than 20 years, Diamond is in production in
over 30 insurance companies and managing
general agents across all 50 US states,
processing over US$2 billion in personal
and commercial line premiums annually.
Diamond is scalable, configurable, feature
rich and cost-effective. Insuresoft is privately
held, with offices in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and
University Park, Illinois.
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Insurity
Mark Adessky, President

Itesoft
John Stovold

Tel: +1 514 2899090
mark@oceanwide.com

Telephone: +44 2527 41518
john.stovold@itesoft.com

Insurity delivers an expansive portfolio of
modern core processing technology backed by
unparalleled service, insurance expertise and
responsiveness, with flexible configuration
for each client’s unique needs. Insurity’s
award winning software can be consumed
as a comprehensive suite or best-of-breed
solutions and is in use with over 125 clients
across more than 35 lines. Offered on a
software-as-a-service or deployed basis, the
company’s solutions fit the needs of property
and casualty insurers across the spectrum,
including multi-national, regional or start-up,
commercial, personal, specialty lines writers
and managing general agents.

Itesoft is an international software vendor of
multichannel document capture and process
automation solutions aimed at accelerating,
streamlining and securing document-centric
business processes.
The company sells on-premise solutions,
including software licenses and associated
professional services, to support automated
document capture and processing projects. Itesoft
also provides automated supplier invoice capture
and processing as an software-as-a-service solution
through Yooz, the company’s independent
business unit serving SMEs, associations, certified
accountants and local government organisations.
The company’s solutions measurably and
significantly increase the efficiency of documentcentric business processes, both paper and
electronic, such as purchase-to-pay, order-tocash, and customer case handling.
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Micro Focus
Melissa Burns,
Senior Marketing Programs Manager
Tel: +44 1635 565200
melissa.burns@microfocus.com
Micro Focus is a global enterprise software
company supporting the technology needs
and challenges of the Global 2000. The
company’s solutions help organisations
leverage existing IT investments, enterprise
applications and emerging technologies to
address complex, rapidly evolving business
requirements while protecting corporate
information at all times. The firm’s solution
portfolios include: Attachmate, Borland,
Micro Focus, NetIQ, Novell and SUSE.
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Preactor

RM Education

Tel: +44 1249 650316
info.preactor.plm@siemens.com

Tel: +44 800 0469798
networks@rm.com

SIMATIC IT Preactor APS is an advanced
planning and scheduling software range used
by a wide range of businesses across multiple
industries for both long-term planning and
detailed scheduling. SIMATIC IT Preactor
products are designed to work alongside existing
systems. Being highly customisable, their
flexibility is unparalleled. SIMATIC IT Preactor
APS is part of the Siemens Manufacturing
Operations Management (MOM) software
portfolio, which enables users to implement
their strategy for the complete digitisation of
manufacturing operations.

RM Education is an established education
technology solution provider, exclusively
focused on helping UK schools address key
priorities through technology.
The company offers solutions and services
including connectivity and online safety; network
management tools; wireless and infrastructure
hardware; flexible technology support tailored to
a school’s needs; and cloud-based platforms that
enable choice and enhance teaching and learning.
RM Education’s experts will ensure education
providers have the tools to effectively manage and
use IT and provide teachers with the skill sets to
use the technology effectively. Most importantly,
the company helps education providers to truly
transform the use of technology throughout the
school, particularly in the classroom.
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Tel: +44 844 5499500
phil.smith@ruler.co.uk
Ruler is focused on providing cutting edge
Microsoft Office 365 applications to the
education sector and specialises in connecting
school management information systems
with Office 365 to help both work better in
the cloud.
The company’s solutions enable education
providers to automatically create and
maintain users, e-mail distribution lists and
timetables in Office 365, and automatically
secure SharePoint sites and the new Office 365
Groups down to class level.
Ruler’s classroom solutions allow users to
create assignments and homework in Office
365, and distribute and share documents
automatically between teachers and students.
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Phil Smith, Managing Director
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Simplement
Suzanne Hoffman

Skooler
Lars Gunnar Fledsberg, CEO

SkyGiraffe
Boaz Hecht, CEO

Tel: +1 773 7897795
shoffman@simplement.us

Tel: +47 940 19520
lgf@skooler.com

Tel: +1 650 6565502
boaz@skygiraffe.com

Simplement’s flagship product, the Data
Liberator, focuses on real-time digital
enablement, visualised on Microsoft’s business
intelligence (BI) stack, SQL Server, and Azure.
Simplement provides real-time access to a
granular level of data in order to meet business
users’ analytics needs. This insight drives more
value and reduces the total cost of ownership
of users’ complex environments.
Simplement’s Smart Starts, a subscriptionbased version of the Data Liberator, runs in
Microsoft Azure. Users can choose from a
selection of the most popular financial and
operational reporting to increase the value of
their data. These productivity tools are cloudbased, self-managed, real-time data reporting
that have been designed for Microsoft BI
product end-users.

Skooler offers various time-saving educational
tools built in Microsoft Office 365, including
individualised student learning paths and
solutions for managing planning, attendance
and student conduct.
Teachers and students, with the modular
educational tools in Skooler, can use the same
user interface to seamlessly take advantage
of the modern and mobile productivity
and collaboration applications available in
Office 365. In other words, they have access
to everything they need in one place in the
world’s largest collaboration platform for
education. Skooler is the next generation
digital learning platform.

SkyGiraffe is an end-to-end enterprise
mobility platform. It provides employees with
unified access to line-of-business applications
and enterprise data natively from any device.
SkyGiraffe’s Minimum Viable Production
app approach allows an enterprise to build
production apps in a single day, drive
actionable user feedback and deliver mobile
apps at unprecedented speed and scale.
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Subscribe!
Make sure you never miss a copy of
OnWindows by subscribing to receive the
magazine every quarter.

Towers Watson
Hagen Selinger
Tel: +44 20 71702000
hagen.selinger@towerswatson.com
Towers Watson is the world’s largest provider
of actuarial software and has been developing
solutions for more than 40 years. The company’s
products are created by drawing upon the
combined insights and expertise of more
chartered actuaries and risk analysts than any
other professional services company. Towers
Watson helps more than 400 clients globally by
combining innovative actuarial thinking with
software expertise to help them measure value,
manage risk and safeguard solvency.
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Wirebird
Nabeil Samara, Managing Director
Tel: +44 203 5423051
enquiries@wirebird.co.uk
Part of the Timico Technology Group,
Wirebird is an agile IT managed service
provider offering a flexible and comprehensive
portfolio of IT support and solutions to a
variety of businesses. The company excels itself
in identifying market trends in technology and
remaining at the forefront of the industry. The
highly-skilled technical and commercial team
makes it easy for customers to do business
with, by focusing on delivering tangible
business benefits that improve the users
experience and lower the risks.
The company delivers innovative business
solutions and services through a successful
combination of customer knowledge, inspired
thinking and winning partners.
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digital format or via the OnWindows app for
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THE LAST WORD

Syncing marketing
and sales
Marketing and sales teams that use technology to identify the prime time to engage with
customers are more likely to deliver better business results. Andrew Moravick, senior research
associate of Marketing Effectiveness and Strategy at Aberdeen Group, explains why

What are the biggest challenges facing sales
and marketing teams?
Marketing and sales professionals must deliver
more measurable results than ever. Technology
removes uncertainty – there’s no ‘we can’t measure
that’ or ‘our gut feeling is good enough’ anymore.
These teams also need to operate like independent businesses, showing profitable returns to their
wider organisations. Aberdeen’s research (see: No
Longer Sitting at the Kids’ Table: Sales Management
Finally Grows Up) shows that 74% of Best-in-Class
sales teams focus on profitable, bottom-line revenue now, rather than the top-line, gross sales revenue of the past. Best-in-Class marketers are 2.3
times as likely to track leads and revenue down to
specific content assets (see: Tracking & technology:
Two Keys to Best-in-Class Content Marketing).
How will customer engagement evolve in 2016?
Now that marketing and sales teams function like
businesses, they will focus on finding the right moments to target people, rather than trying to engage
them everywhere. Our research (see: CEM Executive’s Agenda 2015: Leading the Customer Journey
to Success) shows that companies with established
processes to manage customer journeys significantly outperform their peers in everything from
social media mentions, to customer win-back rates.
Behavioural data, customer feedback and other insights help teams to target people at the opportune
moment, saving time and sparing customers from
random and annoying outreach efforts.
In what ways can marketing teams empower
sales associates to boost sales?
It’s all about knowledge sharing. Aberdeen’s research (see: The Subtleties of Supporting Sales Enablement with Content Marketing) indicates that
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marketers who actively support sales with content
drive 69% more revenue growth year-over-year,
compared to those who don’t. Sellers equipped with
marketing-made assets are more effective at closing
deals, especially when they are informed by customer interviews, in-depth data and analytics. Marketers also benefit from sales insights. If the marketing team’s efforts are in synch with what sellers are
saying when closing deals, the whole experience is
more cohesive and compelling for the buyer.

“Our research shows that
companies with established
processes to manage
customer journeys significantly
outperform their peers”
How will new technologies help to personalise
the customer experience?
Personalised customer experiences can either be relevant and valuable, or overly specific and creepy! Before deploying new technologies – such as beacons,
mobile, the internet of things and more – companies
should identify how they will measurably improve
operational challenges. Data analytics and customer relationship management systems can provide
insights on what’s already happening and help develop processes, but they should also be aligned
to measurable objectives. It’s not about how these
technologies can support a personalised customer
experience, but how they can make that experience
valuable to both customers and businesses.
All research reports referenced in this article are
available via www.aberdeen.com

Dell’s Collaborative Learning Solutions offer teachers the
ability to go beyond the limitations of textbooks. From
access to the latest learning assets available in the cloud to
interactive technology and the latest Dell Latitude laptops,
teachers can take their classrooms wherever they go.
Do more with Collaborative Learning Solutions from Dell.
dell.com/domore
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How do I create a
science lab in a forest?

